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Cambridge, April 24, J 844.
Dear Sir, — I have read the prospectus of 3'our proposed periodica], " The Living Age," with area!

pleasure ; and entirely approve the plan. If it can only obtain the public patronage long enough, and large

enough, and securely enough, to attain its true ends, it will contribute in an eminent degree to give a healthy
tone, not only to our literature, but to public opinion. It will enable us to possess, in a moderate compass, a

select library of the best productions of the age. It will do more : it will redeem our periodical literature from
the reproach of being devoted to light and superficial reading, to transitory speculations, to sickly and ephemeral
sentimentalities, and false and extravagant sketches of life and character.

I wish it every success ; and my only fear is, that it may not meet as full success with the public as il

deserves. I shall be glad to be a subscriber.

I am, very truly and respectfully, yours,

JOSEPH STORY.
T. H. Carter, Esq.

Cambridge, April 30, 1844
I fully concur with Mr. Justice Story in his estimate of the utility and importance of the proposed

publication; and, if well executed, I cannot doubt that it will furnish a valuable contribution to our

literature, not merely of temporary interest, but of permanent value. JARED SPARKS.

New York, 7th May, 1844.

Dear Sir.— T approve very much of the plan of your work, to be published weekly, under the title of the
li Living Age ;

" and if it be conducted with the intelligence, spirit and taste that the prospectus- indicates, (o\

which I have no reason to doubt,) it will be one of the most instructive and popular periodicals of the day.

I wish it abundant success, and that my name be added to the list of subscribers.

Yours, very respectfully,

Mr. E. Littell. JAMES KENT.

Subscriptions, by the year, are Six Dollars.

Postmasters, who send us lists of Subscribers, and money for them, pay Five Dollars a year.

We shall be obliged, by receiving the names of persons who are sufficiently interested in the success of this large

enterprise, to order the work for a year. We desire to have this old-fashioned security, in addition to the sales of single

numbers. We have been accustomed to it for so many years, that we rely more upon such a list than upon booksellers'

orders.

Any payments to our Museum collectors will be acknowledged as paid to us. Their names are Henry M. Lewis,
in Alabama, Tennessee, and part of Missouri: Israel E. James, assisted by James K. Whipple, William H. Weld, O.

H. P. Stem, and Henry Piatt, in the South and South-West : C. W. James, assisted by Moses Meeker, James R. Smith,
John T. Dent, J. B. Humphreys, G. H. Comstock and E. Y. Jennings, in the Western States ; and Thomas Severn in

New York.
03^ Payments, on account of debts due to the Museum, to the end of 1S42, should be made to the above Collectors

or to Messrs. Clause & Canning, Philadelphia, or to E. Littell & Co., Boston, (by Mail, or otherwise,) and tone
other persons.

dp* This work contains only two sheets.
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A FORTNIGHT OF EUROPE.

Morocco.—France is determined to belie the

military dogma of our first captain, who declared

that a great country could not make a little war.

France is a great country that cannot live without

a little war, a war against Queen Pomare, or Dic-

tator Santa Anna, or President Rosas, or the

Emir Abd-El-Kader. Louis Philippe dislikes war
for a principal meal ; but a whet of it now and
then is agreeable to him, and more especially to

his young princes. Two of these are therefore

about to set upon the Emperor of Morocco.
Poor Muley Abderrahman is the most pacific

of Saracens. He has allowed his Corsair fleet,

once the terror of the Mediterranean, to rot ; and
doing what it was expected a citizen king might
do, he cashiered his standing army, and trusts to

his national guards or militia. Muley Abderrah-
man has even a dislike to capital punishments

—

the degenerate Moor—and as a penalty for these

unworthy ideas the king of the most civilized

country in Europe has determined to devour
him.

Accordingly the heir of all the Condes, the

Due d'Aumale, has got on the back of the great

Atlas to march to Morocco. Gen. Lamoriciere is

making razzias on the Moorish territory near the

coast, writing bulletins all the time descriptive of

his own forbearance. Admiral the Prince of Join-

ville is wisely appointed to complete his education,

as Corsair, by studying at the head quarters of

Corsair science, the ports and waters of Morocco.
Moreover, the King of the French is about to send

his most quarrelsome diplomatist, M. Salvandy,

to Morocco, who is ordered to take offence at

Muley Aderrahman's umbrella either being or not

being tricolor. If a pretty quarrel be not made of

these materials, the title of Napoleon of Peace is

undeserved.

We must notice, however, on the part of his

Moorish Majesty, an imprudence, too much in

French style. His son was permitted to send one
of his relatives in command of a troop of horse to

look at the French. As usual, the royal blood

boiled with impatience in the veins of this youth,
and he galloped up without loss of time to ex-
change sabre-cuts, just as Aumale or Joinviile, or

any young sabreur, might. The consequence was
an engagement, which the expresses of the Morn-
ing papers magnify into a battle, and which Lord
Aberdeen poo -poos into a skirmish.

One is glad, on reading over Gen. Lamoriciere'

s

despatches, to see no proof, or even assertion, of
the emperor having proclaimed a Holy War.
The absurdity of such a fanatical crusade has been
left to the French, whose journals at least preach
violently a war of the kind against Islamism in

Africa. Such an announcement must be very
flattering to the Zouaves and Coulouglis and
friendly Arabs, which compose no inconsiderable
part of the French force in Africa ; and it must
greatly facilitate that march to Timbuctoo and
domination over Central Africa, which Marshal
Soult held forth to the Committee on Algiers, " in

the fulness and overflowing of his heart." So did

the old veteran express himself.

To add religious venom to this war would in-

deed complete its ferocity. The conduct of the
French prince, the Due d'Aumale, had already

given a personal ferocity to it, which might have
been avoided. The first feat of this young gentle-

man, on his arrival in Algiers and assumption of a

command, was to plan an ambuscade for the

wives and children ofAbd-el-Kader—for his smala,

as it is called, or harem. This is the very prey
that a military man would have avoided and, lion-

like, passed by ; but it suited Monseigneur d'Au-
male admirably, and he achieved the capture of
the women. Since this the Arabs have taken a

personal grudge to his princeship, and seek ven-

geance at the risk of their lives, and without any
profit to their cause. The other day they defeated

him by a desperate effort, and now they have sur-

prised one of his detachments, and murdered its

officers in Biskara. A few more princes in the

armies on both sides, and a most sanguinary wrar

would spring up.

Meantime the French accuse the English of
inciting the Marocains against them, although
Morocco is a country where no European has in-

fluence, where no consul is allowed to reside in

the Imperial city, and where we have a thousand
times more means of protecting the country in

peace than in war. If the French, however, are

determined to quarrel, they will find pretexts, and
a difficult matter it will be to preserve Morocco on
one side, and Tunis on the other, from their fidgety

ambition. If Marshal Soult, indeed, could be got

to march on Timbuctoo, the tribes of Nigritia and
the Desert might keep him and his countrymen in

the desirable supply of hot water, leaving us to

our present drought and drowsiness in the north.

But we ifear the Marshal will not be able to

wheedle the Budget Committee out of the funds

necessary for the expedition.

—

Examiner.

Hostilities have broken out between Morocco
and France ; besides the indomitable barbarian

chief Abd-el Kader, the French are beset by the

fanatical and furious subjects of the Emperor Abd-
er-Rahman. Whether, a " holy war" has been
proclaimed, and whether there is any regular war
at all, are doubtful points ; Lord Aberdeen thinks

not, he tells us in parliament : but it is certain

that the French have roused up a great border-foe,

that might be able to pour countless and unceasing

thousands upon their territory—to be repulsed, no

doubt, but at what endless toil and cost. This

gives a new turn to the occupation of Algeria.

Should Morocco persevere in its hostility, France
will probably be compelled, by the difficulty and
annoyance of finding men and funds for this new
contest, to procure for her position in Africa some
definitive settlement, in order to bring other in-

fluences to bear upon the Moorish Emperor.

—

Spectator.

France and Morocco.—Whether there will be

war between those powers is still a question ; but

some skirmishing has already taken place, in

which the Moors were defeated, and of which
their dextrous enemy, as dextrous in intrigue as

in the field, will take every advantage. Still we
can discover no ground for the French invasion.

There has been no alleged breach of treaty with

France, no seizure of French subjects, no confis-

cation of French goods, no insult to French
authority. It has been even a complaint among
the European residents that the French consuls,

and France in general, were treated with a degree

of deference refused to other European officers

and powers. The Emperor of Morocco is, per-

sonally, a pacific sovereign. He has not made
war upon even his own rebels since his being

placed on the throne. He is not a man of any
kind of ambition, and he knows the power of the
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immense army of France. He has neither the

will nor the means of war. Why, then, are we
to suppose that he has provoked it ? The only

shadow of charge is that his subjects have assisted

Abd-el-Kader with men and money. But how is

this to be prevented by the sovereign of deserts,

with his power scarcely extending beyond the

walls of his cities, and even alarmed at the pop-

ularity of the Emir, whose astonishing persever-

ance, gallantry, and sagacity in resisting the

merciless invaders of his country, have naturally

earned for him the highest admiration of the wild

but brave tribes from the borders of Egypt to the

shores of the ocean"? The whole is evidently an

Algerine war. The same avidity for seizure

which poured out the 30,000 Frenchmen under
Bourmont without any reason but that of seizure,

which took possession of the country without any
other object than that of possession, and which re-

tained it in defiance of every pledge of France,
has actuated the invasion of Morocco. The
French army in Algiers has been suddenly aug-
mented to the immense force of 111,000 men. A
fleet under the Due de Joinville has been ordered

to rendezvous at Toulon, for the purpose of coop-
erating with the troops, and all is ready to pounce
upon the Moor.
The result of such a contest can scarcely be

doubtful, at least in the beginning. On the one
side are discipline, system, and the advantage of

all the European improvements in war ; on the

other, barbarism, insubordination, want of knowl-
edge, and want of money ; the only substitute for

them all being a daring and stern fanaticism. The
country is totally open ; no fortresses, no garri-

sons, no great rivers to protect the frontier ; while
the capital is within a week's march of the spot

where the French camp is now pitched ; and it

could be saved only by a pitched battle, which, if

it be fought at all, must be fought against the

French musketry and cannon, by wild troops who
have only matchlocks, and, perhaps, a few ship

guns. The probability is, that the utmost resist-

ance on the road will be a skirmish.

Still it must be considered that the fate of all

war is doubtful, and that no war is more difficult

than a contest with climate, with a desolate coun-
try, and with barbarians, whose bravery, however
it may desert them in the field, is quick at discov-

ering an opportunity of retaliation, and equally

quick in taking an unsparing revenge. It has

already cost France twelve years to conquer
Algeria, if it can be said to have conquered a

country where the population still fight ; and
every act of government requires the march of a

battalion to enforce it. How lately is it that the

Due d'Aumale was surprised and narrowly es-

caped massacre with his column ! There is a still

higher remembrance, and that is, the offended

justice of that mighty Disposer in whose hands
are the fates of nations, to which the " innocent

blood," alike of the Moor or the European, cries

out of the ground, and who, in his own appointed

time, will avenge, in the sight of nations, the

violation of his most sacred law of peace and
brotherhood among mankind.

Since our remarks on the Moorish hostilities

were written, the Foreign Secretary has been
questioned in the House of Lords by Lord Claren-

don on the subject, and the answer at least sug-

gests the hope that hostilities may be finally

avoided. He seems to think that the Emperor of

Morocco, as he had accepted the mediation of

England with Spain, might also accept it in the
instance of France. Still he admits that he had
not expected the collision which has occurred

;

that it is impossible to say how far the fanaticism

of the Moslems may not plunge into a war ; or

even how far their attachment to Abd-el-Kader
may not influence them to join that gallant chief-

tain. On the whole, we cannot help casting a
glance at the dextrous old gentleman who sits sur-

rounded by the seventeen fortresses.

Britannia, June 15.

The column commanded by General Lamoriciere
has been attacked by the troops of Morocco. They
came upon the French with an impetuosity not to

be described, filling the air with savage cries of
" Death to the Christians," and rushing upon the

French soldiers like wild beasts. Amongst the

Moors there was a certain degree of discipline,

but the Negroes were like demons. The
French had the advantage, but the general
could not venture to follow up his success, for he
was unprepared for a contest, and has fallen

back for provisions and ammunition. The accounts

as to the number of killed and wounded are vari-

ous, but there is reason to believe that the Moors
and their Negro corps lost more than 100 in killed

and wounded, and the loss on the French side was
not much less. General de Bar, who commands
at Algiers in the absence of Marshal Bugeaud, has
sent to France for more troops. Abd-el-Kader is

supposed to be waiting only for an opportunity to

attack. He has with him about 2,000 well-disci-

plined troops and hosts ofArab auxiliaries.— Globe.

The imprisonment of Mr. O'Connellhashad the

anticipated effect—more than the anticipated effect,

in improving his position as Repealer- in-chief.

He is provided, in his own person, with a new and
imposing addition to " the wrongs of Ireland."

Commonly, incarceration is a very disagreeable

thing : Lovett and Collins even had their heads

shaved, and they passed a very secluded and dull

time in Warwick gaol. Mr. O'Connell is courte-

ously spared all the unpleasantness of Bridewell

:

he has his retinue with him—his staff to carry on

Repeal business within the walls; he has "spa-

cious and airy apartments ;" two large gardens are

at his service. As he can by no possibility have

any desire to run away, he is much in the position

of a man who is prisoner on parole in his own
house. He is not even consigned to the seclusion

of a penitentiary : there is no man in Ireland less

secluded ; and whereas the Lord-Lieutenant's

levees are few and far between, Mr. O'Connell has

his almost daily, Sundays not excepted, according

to regulations promulgated—in the prison or by
the government ?—no, by himself, and at the

meeting of the Repeal Association. As to any-

thing like discipline, it is out of the question : he
is not discipulus but magister. The chief use of

his confinement appears to be to give a tragic

grace to his own effusions, and to enable his peo-

ple to date their public documents, not as Chris-

tians from " the year of Grace," nor as Mahome-
tans from" the Flight," but from " the Captivity."

Who shall say that a prophet is not honored in his

own country? The result of these theatrical

arrangements between Government and Mr.
O'Connell is, that the " Repeal rent" has made a
sudden leap up : once more the Irish are strong

in the faith that Daniel is really a great man,
that he has the official lions under his finger and
thumb, and that he is a tutelary worth propitiating
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—their votive offerings on Monday amounted to

2,600/. And all the while, we are told, a govern-

ment-reporter continues to take notes at the Re-
peal meetings : Government has politely assumed
the office of recording the acts of O'Connell, his

biography, his archives, and his decrees ; while

it has provided him with a residence and accom-
modation for levees suitable to his high estate.

—

Spectator, June 8.

TO DANIEL o'cONNELL
>
ESQ., CIRCULAR ROAD,

DUBLIN.

Dear Silvy OTellico.

One of my young chaps had got ready a cari-

cature of you, with about three hundred-weight

of chains on your old legs and shoulders, and you
in a prison-dress.

But when he heard that you were really locked

up, he said he would not for the money's sake

(though I pay him well for it) publish his paltry

picture, or do anything just now that would give

you pain.

Neither shall I crow over you because it has
come to this, and because having played at bowls,

you have at last got the rubbers. If you did not

organize a conspiracy, and meditate a separation

of this fair empire—if you did not create rage and
hatred in the bosoms of your countrymen against

us English—if you did not do, in a word, all that

the Jury found you guilty of doing—I am a Dutch-
man !

But if ever a man had an excuse for saying
hard things, you had it : if ever a people had a
cause to be angry, it is yours : if ever the winning
party could afford to be generous, I think we
might now : for we have won the rubber, and of
what consequence is the stake to us ?

Though we may lock you up
;
yet it goes

against our feelings somehow to think that the

GREATEST MAN IN THE EMPIRE (for, after all,

have you not done more for your nation than any
man since Washington ever did?) should be put
in a Penitentiary ever so comfortable, in a road
ever so circular.

Though we may lock you up
;
yet for the life

of me I don't see what good we can get out of you.

As I said to Mrs. Punch yesterday, " If any friend

from Ceylon were to make me a present of an
elephant—what should I do with it 1 If a fine

Bengal tiger were locked up in my back-parlor

—

what would be my wish? Out of sheer benev-
olence I should desire to see the royal animal in

the Strand."
Though we may lock you up, let us remember

that there are seven out of our five-and-twenty
millions of fellow-citizens to whom your punish-
ment is a shame and a bitter degradation ; and it is

ill to set so many hearts rankling against us.

Are they not bitter enough already—the fourth

part of the men of our empire—and have they not
cause ? Does the world show a country so

wretched as yours? If you were to send over the

Lion of Judah to Lambeth, and the Dove of Gal-

way to London House, wouldn't we turn their

lordships out ; and shall we be too hard upon you
for trying to do likewise, and failing ?

No. And though your sentence is a just one
in spite of all they may say, yet, please God, let

it be inflicted with a gentle heart. I like the judge
who burst into tears when he passed it.

Vulgar triumph over such a man as you

—

chuckling over such a great discomfiture as that

—is the work of low-minded, sordid knaves. If

ever I laugh, it shan't be because a great man
falls. I wish you would come out of prison, for
how can I poke fun at you through the bars ?

Why did you invent stories of murder and mas-
sacres which we never committed ? Why did you
brag and swagger so much ? Why did you tell so
many untruths regarding us Saxons? The
truth was bitter enough, and hard enough to be
told. We are mighty angry with Nicholas about
Poland ; but, until lately, has somebody else
treated Ireland better ?

I tell you what is to be done. It was arranged
in a Cabinet Council last night—where the Right
Honorable Mr. Punch was called in—it was
arranged that her Majesty should take a trip of
pleasure in the summer, (after a certain interesting

event,) and that her steps were to be directed to a
kingdom called Ireland, which I have occasionally
heard described as the greenest and most beautiful
spot in the world.

She is to go suddenly, and without beat of drum.
She will take the first car at Kingston Pier : and
Lord De Grey will be disgusted, and the people
of the city surprised, to see the Royal Standard
of the Three Kingdoms floating on the tower of
the seedy old Castle of Dublin.

After a collation, another car (or " cyar," as
you call it in Dublin—and a confounded vehicle it

is)—will be called ; and her Majesty, stepping into

it, will say, " Car-boy, drive to the Circular Road."
He will know what it means. The queen has

come to Ireland to take Dan out of prison.
" Let bygones be bygones," her Majesty will

say, (only more elegantly expressed,) a fib or two
more or less about the Saxons won't do us any
harm : but try now, jewel, and be aisy : don't

talk too much about killing and eating us : don't

lead the poor hungry fellows on to fancy they

can do it. The Irish are strong men, and won
every battle that ever was fought. That is very

well. From Fontenoy upwards, we give them
all to you. I have no objection to think that

Caesar's Tenth Legion came out of Tipperary ;

and that it was three hundred of the O'Gradys
who kept the pass of Thermopylae.

Nevertheless, have no more of that talk about

bullying John Bull. Keep the boys quiet, and

tell them they can't do it. It 's no use trying :

we won't be beaten by the likes of you.

But we have done you wrong, and we want to

see you righted ; and as sure as Justice lives,

righted you shall be.

Such are the words that I wish to whisper to

you in your captivity,—words of reproof, and yet

of consolation ; of hope, and wisdom, and truth!

Punch.

France.—In the Chamber of Deputies, M.
Guizot made some important statements. He said

that measures were taken for sending to France,

through English bankers, the arrears of the Hayti

loan ; the fixing the position of French Guyana
was in course of negotiation in Paris ; the com-
mercial treaty with Belgium was abandoned ;

France and England were exerting themselves in

concert at Constantinople to put a stop to the trou-

bles in Albania ; and care was taking that the ar-

ticle of the Greek constitution obliging the suc-

cessor to the throne to adopt the Greek religion

should be either done away with or should be pre-

vented from producing untoward effects.

The bill for the improvement of the great har-

bors of France was under consideration ; and the
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sum of seventeen millions of francs was granted

to establish the auxiliary harbor of La Joliette,

near Marseilles, twenty millions for the improve-

ment of the port of Havre ; a similar sum for the

port of Marseilles ; and smaller sums for the im-

provement of Bordeaux and the building of addi-

tional lighthouses on the coast.

The Courier Fran^ais admits that the posture

of affairs in Algiers has become alarming. Mo-
rocco, at issue with Spain, suspects that France

supports her European ally; the emperor has

therefore joined in alliance with Abd-el-Kader, and

has proclaimed a " holy war" against the Infidels.

On the other hand, the French officers are said to

be eager to cross the Morocco frontier in search of

glory. A son of the emperor leads the united

Moorish forces ; but Abd-el-Kader is the real lea-

der ; and the tribes appear to be in a state of ex-

cited valor. General Lamoriciere had concentrated

his troops on Tlemcen, as a barrier to the threat-

ened invasion of the French territory.

From the Spectator, 15th June.

Important subjects have taken their turn in

both houses of Parliament this week ; in one case

with some token of an unexpected result.

In the Commons, the grand debate was had upon

Mr. Ward's yearly motion about the Irish church,

somewhat differently shaped. Last year he had a

plan cut and dry for the division of the church-

revenues and their distribution among all sects

:

this year he made the more easily supported mo-
tion for a committee of the whole house merely
to " consider" the state of the church establish-

ment in Ireland. His more general terms, how-
ever, did not obtain for him a majority, but the

motion was negatived by nearly two to one. Ear-

lier in the session, the state of that church was
incidentally but very fully considered ; it then be-

came clear that no plan could at present have any
chance of success ; and no favorable alteration has
taken place since that time. On the contrary, men
have been thinking of other things : instead of
having been put in a frame of mind to make mu-
tual concessions, they have been put wider apart

than ever, because that is the present tactic of the
popular leaders in Ireland. There is, therefore,

no greater present facility for a settlement : still,

the grievance also remains quite unaltered—un-
mitigated ; and another session is passing over
without any measure on that head—without any
ameliorating measure for Ireland having yet been
achieved. One or two, indeed, are ready to be
pushed forward, or to be disposed of in the " mas-
sacre of the innocents" at the middle of July;
and a measure to facilitate Catholic endowments is

again promised, four months having elapsed with-

out a word said of it ! That is not the way to soothe

Ireland, while it undergoes the irritating, even if

wholesome, process of law. One agreeable fea-

ture of a debate that attracted few listeners till

near the close, was a general concurrence in the

expediency of endowing the Roman Catholic clergy

somehow or other.

An ecclesiastical subject also has engaged the

House of Lords. The English Church Temporal-
ities Act united the sees of St. Asaph and Bangor,
the union to take effect on the death of the then liv-

ing bishops. The inducement to this junction was,
that funds were required for the new bishopric of

Manchester. The measure has excited general

dislike among all the parties interested ; and very

naturally. The wounded vanity of Welshmen may

have had a share in prompting the complaints and
petitions. But there is also a legitimate religious

ground of opposition to the change. The keenest

dissenter will admit, that if we have an established

church at all, it should be efficient. Doubtless, it

is desirable to have a Bishop of Manchester ; but

it is akin to the Irish feat of cutting off the bottom

of the blanket to sew it on the top if we set up a

Manchester bishop at the expense of abolishing a

Welsh bishop. The present Bishop of St. David's

is not a man who flinches from work : Dr. Thirl-

wall mastered the Welsh language in mature life

in order to the efficient discharge of his duties

:

when we see such a man objecting to the labor to

be. thrown upon the one bishop for the two sees,

we may conclude that it would be too much—in

other words, that the work will not be done. True,

Dr. Howley says that the millions placed under the

Manchester bishop merit more consideration than

the thousands under the Welch bishop
;

yet no

less surely the millions of Lancashire are much
more accessible to any overseer than the compara-

tively scattered inhabitants of North Wales, whose
distance is virtually increased by the mountainous

character of the country. On all the evidence it

appears that the yet unconsummated union of sees

ought to be rescinded. The reasons alleged against

it were ludicrous in their feebleness. Quoth the

Duke of Wellington, the act was passed eight

years ago, and must not be repealed. This is a

new idea of prescription : it suggests for the future

a practice of repealing every act of Parliament

within seven years, lest by lasting eight it should

become inconveniently permanent. Next it is said,

if two bishops remain in the House of Lords for

St. Asaph and Bangor, the full number of twenty-

six will be complete, and there will be no room
for another ; so that there is only this alternative

—either the new bishop must be without a seat,

or there must be one more bishop in the Lords.

What then 1 There have been bishops without

seats—as the Bishop of Sodor and Man,—and it is

not alleged that either they or the church have

suffered detriment by the exclusion. But suppose

the bishop for the great factory-district were added

to a full bench of twenty-six, what danger could

accrue ? If it is a matter of proportion between

the spiritual and temporal peers, then that is al-

tered by every failure of issue and by every crea-

tion. Depend upon it, the "constitution" can

bear the presence of another mitred Peer without

crumbling under the weight of a supernumerary

bishop. The second reading of Lord Powis' bill

to rescind the union was carried by a considerable

majority. Ministers may succeed in stopping its

progress for the session ; but the two sees can

hardly be thrown into one in the teeth of an oppo-

sition so strongly founded in reason.

The sugar-duties were again discussed, apropos

to Mr. Ewart's amendment for equalizing the du-

ties on all sugars whether slave-grown or free.

The debate exhibited three parties,—the advocates

of the ministerial plan ; the advocates of the West
Indies and no change ; and! the advocates of free

trade and the " consumer." The West Indian ad-

vocates spoke under the disadvantage of being

complainers ; but if they did not succeed in making
good any stable ground for resisting all change,
they at least showed, with painful clearness, ihat

they are not in a condition to undergo change with
impunity—without enormous losses. The position

of ministers was most embarrassing : their strong-

est opponents were the free-traders—they, had to
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resist the free-trade doctrines as applied to the

West Indies ; but, unluckily, they could not strike

home, for to carry out all their arguments to the

full would be to strike at their own project. Eve-
ry argument against meddling—against exposing
the West Indies to an unprepared competition

—

every argument which might have crippled the

free-traders recoiled upon themselves. Thus fee-

bly opposed, the free-traders seemed to ride rough-

shod over the field. When Mr. Milner Gibson
asked the grounds for differential duties—for the

specific rate of duty proposed by the government

—

he was not answered. Mr.Villiers' indolence be-

trayed him into mistakes, by using stale statistics
;

and Mr. Gladstone did not miss the opportunity of

damaging a dangerous antagonist ; but Mr. Vil-

liers' arguments were better than his figures, and

they remained intact. There is an answer to the

free-traders—the oft-cited one of their great au-

thority, Mr. Deacon Hume, who declared the West
Indies to be removed, by the accidents of emanci-

pation, from the category of free trade : but Mr.
Hume's disciples, instead of showing his humane
consideration for practical difficulties, or his plain

English love of justice, evinced uttei disregard of

the real injury that they might inflict. However,
they were not successful : ministers were able to

push their plan, trimming between injury and for-

bearance, through that stage.

The more comprehensive question of import-

duties generally was mooted in the House of Peers,

by Lord Monteagle ; who made a very tolerable

exposition of the advantages of abolishing restric-

tive duties and the evils of retaining them. He
moved for a committee of inquiry ; and as, of

course, he could not expect to carry his motion,

the precise object of it does not appear. Perhaps
Lord Monteagle wishes to keep his hand in, on

the chance of being " sent for" some day actively

to control these matters. As it was, the most in-

teresting feature of the debate was the general

concurrence in his free-trade principles : Lord Dal-

housie, the young vice-president of the Board of

Trade, opposing the motion on grounds of expedi-

ency, emphatically subscribed to the principles.

Indeed, the Duke of Richmond complained that he
seemed left alone in the House as the advocate of

protection, finding none to agree with him except
Lord Colchester ; whom he quaintly designated,

in accordance with the periphrastic etiquette of

Parliament which substitutes description for the

proper name, as " the noble Lord with his back at

the wall :" he seemed to feel that the protection-

ists had gone to the wall.

The Bank Charter Bill reached its second read-

ing in the House of Commons ; at which stage

the new currency arrangement met its first serious

obstruction. Mr. llawcs moved an amendment,
to nullify that part which relates to banks of issue.

He said that he only sought to remove fart of the

measure ; which might be said of cutting off a

man's head. The debate was animated, and ex-

hibited a good deal of mental activity : the subject-

matter was really "discussed" on its merits—

a

rare fate for any Parliamentary bill. It is observ-

able, however, that of its opponents no two ap-

peared to agree, for there are on that side as many
opinions as men ; while the chief point of agree-

ment in any quarter is, that upon the whole the

bill is what is wanted. The inroad upon it was
repulsed by a majority of six to one.

More attention than it seems to demand has been
directed to some diplomatic correspondence be-

tween Lord Aberdeen and Baron Bulow relative

to the commercial relations between Great Britain
and Prussia. As respects anything like informa-
tion, the two despatches published by the Augs-
burg Gazette form a fraction of a correspondence
which still continues, and are unintelligible with-
out the context. But what attracts notice is the
hostile tone. Lord Aberdeen, whose despatch is

dated in November last, complains of heavy duties
imposed by the German Customs Union on British

commodities, especially on iron and certain mixed
woollen stuffs. He accuses Prussia of not acting

with a desire to maintain commercial relations on
an amicable and advantageous footing ; and makes
this direct charge of double dealing

—

" At the commencement of 1842, the rumor ran,

that at the next general meeting of the delegates of
the Union it was proposed to augment the duty,

already great, upon mixed stuffs, such asmouseline
de laine, and to raise it to the level of that on cot-

tons. On England remonstrating, the Prussian
government replied, that it did not think the report

would be confirmed. Nevertheless, as the time
approached, assurances on this subject became less

satisfactory ; and at last the British government
learned that the plan of augmenting the duty in

question had not only been adopted, but that its

adoption was chiefly owing to the instances of

Prussia."

Baron Bulow, whose despatch is dated in March,
indignantly repels the charge of dissimulation ; and
retorts upon England her heavy duties on corn,

wool, and timber ; freely quoting Mr. M'Gregor,
Dr. Bowring, and the Edinburgh Review. Mr.
Gladstone, however, stated in Parliament, the

other night, that the correspondence had altered

in tone, and become much more conciliatory.

China.—The intelligence from China comes
down to the 10th of March. The legislative coun-

cil of Hong-kong had passed two important laws,

to abolish slavery in that English colony, and to

regulate the printing of books and papers. Impor-

tance is attached to a trifling affair connected with

some infraction of recent treaties. Two English

vessels, the Amelia and Maingay, went to Shan-

ghae, secretly laden with opium. Finding no sale

for it, they transhipped some into the William,

which was about to sail for another port. An
English merchant, whose motive is not known,
gave information to the Chinese Intendant of the

port ; who refused to interfere ; and punished the

Dearer of a second message. The English consul

was then called upon to interpose ; and reluctantly

he did so. The vessels were seized ; the William

the Fourth was sent to Hong-kong, and fined five

hundred dollars ; the other two were permitted to

unload on lodging the proceeds of the cargo in the

hands of the consul, to await Sir Henry Pottin-

gcr's instructions. Sir Henry is said to have given

a cold reception to the informer.

Italy.—The Cologne Gazette assures us that

the Papal Government has addressed a note to the

Cabinets of London, Vienna, and Paris on the

subject of the late disturbances in its territories.

The note declares that there has been no real

cause for political discontent, and that the dissatis-

faction is chiefly to be ascribed to the machinations

of anarchists in France and England.

A letter from Leghorn of the 4th inst., states

that the political state of Italy is becoming daily

more disturbed, and especially that of the Roman
States. Several persons of rank, who were com-
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promised in the late events in that country, have

been obliged to emigrate.

Turkey.—A circular has been addressed by the

Ottoman Porte to all governors and pachas of the

empire, commanding them in the most absolute

manner to abolish the use of the torture in criminal

proceedings.

The Due D'Angouleme.—This exiled prince,

who, since the death of Charles X., was named
King of France by the adherents of the Bourbons,

has at last terminated his mortal career. He died '

at Goritz, on the 4th of this month, having for a

long period been in a most precarious state of

health, and having, we fear, suffered painfully

during the continuance of his illness. The queen
and the principal members of his diminished court

were present. His death will produce no effect

further than fixing the eyes of the Bourbonists

more distinctly upon the Due de Bordeaux, and
thus adding to that competitorship which makes
even the throne of Louis Philippe uneasy, and may
punish severely the coxcombry of defying and in-

sulting England, from whatever quarter it shall

come. We have no desire to anticipate national

collision ; but no country can wisely bear unpro-

voked insult, and, if the injury is not directly re-

pelled, it must impress the memory.
The Due d'Angouleme seems to have been a

harmless character, of no marked talent, and of

no decided propensities. During the government
of Charles X. he was content with doing what he
was bid—at the revolution of 1830 he was content

with doing nothing—and during the exile of his

house he was content with being nothing. Though
exiled we doubt whether we should call him unfor-

tunate. He had the means of existence without the

trouble of exertion—he had the name of a prince

without the responsibilities—and had the title of a
king without the labors, the duties, or the cares.

On the whole view of his character, we must think
that it was suited to his condition ; and, regretting

the shock which a fall from royalty must give to

the common feelings of man, we can fully believe

that he was fortunate in escaping the toils of the
diadem.

—

Britannia.

A dinner has been given to Mr. Charles Knight,
professedly to celebrate the completion of the
Penny Cyclopedia, but also, in fact, to pay a
tribute of esteem to Mr. Knight for his merits as

an author, and as an enterprising publisher, who
has had more than mere mercantile success in view.
About a hundred and fifty gentlemen joined in this

festive demonstration ; the party consisting of
contributors to the works connected with the
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
several other well-known denizens of the literary

world, with a few artists, and a literary lord or

two. Lord Brougham was the chairman : and
very well he acquitted himself in that familiar post

—it is clear that his popularity has not waned in

this quarter at least. In proposing the health of

the guest, Lord Brougham paid a passing compli-

ment to his critical labors on the subject of Shaks-
pere, but held him up chiefly as an original pro-

jector in " useful" literature, like the Penny Mag-
azine, and still more as the writer of two tracts on
" the Rights of Industry'" and " the Results of

Machinery," extensively circulated by the whig
government during the riots in the agricultural

and manufacturing districts eleven or twelve years

ago. The other principal speakers were, of

course Mr. Knight himself, Professor Long, Pro-

fessor Key, Mr. Weir, Lord Wrottesley, Mr. M.
D. Hill, Mr. George Craik, and the Reverend Mr.
Jones.

—

Spectator.

The Emperor of Russia.—The honors which
have been paid to the Czar must be gratifying to

that illustrious personage from the sincerity with
which they have been seconded by the people.

Wherever he has appeared he has been received

with acclamation ; and the only regret expressed
has been, that his stay in England is to be too

brief to allow of those respectful attentions which
the great public bodies were so willing to pay.

His visit, his character, and his conduct, even dur-

ing the few days of his sojourn in this country, all

have tended to render him popular ; and it is to be
hoped that he will carry back with him a feeling

of that public opinion, equal to the feeling which
he leaves behind. The English are certainly no
flatterers ; but they have a natural sense of the

qualities suited to high station ; and, when they
see in the monarch of one of the mightiest king-

doms of the world the qualities fit for dominion

—

manliness, intelligence, and good feeling—they
give them the honor that is their due.

The purpose of the imperial visit has been vari-

ously accounted for. With some it has been at-

tributed to rational curiosity, with others to the

simple fondness of an active mind for travelling

from country to country ; with some it belongs to

those political intrigues which the lovers of mys-
tery in everything are so apt to discover in all the

movements of monarchs ; but we are inclined to

believe that the journey originated in a generous
personal determination to show how little his Ma-
jesty felt in unison with the mean and mischievous
language which has been so suddenly held by the

press of France. Of the Due de Joinville's

puerile pamphlet we shall say no more. The
British Cabinet have treated it as it deserved, and
have disdained to make the slightest allusion to it.

It has not been even treated with the respect of a
common inquiry in Parliament ; it has been suffered

to perish. But it cannot be forgotten by the peo-

ple of England, or by her government, that, in the

midst of the most profound peace, in the absence

of all preparation for hostility on the side of Eng-
land, and even in the interchange of courtesies of

the most confidential kind, a proposal has been
suffered to appear, from the highest quarter, for

preparing a force, not to fight the navy of England,
but to seize her merchant ships, to ravage her
coasts, and to inflict on the peasantry of her exposed
shores the heaviest sufferings of war on the first

national quarrel. Of this proposal we say no more.
But it greatly increases our respect for the high
spirit and honorable temper of the Russian Em-
peror to see him take the first opportunity of prac-

tically expressing his scorn of the suggestion.

As to the suggestion itself, England laughs at

it, and may well laugh. If the war is to be naval,

and to turn on naval machinery, what power is it

which possesses the most practised seamen, and
the most perfect machinery, in the world 1 Such
a war would be the very one which England
would have cause to desire ; for, when the ques-
tion comes to close fighting, and to machinery to-

gether, she has a double means of superiority ; a
double security for triumph. If war should break
out—and no power on earth is more averse to a
vainglorious war—she would have only to give the
word to her various private and public builders,

and she would have in a month steamboats enough
to sweep the French navy off the seas, to seal up
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every port in France, and to reduce the commerce
of the kingdom to bumboats. This she has no

desire to do; but, if it is required, this she can

and will do. God forbid that peace should be

broken ; that the common good of nations should

be exchanged for the common evil ; that the blood

of man should saturate the ground which was
given to be tilled for his enjoyment ; but, if Eng-
land is forced to war once more, it will be a war
such as the world has never before seen—a war
bringing into the field the whole might of her mul-

titude, aided by all the resources of her skill—a war
sharpened by her recollection of the uselessness of

national amity—and a war directed by the con-

sciousness that nothing but being reduced to utter

impotence can extinguish the bitter jealousy and

restless malice of the national enemy.
Britannia, June 8.

The Czar.—The monarch of all the Russias

has left this country after a week of his customary

rapidity of movement, a general inspection of all

the prominent features of London, and the display

of a great deal of intelligence in the progress of

that inspection. We are happy to say that he

was received with corresponding good humor by

every rank of the country—by the queen with

royal pomp and hospitality, by the nobles with

respect and honor, and by the multitude with in-

terest and acclamation. He left Woolwich on

Sunday last. We wish that he had chosen any
other day for his departure. The parade of troops,

the firing of cannon, and the concourse of the

curious and the idle, do not suit English habits

;

and that so high an example should be capable of

being quoted against the most venerable custom of

our country and Christianity is to be regretted.

But Christianity on the Continent is less grave

;

the Christian Sabbath is the popular day of play-

houses, races, reviews, and even of the Stock
Exchange ; and perhaps monarchs may regard

themselves so much as public creatures, that all

other considerations give way to their sense of

public service. In all other points nothing but

praise can be given to the conduct of the Emperor
while among us (and even in this the blame prob-

ably should fall on his advisers.) His manners
were affable to all ; he received the popular cheers

with good-natured civility ; he showed himself
everywhere ready to comprehend and to enjoy.

He visited, with almost the attention of a private

gentleman, all the families whom he had known in

Russia, and at his departure he exhibited his mu-
nificence in a manner so general and so splendid as

to excite almost regret at the imperial lavishness

of his farewell expenditure. Diamond snuffboxes,

diamond rings, and donations of money to a large

amount, signalized the more than liberality of this

great monarch, .£500 a year to Ascot races, 1,000

guineas to the Society for Foreigners in Distress,

200 guineas to the poor of the parish in which
Ashburnham-house stands, j£500 each to the Nel-

son and Wellington testimonials, presents to the

domestics of the royal household and the Russian

embassy—these mark not only a generous spirit in

the man, but a sense of his reception in the mon-
arch, and add to the feeling which England
already entertains of the honorable and frank

spirit of the great ruler of the northern world.

Britannia.

From the Examiner.

Nick's Due.—The Emperor Nicholas has
played his part extremely well. He has shown

much tact, and if not good feeling, a perfect un-
derstanding of what good feeling requires. If
anything has been a little overdone, it has been
magnanimity towards the Poles. He would uot,

forsooth, grudge the charities to those whom he
had exiled and beggared. The only right of
those unfortunate men that he ever recognized was
the right of his own making, the right of the
oppressed and ruined to compassion. It is an old
maxim, that the hatred of the injurer is unrelent-
ing, but the destroyer of Poland strained the ex-
ceptional example, and was graciously content
that his victims should have the charities to which
he had reduced them. Nay, if need were, he
would give himself. For, because the exiles were
not within the grasp of his fetters, they were
within the range of his benevolence. Had they
been in Siberia, would his bounties have been ex-
tended to them ? and which would he have given,

his cooperation, or the knout, to the benevolent
strangers endeavoring to succor them 1

How is it that he feels for those fugitives, com-
paratively fortunate, who have escaped the last

cruelties of his power, a pity which he has never
evinced to those who are pining and perishing in

his mines and deserts ? Does his clemency begin
where his power ends 1 Or is it that he feels

touched for wretches who drag out their days in

an England instead of a Siberia ?

The humanity, so large in London, might surely
have scope in the vast Russian dominions. But
it seems to commence where the jurisdiction ter-

minates, and the emperor begins to be generous
where he ceases to be able to oppress and perse-

cute.

But inconsistent as the liberality was, it was
extremely well played. How good was his an-

swer to a lady of high rank and grovelling spirit,

who wrote to tell him that she had withdrawn her
patronage from the Poles because the ball was not
to be postponed in consequence of his visit ; the

reply to which, through the ambassador, was an
expression of regret that the lady should have
withdrawn her aid to any charity on the emperor's
account, and of willingness to make good the de-

ficiency, if the poor of any nation were likely to be
the sufferers from such a step.

How excellent was this rebuke to servility and
meanness, and if not really dictated by good feel-

ing and magnanimity, how exact an understanding
of these qualities it denoted.

But do these traits change our opinion of the

character of the man? Not at all. They only

prove him to be one who, as the homely proverb

illustrates it, " hangs up his fiddle at home." He
belongs to the class who are agreeable and kind
everywhere but amongst their own—the domestic
tyrants who are all amiability abroad. But if as

a visitor he has assumed virtues which he has not,

he has also seen faults which he is clear of as a
despot.

The Morning Post lately put up a devout prayer
that England might learn something from the Rus-
sian emperor. We thought the wish very ridicu-

lous at the time, but we have since found reason

to join in it.

The despotic Czar saw with amazement and dis-

taste the stiffness and rigid etiquette of the Eng-
lish court. What most struck and scandalized

the prince of semi-barbarians was the want of

homage to the sex, ladies being kept standing in

the presence of Prince Albert, waiting on him like

servants, and backing out before him. He found
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that the spirit of gallantry, which has its decorum

everywhere else, was not allowed to grace the

highest circle. The superiority of rank to the soul

of manners was what the Czar could not under-

stand. He was so much of a barbarian as to

think that chivalrous homage to the sex would not

derogate from the loftiest station, and that what
would be rudeness in the meanest peasant could

not consist with the true dignity of a prince He
could not comprehend how observances that would

be unmannerly in any other sphere could exalt a

particular station. It seemed to him that a position

was degraded by effeminacy which required of

women the homage to a man that men ordinarily

take a pride in paying to the sex.

The Court of England has long been the most
stiff and formal of all the great courts of the

world, some of the little courts only vying with it

in the strictness of ceremonial, and within the last

three or four years the rigor of its etiquette has

been remarkably increased, and signalized in some
revolting proscriptions. There was enough of all

this surely before, and what has been superadded

is by no means accordant with the spirit of the

time, and the improved sense and taste of the

people of this or any other country. Foreigners

laugh at it, and at home it is rapidly becoming ex-

tremely unpopular.

Russia and Russia's Bear.—Doubtless it is

known that the Emperor of Russia visited the

Zoological Gardens in the Park. It is equally

well known that he has an extraordinary memory
of persons whom he has once seen. Thus, the

Emperor, looking down into the bear's pit, im-

mediately recognized a brown bear that, in its

cubhood, he had seen at St. Petersburgh : and,

strange to add, the bear as readily knew the Em-
peror. Hastily climbing to the top of the pole,

the sagacious beast began to growl the very purest

Russian, and was answered in its native sounds by
Nicholas. The following may be depended upon
as a faithful translation of the colloquy :

—

Bear. Bless my heart ! What, Nicholas ! Is

it really you ?

Emperor. What,—you remember me 1

Bear. Remember you ! What bear, with a
liking for blood, could ever forget you 1 Ha, sire !

this, after all, is a sorry country.

Emperor. Why, you look sleek and fat.

Bear. But what fat ! I 've very little of my
natural victuals. All my Russian courage is taken

out of me with buns and biscuits, that short com-
mons of flesh compels me to eat ; buns and bis-

cuits from the hands of girls and babies, and that,

too, when my mouth waters for one of them. Ha,
how could I relish even a hard old Pole !

Emperor (with a dim smile. ) I think you have one.

Bear (with a knowing wink.) Pooh! you know
what I mean. But now, to talk of yourself. Ar' n't

you afraid to show your nose in England?
Those rascally newspapers ! And then that scoun-

drel, Punch ! They blab everything. 'T was only

yesterday that I saw a sweet little boy in a white

frock and red shoes : I know I could have dined

upon him— for the nursery-maid was giggling with

a Life Guardsman—but then, again, I knew the

rumpus there 'd have been. First, that Wakley,
and then an inquest, and then a bullet through my
body ; and so these rascally English would not

only have had my blood upon their heads, but my
grease too. And so, thinking of all this, with

tears in my eyes, I munched a dry biscuit, and let

the child—ha ! you should have seen its chubby

legs ; amongst all the babies you stole from War-
saw, there wasn't a fatter one—and so, with a
sigh, I let the child be.

Emperor (laying his hand on his bosom.) I can
feel for you.

Bear. But to speak about yourself. Ar' n't

you afraid to come where the newspapers have
made your reputation so well known 1

Emperor (significantly touching his pockets.)

Not in the least

Bear, The folks here know all about your do-
ings at Warsaw.

Emperor. What of that 1 I shall give an order
for a gold service—and buy some jewelry, too

—

at Storr and Mortimer's.
Bear. They know, too, of the Poles—whose

patriotism was their guilt—whom you have sent to

Siberia

!

Emperor. Very well. I shall subscribe five hun-
dred pounds for a yearly cup at Ascot, and the
mob there will cheer me—and fling up their caps—and want to hug me in their arms for the dearest,

the sweetest, of emperors—a piece of legitimate

anatomy, filled with ichor ; with no stain, no rank
odor of blood upon me. I know John Bull ; he
blusters well enough ; but he 'd bear strokes with
a lacquered, shining face, from the knout itself, if

it were only made of gold.

Bear. Nick, you know a thing or two.
Emperor, xind so, you see, I shall give some

money for an annual piece of plate to be raced for.

And after that to talk of the Poles' ! Pooh !

John Bull at such a time dotes too much upon
horse-flesh to think of the flesh of a few thousands
of men, women, and children.

Bear. Nevertheless, your character is in such
bad odor with these English
Emperor. Nonsense ! you are over-anxious for

me. I know them. They abuse me when I am
at St. Petersburgh, but they love rank too well
when it comes to them to question its little fail-

ings. If the Prince of Darkness himself were to

come as a Prince, there are plenty of people here

—

high ones, too—to cheer him for his horns and tail.

Bear. Well, Nicholas, your reception will go
far to test that fact.

Emperor. And then when John Bull would
act meanly, inconsistently, he can always lay his

hand upon a pet virtue to cloak himself with.

Thus, he will feast me, and hurrah to me, and
swear that he is only civil from his excessive hos-

pitality. But then John knows I 'm rich—immensely
rich ; and with all his far-seeing, telescopic philos-

ophy, he can see no spots in a golden sun ; no,

but Christian as he is, worships it like any Persian.

And then, because I 'm an emperor, I shall be
feasted by Whigs and Tories ; and men who abuse
me in Parliament, will, if I vouchsafe so much, kiss

my hand—yes, my felon hand, branded by Lucifer

with " Poland."
Bear. I hope you may find it so. By the way,

too, it happens very unluckily that they 're going
to give a ball to the Poles.

Emperor. Not at all—it all makes for my
game. I shall talk to the Lady Patronesses, and
offer to give them any money for their very benev-
olent purpose. And then I shall be praised for

my forbearance—my humanity.
Bear. Very likely. Just as if a man, who had

set fire to his neighbor's house—killed his wife

and children—stolen his goods, and left him naked
in the highway,—should, touched by sudden hu-
manity, magnanimously bestow upon the wretch a

pair of garters.
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Emperor. Exactly.

Bear. Nevertheless, there is this untoward
matter to get over. You talk about going amongst
the lady aristocracy of England—the lovely, the

refined, the tender. How will you get out of

that very black business—the flogging of Polish

women 1

Emperor. Nothing more easy. I shall bow and
smile at the Opera.

And here ended the talk between Nicholas and
the Bear.

—

Punch.

Accouchment of her Majesty.—Early in

March last it was stated in the Britannia that we
had the best authority for announcing that the

accouchment of her Majesty "was expected to

take place at the latter end of June or the early

part of July." We have now to state (her Ma-
jesty having determined that this event shall take

place at Windsor Castle) that the private apart-

ments have been commanded to be prepared for

the reception of the queen by Monday, the 1st of

July, on which day the court (according to the

arrangements now made) will leave Bucking-

ham Palace for Windsor. Her Majesty is expec-

ted to be confined between the 7th and the 15th

of July. Dr. Locock has engaged a residence at

Windsor for several weeks, his tenancy to com-

mence on the 1st proximo. Sir James Clark is

also seeking for a residence in the immediate

vicinity of the town.

—

Britannia.

From the Spectator.

SUGAR AND SLAVERY.

A survey of the present state of the Sugar
question exhibits the several conflicting " interests"

or parties to it in a most unsatisfactory light. To
begin with the largest, the British public has not

gained much by the many party and sectarian

manoeuvres which have been achieved under a

high-sounding name. The public paid for Eman-
cipation, and a badly-fulfilled bargain ; it has paid

long for "slave-trade suppression," as the fruit-

less and costly efforts to suppress the slave-trade

are called ; it pays a high price for sugar, to pro-

tect the West Indies from ruin, which is not done
;

it pays all round, and purchases—what? Nothing
but mortification. And now the only tangible

gain even promised to the public, as a consequence
of the contemplated change in the duties, is an
estimated fall of something more than a halfpenny
per pound in the price of sugar. The public may
partly blame itself; for it has been passive, if not

active, in buying at any price the luxury of senti-

ment—in shedding tears over the name of slavery,

getting up projects to quash it, and consenting to

blink the fact, that, for all the outlay, there is as

much slavery as ever.

The next interest most obviously concerned is

that of the West India proprietors,—including in

the term, mortgagees and others dependent upon

West Indian property; for we cannot understand

the morality, or the sense, of a distinction implied

in contemptuous allusions to "mortgages," be-

tween different kinds of property and vested capi-

tal. The position of the West Indian colonists is

not enviable. The day of reckoning has come,
and, like the sluggard, they are unprepared, ex-
cept with entreaties for " more time." They are

exposed to all the damaging effect of the truths

mixed up with the fallacies of the free-traders :

" protection" is a bad and hollow system ; it does
conduce to inertness and helpless reliance on arti-

ficial props ; and the West Indians have been inert

enough. Put out of sight what we have done to

the West Indies, and they have no claim to what
they ask us to do for them. But it is not so easy
to put out of sight our long course of meddling.
If we had not interfered in the details of their

industrial arrangements, the " monopoly" with
which we reproach them would have been swept
away at this day among other monopolies ; and
without detriment to the West Indies, for it was
once only nominal. With a free resort to the

labor of slaves, they produced sugar in such abun-

dance that there was a surplus for other markets
than ours, and that abundance gave England the

cheapest sugar in Europe. Their "protection"
was inoperative, like that of the Lancashire ' cot-

ton-manufacturer at this day. And when, after

the war, Trinidad and part of Guiana, were added
to our territory, the acquisition of those fertile

fields would have more than compensated for any
increase of our population for ages. Already able

to grow sugar enough, the British colonies obtain-

ed an unlimited increase to their resources of soil.

Possessing British skill and capital as well as fer-

tile soil, they were more than equal to cope with
any rivals in the world. We altered that state of

things ; first by prohibiting the slave-trade, then

by enacting Negro apprenticeship, then by break-

ing the apprenticeship : we deprived the West In-

dies of their means of production. The amount
of labor was just enough for their wants ; but the

population that had sufficed while all labor was com-
pulsorily bent to one task, the growth of tropical

produce for our market, became insufficient as

soon as that compulsion ceased ; the laborers fall-

ing off to other occupations, retiring to their own
little plots of land, going into trade, or otherwise

bringing about that " blessed change" which de-

lighted Lord John Russell four years ago, and
ruined the West Indies as a property. Trinidad

is overrun with black squatters ; Jamaica is peo-

pled by a nation of half-holyday-makers, who have
so much amusement to do that they have little

time to work. Labor being scarce—continuous

labor, at certain seasons in the process of sugar-

making, being peremptorily needed—wages have

risen to sums which no longer represent the

intrinsic value of the labor, but the exigency of

the employer ; and Mr. James told the House of

Commons the other night, that sugar which it cost

him fourpence the pound to grow and threepence

to pass through our custom-house, sells for six-

pence-halfpenny—a loss of a halfpenny on every

pound produced. The House laughed at the

name of that low coin : but there would be little

. laughing if bread were sold at a loss to the land-

owner of one halfpenny in the pound weight.

Proprietors have been sending out from this coun-

try money and implements, to keep their estates

going, in hopes of better times : but that cannot

go on for aye—the better times do not conic, and

some already stop their supplies. It is now pro-

posed, by way of favor, to deprive them even of

hope. That is the position in which the West
India proprietors have suffered themselves to be

put ; but it is we who have put them there. To
be honest, we should have equalized the sugar-

duties before we meddled with the labor-market

:

and then there would have been either a more sue-
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cessful resistance to emancipation, or a wiser pre-

paration for it.

The Blacks of Africa, in whose favor the

crusade has been carried on, are likely to fair no

better than the British people who pay or the West
India proprietors who are plundered. The African

race are peculiarly adapted to the climate and occu-

pations of the American archipelago : they stand

toil and the climate better than the aborigines did.

The proximity of the African continent, the short-

ness of the voyages, and the small cost of convey-

ing passengers across the narrowest part of the

Atlantic, point out Africa as the legitimate officina

gentium for the West Indies. Free emigration,

however, has been checked and trammeled as if it

were something to be discouraged—.an indulgence

for the planters, bad in itself, and only to be

allowed on sufferance and to a minimized extent.

Why 1 Slave-owning countries continue to draw
an annual supply from Africa ; and inasmuch as

Europe must have sugar, we, by restricting the

number of free emigrants, do our best to secure

that the sugar shall be made by the Negro as a

slave in Brazil or Cuba, rather than by the same
Negro as a free man in the British West Indies.

The native condition of the Negro in Africa is,

for the most part, deplorable : the savage chiefs

exercise despotic will over life and limb ; even the

sanctity of Exeter Hall's "model farm" up the

Niger could not repel the taint of slavery which
pervades that whole continent, and which has
existed East and West, North and South, from
the earliest dawn of history—from the time of the

Pharaohs, if not from the Deluge. Many of the

tribes are in the most bestial state : when captured

by our cruisers, they are found to behave like

mere brutes. For them, even the slave-labor of

civilized countries is an elevation. In the Brazils,

the slave associates with his master's family, and
is at least as well off and as well conducted as an
Arab horse. We judge of slavery in the United
States by our standards of right and sentiment

;

but turn one of these brutes into a Virginian Negro,
and he would rise many degrees in the scale of
humanity. In the English West Indies, the Ne-
gro attains to the same comforts, immunities, and
dignity, as any British subject. Is it not clear

that the mere fact of removal from Africa to the

British West Indies must be for the Negro tribes

the best possible change? What "protection"
do they need more than British emigrants crossing
the ocean? Secure their personal rights within
British jurisdiction, open every portal to that ma-
gic bound, render their migration safe, and you
have done the very best you can for them. Even
the human brutes, that we have seen described, at

their transfer from the slave-ships, in terms
which, though of unimpeachable truth, may not

appear in our pages, become passing good citizens.

They are highly imitative, with a strong social turn.

Their mere removal from native oppression, and
from debasing example, acts like regeneration.

All this civilizing influence is obstructed by what-
ever impedes—and hitherto every act ofthe govern-

ment, from its head in Downing street to its tail

in Sierra Leone, has impeded—the free passage
of blacks from Africa to the British West Indies.

The Anti-Slavery party in this country is not in

a more favorable position than those already passed

under review. Apart from the originators of the

movement—the Clarksons and Wilberforces who
stand distinguished from the mere herd as much
as the great men who have founded philosophical

or religious sects do from mere sectarians—this

party may be held to consist of the excitable masses
who follow the bell wethers of the flock, of the

busy managers in Exeter Hall, and of those whose
professional interest in the blockade of the Afri-

can coast vulgarizes but at the same time keeps alive

their hostility to slavery and slavers. With the

exception of the last-mentioned not very numerous
section, the anti-slavery body have been brought
to a dead lock. They have abolished personal

slavery within the British dominions; they have
put an end to the avowed participation of British

subjects in the slave-trade ; they have involved the

country in treaties for the suppression of that

traffic, wThich keeps it continually hovering on the

verge ofwars : but they have neither diminished the

amount ofslavery in the world nor materially crip-

pled the African slave-trade. They stand there at

their wits-end, unable to devise any means ofadvanc-
ing their object, and, in ignorance or out of spleen,

obstructing all means proposed by other persons.

Last comes our government ; in a plight quite

as unsatisfactory as that of any of the others, and
on the whole more shameful. In every stage, the

part which the British government has taken in

the controversies relating to slavery and the tro-

pical colonies has been undignified at the best.

Government has been simply passive : it has
neither originated anything nor engrafted the sug-

gestions it received from without upon a states-

manlike system of its own. Whigs and tories,

when in office, have on these questions justified

the unintentional sarcasm of Mr. Zachary Ma-
caulay, when, writing to a noble friend about

Sierra Leone, he affirmed that the people in the

Colonial Office would do anything for any-

body who saved them the trouble of thinking."

Government has never taken one step with regard

to the sugar colonies unless from the belief that

the pressure brought to bear upon it was irresisti-

ble, and then in blind obedience to the impulse.

Its first phasis was that of yielding ; and conse-

quently, its second was that of blundering. Instead

of taking a comprehensive view of the wants and
wishes of the general public, the planters, the

negroes, and the anti-slavers, and originating

measures which might as far as possible harmonize
them, it has merely given way to the urgency of

the most active, and has acted upon their narrow
views without having the excuse that it believed

in them. And now that necessity is making other

parties clamorous, it passes from blundering to

shuffling. It professes to do something for all

parties, and does nothing satisfactory for any. It

cajoles the sugar consumer, by promising to admit
larger supplies of sugar ; it hastens to soothe the

apprehensions of the anti-slaver, by protesting

that not an ounce of slave-grown sugar shall be
allowed to enter ; and it keeps neither promise, for

the additional supply and the exclusion of slave-

grown sugar will to all appearance prove equally
illusory. It promises protection to the planter

;

it whispers the free-trader that the protection

shall be only nominal ; and it hits upon a medium
which deprives the consumer of his anticipated

benefit, and the producer of a remunerative price.

Lastly, it flatters the planter with the hope of
additional supplies of free labor, and stops the
mouth of the anti-slaver by interposing such im-
pediments as render the concession a cheat. Four
years have elapsed since Lord John Russell
recognized the justice of permitting the spontane-
ous emigration of free laborers from Western
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Africa to the "West Indies ; it is almost three years

since Lord Stanley entered office, and became a

responsible actor in the matter : up to the close of

last year, the total supply of laborers added to the

population of the West Indies by emigration from
Africa had scarcely exceeded 3,000 ; of which num-
ber, the proportion added under Lord Stanley's

rule has been little more than one-third—about

900.* And amid all this shuffling—his make-
believe to do something while he had practically

hindered anything from being done—Lord Stan-

ley takes credit to himself for affording the colo-

nists the means of preparing to meet competition !

The chance which restores Lord Stanley, who
made the transition from the yielding to the bung-
ling period, to office in time to make the transition

from the bungling to the shuffling, lends an epic

unity to the whole transaction. His name is of

bad omen for the sugar colonies and the African

race. The task of taking the next delicate and

difficult step in this perplexed and mismanaged busi-

ness, devolves upon the very minister whose showy
incapacity and timid rashness gave a wrong direc-

tion to the experiment ofemancipation at the outset.

THE SUGAR DUTIES.

" 'A sound conservative government,' " said

Taper, musingly. " I understand : tory men and

whig measures," so says the clever Coningsby.

Taper was right. Barring Ireland, we are get-

ting the whig principles of '41 by instalments.

Bit by bit Lord John Russell's budget is thrust

down the throats of the tories.

Mr. Goulburn tells them that the sugar duties,

which could not be altered three years ago without

the most frightful and unjust consequences, must
be changed now because the people are more pros-

perous—that is to say, that because they are better

able to pay a high price for sugar, it is necessary

to reduce the price.

As Lord John Russell showed, the price of sugar

in '41 was higher than now, and the means of the

people then more depressed, but yet the Chancellor
of the Exchequer contends that the present

circumstances peculiarly call for the reduction.

* The liberated Africans, who have been conveyed to our
colonies within the last three or four years, do not belong to

the category of spontaneous emigration. They are, in

strictness, little better than slaves stolen from others to be
used in our own way ; and their number is trifling. First
and last, there have been about 2,000 liberated Africans
conveyed from St. Helena to the West Indies ; 1,500 from
Rio Janeiro ; and about 400 landed at Dominica—most
of them very young, many mere children. The total

emigration from Sierra Leone

—

whence, only, emigration
has been permitted— amounts, up to the latest returns, to

about 3,297. Jamaica had received 1,426 ; Trinidad,

1,120; and Guiana, 751. To convey these, in small
detachments, scattered over a space of three years, three

first-rate ships have been employed, each having on board
a navy lieutenant and surgeon, with large salaries.

The expense has in consequence been so disproportion-

ately great, that the people of Guiana have paid off their

transport, and those of Trinidad intend to follow the

example unless the current voyage of their ship prove

more successful. Before Lord" Stanley's regulations of

February, 1843, private vessels, properly equipped, had
been engaged in conveying emigrants from Africa to the

West Indies ; and they managed to be more successful

than the government-ships have been. But the anti-

slavery people, abetted by the authorities, raised a com-
motion, and contrived difficulties ; and the emigration as
now regulated is the substitute, but not the equivalent,
for that which was stopped.
While such has been the addition to \hefree negro pop-

ulation of the British colonies in three or four years, tens
of thousands ofslaves are annually imported into Cuba

!

What will their friends, the West India pro-

prietors, say to this? Have they since '41 been
making such shoots in prosperity as to be able to

bear a little pruning without inconvenience 1

There is nothing now but a hypocrisy between
us and the admission of slave-grown sugar, which,
as Lord John Russell observed, we may exchange
for hemp and tallow, though we may not put it

direct into our tea and coffee. The scruple is the

same as one not to eat a poached hare, but to

send it to the poulterer to be exchanged for a pair

of fowls. The slave at the Brazils or at Cuba must
feel wonderfully grateful to us for not consuming
the produce of his labor ourselves, but merely
making it the means of paying for other commo-
dities that we do use. Has humanity no percep-

tion of the nature of barter 1 If we buy stolen

goods, is the transaction purified by not taking

them into our houses, but sending them to be ex-

changed for something that has been honestly

manufactured and honestly vended. Slave-grown
sugar is a thing only to be touched with a pair of
tongs, not sugar-tongs, and the sin of consumption
laid at our neighbor's door.

—

Examiner.

The anti-slavery people have persisted in disre-

garding that wise fable of the north-wind and the

sun ; they have persisted in shutting their eyes to

the disastrous results of their own errors ; and
the consequence is, that the slave-trade-continues,

more cruel and profitable than ever ; emancipation
of slaves in the countries where they most abound
is as distant as ever, and still an unsolved problem

;

and the only large community that they have suc-

ceeded in forcing to abolish slavery—that of the

West Indies—is threatened with consequent ruin.

Is that encouraging? Of all countries, it is on
every account most desirable to abolish slavery in

the United States : has any progress been made
towards that end 1 The question is still an enigma,
so dark that men refuse to hazard a guess at its

solution, or even to look it in the face. Is that

progress ?

This utter failure should suggest a revision of

the policy which has led to it, and would almost

imply the wisdom of resorting to an inverse pro-

cess. We cannot legislate for other countries

:

we can only force them to legislate themselves, if

ever, by very offensive obtrusions of advice, backed
with threats of fiscal loss ; and the fiscal loss can-

not be inflicted without serious loss also to our-

selves, for the country imposing a prohibitive cr

protective duty almost always pays it, though an-

other country may lose to an equal amount. But
we can legislate for ourselves ; we can in our own
acts carry out our principles. We assert to for-

eign countries, that abolition is practicable ; that

free labor is more profitable ; and that it may be

easily procured. Let us show in practice that it is

so. We have the means. Instead of obstructing,

as heretofore, let us assist the West Indian colonists

—who must perforce be our agents in the process

—to obtain free labor whencesoever it may come.

Let us put them in a position to show, that with free

labor, countries trading in tropical produce, can pros-

per. Let us not tax others by self-recoiling import-

duties, because they differ with us in opinion ; but

let us content us with ourselves abjuring the sin of

slavery—with showing that they who forego it pros-

per best, not only in their soul's peace, but in

worldly advantages ; let us show that safety and

wealth, not disorder and ruin, wait on emancipa-
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tion. That great example and illustration of free

labor would do more to convince slave-owning

countries of the soundness of our views, than cart-

loads of invective, of fleets of ships hunting for

prize-money. It could offend none ; it could be

no pretext for hostile and embarrassing reproaches.—Spectator, June 8th.

STEAMSHIPS FOR WAR.

We see it stated in the Morning Post that the

Admiralty having instituted an inquiry into the

fitness of trading steam-packets for employment as

vessels of war in the event of need, has found that

a very considerable number of them are of greater

power and speed than the vessels in the navy.

If this be the fact, it is disgraceful to the naval

administration.

It is obvious that steamers of inferior power and
speed must be worthless for the purposes of war.

Indeed they would only go to sea to be captured

by vessels of a superior class.

The steamship of the greatest power and speed
must have every advantage. She can always place

herself out of range of any enemy not so fast as

herself, and can take up any position that suits

her for assailing an enemy less swift. With her

one immense gun she may rake the largest line-

of-battle ship, running and fighting just as may
suit her convenience.

In the conflict between steam-vessels, size and
speed, which generally go together, will settle

everything. The larger will be able to catch the

smaller, and to destroy her. Indeed, she can do
so without coming within the range of the inferior

vessel's gun, the range ofher proportionately larger

gun being the greater.

In the war of " wind-ships," as the Americans
call them, this was not the case. The frigate,

though she could not fight the line-of-battle ship,

could run away from her, and the two-decker could
escape from the unwieldly three-decker.

But. with steam-vessels the largest will be sure
to be the conqueror, unless the inferior can run into

shoal water, and that chance of escape would not

be very good, as a large steamer draws compara-
tively very little water.

To what purpose, then, does the admiralty build

war-steamers inferior even to vessels employed in

the packet trade ? Before steam navigation was
known, what would have been thought of the con-

fession that there were ships in the merchant ser-

vice superior to those in the navy, and fitter to be

men-of-war] And this is the parallel to the fact

on which we are remarking.

As for the reliance that government can pur-

chase the superior steamers in the packet trade in

the event of war, it is to be borne in mind that

foreign powers may do the same thing, and not

only cut off the resource, but make it their own.
The packet companies would take the money of

the first bidder, provided that he offered largely

enough, without any scrupulous examination whe-
ther the gold was foreign.

The British navy ought to have no such de-

pendance ; it should boast the most perfect class

of war steamers that existing art can produce ; and
no expense should be grudged for a superiority

which would be the best guaranty for peace.

But no board of admiralty is disposed to devote

its resources to steamships, because there is not

the handsome patronage in the commissioning of
them that there is in the frigates and line-of-battle

ships.

—

Examiner.

THE DREAM OF JOINVILLE.

Continental gossip says, that the Prince de Joinville having
had a row with his royal father, concerning his famous pam-
phlet, rushed away to Saint Cloud, where he slept at an inn, and
dreamed the following dream :—

# # # #

Stealthily we speed along
I and my black steamers,

None can see the colors three

Painted on our streamers.

Not a star is in the sky,

Black and dull and silent

;

Stealthily we creep along
Towards the wicked island

!

Ne'er an English ship is out

Somehow to defend it

;

So we reach the Thames' mouth

—

Swiftly we ascend it.

Then I give a lesson fit

To Albion perfidious

;

Properly I punish it.

For its treasons hideous.

Swiftly down the Thames we go,

All pursuit outstripping,

Blowing every village up,

Burning all the shipping.

Fancy Ramsgate in a blaze,

Margate pier a-dropping,

Woolwich burnt, and red-hot shot

Plunging into Wapping

!

London town 's a jolly place,

England's pride and wonder

;

Mortal eyes have never seen
Such a place for plunder.

Lord ! it is a glorious night,

As my steamers pretty

Moor there, and my lads and I

Pour into the city.

" Here 's enough for each," say I,

" Whatsoe'er his rank, lads,

Pierre shall rifle Lombard street,

And Jean shall gut the bank, ladsj

Every seaman in my crews
Shall take as much as suits his

Wish, and needs but pick and choose

From Jones and Lloyd's to Coutts'."

When my speech the seamen hear,

Each man does salute his

Admiral with loyal cheer,

And then begins his duties.

Some burn down the Monument,
And some the Tower invest, sir

j

Some bombard the eastern end,

And some attack the west, sir.

Gods ! it is a royal sight.

Ail the town in flames is

Burning, all the way from White-
Chapel to Saint James'

!

See the Mayor, in cotton cap,

Asking what the blaze meant ?

When we hang his worship up,

Fancy his amazement

!

+ Kill me every citizen,

But spare their pretty spouses

;
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Hang me the policemen up
At the station-houses.

Beat Saint Paul's with red-hot balls,

Set Temple Bar a-blazing

;

Burn me Paper Buildings down,
And Lincoln's Inn and Gray's Inn.

List to no man's prayers and vows,
Grant to none their pardons

5

Blomfield hang at London House,
Peel at Whitehall Gardens.

Apsley House is stormed and won,
Seize the Iron Duke, boys

:

Have him out, and hang him up
To the lantern—hook, boys

!

Gods, it is a noble flame

!

Now my fellows thunder
At the gates of Buckingham

—

How the Prince does wonder.
Out he comes with sword and lanee

j

Boys, stand back, impartial,

See an Admiral of France
Pink an English Marshal!

Tell us who 's the best at blows,
The Army or the Navy ?

Carte and Tierce ! and down he goes
j

Albert cries, " Peccavi."
" Spare my precious husband's life

;"

The Queen upon her knees is,

The little princes kneeling round
In their night-chemises.

Just as I had raised my arm
To finish Albion's ruin,

Came a cock, and crowed a cursed
Cock-a-doodle-dooing.

It was morning,—and I lost

That delightful vision

—

Cruel morning, to dispel

Such a dream Elysian! Punch.

PUNCH TO THE PHILADELPHIANS.

Philadelphians ! Asses, blockheads, boobies, clowns,
dolts, empty-heads, fanatics, flats, fallow-brains, ga-

bies, geese, hypocrites, ignoramuses, jobbernowls,
knottypates, loggerheads, mooncalves, numskulls,
oafs, pumps, quacks, rogues, ruffians, sumphs, sim-
pletons, tomnoddies, yokels, zanies
What do you mean, you incomprehensible Yankees,

by behaving here in the nineteenth century, and in

that boasted glorious, free, and enlightened Republic
of yours, like a stupid, savage, bigoted populace in

the dark ages, or rather like a horde of barbarians
and cannibals, shooting one another through the head,

and burning down houses and churches ; committing,
in short, arson and murder by the wholesale, right

and left ? Why, the wild Indians, nay, the very nig-

gers, are angels to you ! And what is it that has
prompted you to this reciprocation of atrocities ? Re-
ligion, forsooth—Religion ! The Turks would cry

out upon you, Catholics and Protestants both. Call

it by its right name—sanguinary, intolerant bigotry.

These ruffianly proceedings, which have disgraced

you before the universal world, will go down to pos-

terity with the massacre of St. Bartholomew and the

Sicilian Vespers.

And you in particular, you addle-brained Irishmen,

at a time when the welfare of your native land es-

pecially requires that you should keep quiet and
orderly, and show that you can live like peaceable
citizens under a free government—how dare you
behave in this outrageous manner ? You, I say, es-

pecially, who pretend to believe in a faith which ex-
pressly denounces revenge, and prescribes as a duty
patience under insult and contumely.

I will tell you what : were it not that such a set as
you, all of you, are, are not worth the expense, I

would recommend a subscription for the purpose of
sending over to you a supply of strait-waistcoats, an
army of barbers to shave your heads, and a staff of
physicians and surgeons, selected from our principal
asylums, to keep you, lunatics, in order. So much
for you from Punch.

JUDGES 7 SENTENCES.

It is an old prejudice, that the rate of punishment
of an English culprit depends upon the enormity of
his offence. Many recent sentences convince us to

the contrary. Sure we are that it more frequently
depends upon the biliary secretions of the judge who
dooms. A sentence of seven years may be sufficient

to the constitution of one judge, whilst another may
ask fourteen ; and a third be by no means satisfied

with less than transportation for life. A taste for

punishment varies with the bench, even as their taste

for port wine : some think that a felon can have no
chance of coming up good, save with fourteen years'
keeping. Hence, are we frequently startled by the
discrepancy of sentences ! Hence, are certain judges
known by their rigor beyond the law. How often

—

himself, we grant, unconscious of the wrong—does
the judge wreak his own bad temper, his own bad
health, in his sentence on the felon in the dock ! How
many a convict owes an extra seven years of slavery
to the indigestion of the learned baron who tries him

!

With only the difference of a few grains of calomel,
how different had been his doom ! Nevertheless, the

offender is sentenced—he has no appeal from the hard
bowels of the man who judged him—and away he
goes ! Away goes the convict-boat (as Barry Corn-
wall sings)

—

" Bearing its wicked burden o'er
The ocean, to a distant shore

;

Man scowls upon it : but the sea
(The same with fettered as with free)

Danceth beneath it heedlessly !
"

Mr. Fitzroy Kelly has gained the grudging leave
of Sir James Graham to bring in a bill to give the

criminal—in certain cases—a right of appeal to the

Queen's Bench. On a trial for property, the losing

party has such right; and Mr. Kelly would make
human character and human freedom merely as val-

uable as chattels and money. Sir James Graham
shakes his head at the measure : he declares his be-

lief in the surpassing purity of criminal judgments :

avows this in the teeth of truths illustrative of the

contrary, delivered by Mr. Kelly, who, quoting several

instances, dwells particularly upon one case in which
he saved a man's life, by incessantly importuning
the judge who doomed him to take the opinions of
his brothers of the bench ; and they reversed the sen-

tence.

At present, the culprit harshly doomed, has this

chance of justice. He petitions the Home Secretary,

who knows nothing of the case, but who asks the

opinion of the judge who presided at the trial ! The
judge will scarcely stultify himself, and the petition

is dismissed. Thus, when Sir James Graham was
implored to consider the case of Mary Furley, he
went to Justice Maule who had made the injured

woman a long, hanging speech, and she was there-

fore ordered for execution ! She was, however, re-

prieved ; and Graham—we presume again consulting

his Maule—inflicted upon frantic wretchedness a
captivity of seven years !

Mr. Fitzroy Kelly observed " there was a fearful

responsibility attached to the Home Secretary in these
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matters." At this, the House cheered, but did not cry

—as it ought to have cried—

" With a scream that shoots

To the heart's red roots,"

—

—" Mary Furley, Mary Furley ! "

—

Punch.

Learned Societies.—The British Institution.—
Professor Leadenhead opened the business by reading

a paper on the probable duration of the world, in

which he undertook to prove that it could not last

much longer, because the Russians were rapidly

annihilating the Poles. He endeavored also to show
that the globe, continually revolving on its own axis,

must, sooner or later, be cut completely through by
the axes alluded to.

The chairman then made a few observations on
heat in connection with the precious metals, and
illustrated his remarks by stirring a glass of hot grog

with a silver tea-spoon He observed that it had been

erroneously alleged that glass was a non-conductor

of caloric, but he begged leave to refute the fact by
conducting a quantity of " warm with " to his lips,

through the medium of a common glass tumbler.

The rest of the sitting was devoted to a series of

experiments in confirmation of this discovery, which
appeared to give general satisfaction.

—

Punch.

IMMORTALITY.

The insect bursting from its tomblike bed

—

The grain that in a thousand grains revives

—

The trees that seem in wintry torpor dead

—

Yet each new year renewing their green lives
;

All teach, without the added aid of faith,

That life still triumphs o'er apparent death.

But dies the insect when the summer dies
;

The grain hath perished, though the plant remain

;

In death, at last, the oak of ages lies

;

Here reason halts, nor further can attain,

For reason argues but from what she sees,

Nor traces to their goal these mysteries.

But faith the dark hiatus can supply

—

Teaching, eternal progress still shall reign
;

Telling (as these things aid her to espy)
In higner worlds that higher laws obtain

;

Pointing, with radiant finger raised on high,

From life that still revives, to life that cannot die !

THE SWAN AND THE EAGLE.^
[From the German of Schlegel.]

THE swan.
My tranquil life is passed the waves among,
Light ripples tracing as I glide along

;

And the scarce ruffled wave, as in a glass,

Reflects my form unaltered, as I pass.

the eagle.

In the clefts of the rock my wild dwelling I form,

I sail through the air on the wings of the storm

;

'Mid dangers and combats I dart on my prey,

And trust the bold pinion that bears me away.

THE SWAN.
"Won by the charm of Phoebus, in the wave
Of heavenly harmony I love to lave

;

Couched at his feet I listen to the lays

In Tempe's vale that echo to his praise.

THE EAGLE.

I perch at the right hand of Jove on his throne,

And the thunderbolt launch when his signal is shown

;

* The eagle, in these lines, represents an aspiring, and
the swan a contemplative genius.

And my heavy wings droop, when in slumber I lie,

O'er the sceptre that sways the wide earth from on
high.

THE SWAN.
Me charms the heaven's blue arch serene and bland,

And odorous flow'rs attract me to the land

;

"While, basking in the sun's departing beam,
I stretch my white wings o'er the purple stream

THE EAGLE.

I exult in the tempest triumphant and bold,

When the oaks of the forest it rends from their hold.

I demand of the thunder—the spheres when it

shakes

—

If, like me, a wild joy in destruction it takes

!

THE SWAN.
Oft in the glassy tide the stars I view,

And that calm heav'n the waves give back anew,
And dim regret recalls me to the home
In happier spheres, reluctant whence I roam.

THE EAGLE.

With joy, from the hour that my young life begun,

I have soared to the sky—I have gazed on the sun

;

I cannot stoop down to the dust of the earth

;

Allied to the gods, I exult in my birth.

THE SWAN.
When a calm death succeeds to tranquil life,

Its links detaching without pain or strife,

And to my voice restores its primal pow'r,

Its dying tones shall hail the solemn hour.

THE EAGLE.
The soul at its parting springs forth from the pyre,

All free and unveil'd to the skies to aspire,

To hail the bright vision that bursts on its view,

And its youth at the dark torch of death to renew

!

From the Spectator.

THE COOPERATIVE PRINCIPLE I THE SANA-

TORIUM.

Few things are more calculated to leave on the

mind an impression that this old world—old when
measured by man's conceptions, deduced from his

own ephemeral span of existence—is yet in its

infancy, than the hesitating and blundering man-
ner in which the application of the great principle

of combined exertion advances. The difference

between the productive powers of a number of iso-

lated individuals and of the same persons laboring

in combination—playing into each other's hands

—

is inadequately illustrated by the difference between
arithmetical and geometrical ratios : and men are

beginning to conjecture, to augur, to forebode,

rather than to see, that social happiness, and even
moral elevation may be increased and accelerated

by a judicious development and application of the

cooperative principle.

Wild work, it is true, is sometimes made by
persons of enthusiastic temperament and limited

acquaintance with the practical business of society,

who have been impressed with a sense of the ab-

stract truth of this principle. They insist upon
applying it, without knowing how to set about the
task. Men of one idea, they are ignorant that if

it is only by combined exertion that many faculties

of man in society can be called into useful exertion,

it is at the same time only by a sacred regard to

the preservation of man's pride in his own individ-

uality that a healthy and robust state of mind can
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be preserved. Mr. Owen's quadrangular institutes

would defeat their own end. Combined labor pre-

supposes men—men with robust and strongly-

marked individual characters—to labor in combina-
tion. One great source of the power of coopera-
tive labor is in the difference of men's endow-
ments : each is better fitted for some one task than

the rest. The powers and capabilities of human
nature are never found developed fully in any one

individual ; the constitution of each individual is

always partial and imperfect : it is only in society,

in the aggregate of men, that all the characteristic

qualities of man are to be found. An artificial

system, in which men are from infancy to be

trained to adopt the views and conform to the reg-

ulations of a cooperative association, would be de-

structive of individual character. The last and

most important lesson the young man learns, is

that he cannot do everything ; that he must be

contented with exercising the talent intrusted to

him for the use of himself and others, and to be

served by others in return—to merge his individu-

ality in the mass. But he can learn this truth

profitably only from experience. In the flush of

youth, when the intellectual and moral powers are

one after another awakening into activity, the boy
believes himself capable of everything ; this pleas-

ing delusion is inspired into him by genial nature,

in order that he may attempt everything, and learn

from alternate failure and success what is his des-

tined task in this world. He must bring to the

great mart of society a strongly-marked individual

character, formed by his own efforts, or he is com-
paratively of little value. It is in this preliminary

isolated state that characters are formed to be use-

ful in combination.

An instinctive consciousness of this truth has
prejudiced many speculators on the importance and
efficacy of combination—led them to regard as

fantastic dreams the expectations of the immense
benefits to be conferred by it upon society, which
its advocates entertain. This prejudice, arising

from partial views, has been not a little strength-

ened by the equally one-sided ideas and language
of the apostles of the cooperative principle. The
presumptuous pedantry of the Socialists, under all

the various designations they have assumed here or

on the continent, has repelled many. As with the

Pharisees of old, a bigoted clinging to the letter

of the law has blinded them to the existence of the

spirit. They have been unable to recognize the

active principle of combination unless it was called

by the names they gave it. The founders of
" cooperative bazaars" cannot see under the names
of banks, capitalists, and operative laborers, all the

functions of their various office-bearers discharged,

with the superior efficacy of natural vigor over

mere imitation. The cooperative principle is in

fact developing itself more rapidly than people

perceive ; men act upon this principle, as M. Jour-

dain talked prose without being aware of it.

In whatever direction we turn our eyes, we find

the cooperative principle pushing its way into

practice. Joint-stock companies, colonizing soci-

eties, mutual-insurance societies, and clubs—the

development of the country's economical resources,

the eonquest of wild lands for the use of a sur-

charged population, facilities for those provident

habits which enable men to lay by a store for the

days of enfeebled age, and even the cheaper enjoy-

ment of elegant luxuries, are sought by the com-
bined efforts of numbers. The simultaneous

growth of so many combinations is giving a new
form to society. The courts of law are called upon
to decide litigations arising out of these new com-
pacts and relations between man and man ; and
the interference of the legislature is occasionally

called for. They are insensibly leading us to a
new body of law. They are materially affecting

the distribution of property—a matter so important
to the peace and stability of a state. Some disci-

ples of the cooperative school seem unable to

recognize the working of their principle in these
new forms ; they can only see it in the defunct
guilds and superannuated corporations, the forms
in which it was manifested in earlier days ; and
these they seek to resuscitate, which is impossi-

ble, for institutions must grow out of and be kept
alive by the spontaneous opinions and feelings of
the masses, and these again are prompted by the

existing relations of society. Other disciples of
the cooperative school can see no realization of
their principle either in the past or the present

;

they will not believe it exists, until it presents

itself in a fleshly counterpart of the dry logical

formulas by means of which their teachers have
set themselves to demonstrate it. So true is it

that more than half the differences among men are

about words. The disciples of the hundred modi-
fications of Owenism, and the would-be restorers

of mediaeval institutions, are struggling to estab-

lish a. principle which every joint-stock bank, every
fire and life assurance, nay every factory, (perhaps
the most questionable form in which the genius of
cooperation has yet revealed itself,) is carrying

into execution.

Perhaps the most important, certainly the most
interesting, experiment in the application of the

cooperative principle that has recently been made,
is the Sanatorium. At present, and probably for

a long time to come, the doom of not a few of the

most amiable and accomplished of both sexes must
be celibacy—lonely, struggling amid a huge crowd
of fellow-beings, all with their attention engrossed

by the difficult task of self-support. Prudential

considerations forbid them to form new family-ties,

and time necessarily relaxes and destroys those into

which they were born. They are alone in the

world—a dreary enough position in the brief inter-

vals of toil, but terrible in the hours of sickness.

This is especially the lot of a numerous portion of

those who live by the exercise ofthe useful and orna-

mental arts, or by literature. The idea of enabling

such persons, by a moderate annual subscription, to

command when in bad health something of the com-
forts of a family, deserved an experimental trial

;

and hitherto its success has been encouraging.

The positive addition which the ultimate success

of the Sanatorium will make to the happiness of

the class for which it is intended—the increase of

comforts in sickness, and the removal of worrying
apprehensions in health—is not the limit of its

utility. It will form a new bond of connexion be-

tween the isolated beings for whom it is designed,

in health as well as in sickness. By giving a

common pursuit and a common interest to its direc-

tors and subscribers, it will form a kind of relation-

ship among them. It will reunite into a larq-e fam-

ily those who have survived the domestic circle of

youth without being engrafted upon another. It

will lend practical sagacity to the vague impulse

of benevolence, and will breathe a soul of kindly

feeling into those industrial pursuits most apt to

render men selfish.
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From the Quarterly Review.

Memoirs of John, Duke of Marlborough, with his

Original Correspondence ; collected from the

Family Records at Blenheim, and other authen-

tic sources : illustrated with Portraits, Maps,

and Military Plans. By William Coxe, M.

A., F. R. S., F. S. A. Archdeacon of Wilts.

Second edition. Six volumes. 8vo.

It is related of Sir Robert Walpole, that when

his son Horace one day took up an historical

work to read aloud to him, he exclaimed, "Oh,

do not read history, for that / know must be false."

" He," says his biographer, Mr. Coxe, " who had

fathomed the secrets of all the cabinets of Europe,

must have considered history as a tissue of fables,

and have smiled at the folly of those writers who

affect to penetrate into state affairs, and trace all

the motives of action." This is somewhat too

serious z comment upon a peevish speech. Wal-

pole himself would have acknowledged after din-

ner, or in a sunshiny morning, that the remark

was more splenetic than just. He was too good

a statesman not to perceive that it is only by the

study of history statesmen can be formed, and

that though the secrets of cabinets can be known

to few, and are not always worth knowing—the

causes of the rise and progress and decline of na-

tions—the virtues by which they have flourished

—the vices by which they have fallen—the spirit

by which revolutions are brought about, and the

march of human events in which what has been is

perpetually recurring, are within the reach of the

historian, and form the lessons by which alone the

science of politics can be attained. Least of all

men should Mr. Coxe have given his sanction to

the remark, who, in his memoirs of the two Wal-

poles, of the house of Austria, of the Spanish

Bourbons, and more especially in the present work,

has brought before the public so large a mass of

authentic and original information.

The present work is chiefly derived from the

most unquestionable documents—the papers at

Blenheim. They consist of Marlborough's own
letters, private, official, and diplomatic—a corre-

spondence almost unparalleled for value, interest,

and extent—of Godolphin's letters, which are

equal in point of number and of interest—of nu-

merous letters from the different sovereigns of

Europe, and their chief ministers—of the papers

which that extraordinary woman, Sarah Duchess

of Marlborough, left behind her,—and of the Sun-

derland collection. From these, from various

other manuscript collections which have been

opened to Mr. Coxe, in the liberal spirit of the

present age, (properly called liberal in this point,)

and from the printed works, the author has pro-

duced the first full and satisfactory account of

Marlborough, a name which must ever hold one

of the first places in military history. And now
that the character of this illustrious man is brought

into open daylight, it is delightful to see, after all
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the calamities which have been heaped upon him,

how nearly it is without a spot.

The Churchill family, obviously as that name
might seem to explain its English origin, is traced

to the Courcils of Poitou, who came over with the

Conqueror. John Churchill, the subject of this

history, was born at Ash, in Devonshire, on the

24th of June, 1650. The father and grandfather

had been conspicuous for their loyalty in the civil

wars, and of course suffered in their estates : that

loyalty, however, led to the subsequent elevation

of the family. The father, Sir Winston Churchill,

was rewarded with certain offices under govern-

ment ; his daughter, Arabella, was appointed

maid of honor to the Duchess of York ; and John

was made page of honor to the duke. He had

previously been placed at St. Paul's school, and it

has been affirmed, that he acquired his first incli-

nation for a military life from perusing a copy of

Vegetius in the school library. At a review of

the foot-guards, the Duke asked him what profes-

sion he preferred, and received the answer which

he probably expected when he put the question at

such a time ; the boy fell on his knees, and asked

for a pair of colors in one of those fine regiments.

His first essay in arms was at Tangiers. His

second campaign was in 1672, during the dis-

graceful alliance between England and France

:

he then served with the English auxiliaries un-

der Monmouth in that army which Louis XIY.

commanded nominally in person, but which was

really directed by Turenne and Conde\ In that

campaign he attracted the notice of Turenne,

and received the thanks of the King of France, at

the head of the army. And continuing till 1677

to serve with the French in their war against the

Emperor, he acquired, under Turenne and the

other distinguished French generals of the age,

that knowledge of the art of war which was after-

wards so well and so worthily employed in pro-

tecting Germany, and preserving Europe from the

yoke of France.

His person was so remarkably fine, that Tu-

renne distinguished him by the name of the hand-

some Englishman, and it is said that he did not

escape from the vices which at that time disgraced

the English court. In the twenty-eighth year of

his age, however, he married Sarah Jennings,

who was ten years younger than himself: she

was of a good family, had been placed in her

twelfth year in the Duchess of York's household,

and had there become the favorite companion and

chosen friend of the Princess Anne. Her figure

and countenance were commanding and animated,

indicating at once the character of her mind ; and

licentious as were the manners of the sphere m
which she moved, her own conduct was such as to

obtain respect, while her person and talents were
objects of admiration. The attachment which
Colonel Churchill formed for this lady, redeemed

him at once from all licentious, courses > it was
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equally permanent and strong ; and into whatever

faults this celebrated woman may have been hur-

ried by the vehemence of an ardent mind, certain

it is that she possessed his full esteem and confi-

dence, as well as his undivided love, and that she

deserved to be the wife of Marlborough.

During the latter years of Charles II. , Colonel

Churchill was confidentially employed by the

Duke of York, and he was one of the few persons

who escaped with that prince from the miserable

wreck of the Gloucester yacht in Yarmouth Roads.

In 1683, he was created Baron Churchill of Ay-

mouth in Scotland ; and upon the marriage of the

Princess Anne, his wife was, at the Princess'

earnest desire, made lady of her Royal Highness'

bedchamber. Upon the accession of James, he

was raised to the English peerage by the title of

Baron Churchill of Sandridge, in the county of

Hertford ; and during Monmouth's insurrection, he

was promoted to the rank of major-general.

Churchill had saved Monmouth's life at the siege

of Maestricht ; and was now summoned to acknowl-

edge him as king of England. By his disposi-

tions, this unhappy and misguided man was com-

pelled to risk an action ; and by his vigilance the

royal army was saved from a surprise. But his

favor with James ceased after this time. Upon

the great question by which the country was dis-

turbed, his opinions were those of a wise and good

man. He had considered the conduct of the

whigs in Charles' reign toward the Duke of York,

as disrespectful, unjust, and unconstitutional.

" Though I have an aversion to popery," he ob-

served, "yet I am no less averse to persecution

for conscience sake. I deem it the highest act of

injustice to set any one aside from his inheritance,

upon bare suppositions of intentional evils, and

when nothing that is actual appears to preclude

him from the exercise of his just rights." After

the accession of James, however, he declared to

Lord Galway, that if the king should attempt to

change the religion and constitution of the coun-

try, he would quit his service. That intention was

unequivocally manifested ; and Lord Churchill

was among the first who made overtures to the

Prince of Orange ; but he discharged his duty as

a faithful friend and subject by telling the king

what the feelings of the people were respecting

his conduct, and warning him of the consequences

which were likely to ensue.

At the revolution, Lord Churchill was one of

those peers who voted for a regency. In such

times the wisest statesman can rely little upon his

own foresight, and must sometimes alter his

course, as the physician is compelled, by the

symptoms which he discovers to-day, to depart from

the plan of treatment which he had yesterday pre-

scribed. When there appeared no alternative but

to recall James, or confer the crown on William,

he absented himself from the discussion, and sub-

mitted, as was his duty, to the decision. On this

occasion Lady Churchill used her influence with

the Princess Anne, in persuading her to let her

own succession be postponed in favor of her sister.

Soon afterwards Lord Churchill was made Earl

of Marlborough, a title which seems to have been

chosen because of a family connexion with the

last earls of that name. He served during a short

campaign in the Low Countries, under the Prince

of Waldeck, who declared that in a single battle

he manifested greater talents than generals of

longer experience had shown in many years. It is

believed that he refused to serve in Ireland, when
his former sovereign and benefactor was in that

country ; but as soon as James had retired to

France, he offered his services to reduce Cork and

Kinsale, and effected the object with such skill

and celerity, that William said of him, he knew
no man equally fit for command, who had served

so few campaigns.

There is now proof before the public, that Marl-

borough was in correspondence at that time with the

exiled king ; had expressed contrition for the part

which he had taken in the Revolution, engaged to

make amends by his future conduct, and obtained

a promise of pardon for himself, his lady, his friend

Godolphin, and some others. Actions which can-

not be justified may often be extenuated, if we
give but a just consideration to the circumstances

and the spirit of the times. In all great revolu-

tions, the foundations not of government alone,

but of morality also, are shaken. There is so

much villany and falsehood at the commencement,

(for they who aim at revolutionizing a country

scruple at no arts, however base, and at no crimes,

however atrocious,) and so much wickedness of

every kind in the progress, that from seeing right

and wrong habitually confounded, men insensibly

adapt their principles to the season, and self-pre-

servation and self-advancement become the only

rule of conduct. This was exemplified in the

state of England during the interval between the

Restoration and Revolution ; the standard ofgeneral

morality was never at any other time so low. The

persons who figured in public life had grown up in

an age of anarchy, and there were few among

them who made any pretensions either to public or

private virtue. Marlborough was far superior in

both to his contemporaries, but he was yet young

in state affairs ; and when a well-rooted attach-

ment to the laws and religion of his country led

him to concur in inviting over the Prince of

Orange, the strong measure of deposing the sover-

eign was not contemplated by him, as the neces-

sary, or even as the possible, consequence.—" I do

solemnly protest," says his wife, in the account

of her own conduct, speaking of William's acces-

sion, " that if there be truth in any mortal, I was

so very simple a creature, that I never once

dreamt of his being king. I imagined that the

Prince of Orange's sole design was to provide for

the safety of his own country, by obliging king

James to keep the laws of ours ; and that he would

go back as soon as he had made us all happy:
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that there was no sort of difficulty in the execution

of this design ; and that to do so much good,

would be a greater pleasure to him than to be

king of any country upon earth." In saying this,

the duchess had no intention of offering any apol-

ogy for herself, still less for her husband. Want
of sincerity was not among her faults—for she was

of a frank and honorable nature—and as it is cer-

tain that Marlborough reposed in her the most en-

tire confidence, and even on great political occa-

sions sometimes submitted his own better judg-

ment to hers, it may fairly be presumed from this

passage, that his views in inviting William went no

farther than are there stated. The motives which

may have induced him to correspond with the exiled

king are briefly indicated by Mr. Coxe. He was

personally attached to James—a prince who, with

all his grievous faults, was not without some

redeeming virtues. He was displeased by the

measures of William in favor of the dissenters

—

measures which he believed injurious to the wel-

fare of that church, the preservation of which had

been the immediate cause and object of the Revo-

lution. Something too is ascribed to the cold and

repulsive manners of the new king, and to his im-

prudent predilection for foreigners. But undoubt-

edly what chiefly influenced him, was a distrust

of the stability of the new government, which

made him provide means for his security in case

of a restoration. So James himself understood it

;

" they were to be pardoned and in security," he

says, " in case the king returned, and yet suffer

nothing in the interim, nor to give any other proofs

of their sincerity than bare words and empty pro-

mises." This conduct cannot be justified ; but it

should be remembered, that on both sides Marlbo-

rough saw much to discontent him ; and that

though in certain states of public feeling, a desire

of martyrdom is the strongest of all ambitions,

and perhaps that which is most easily excited, men
will never sacrifice themselves for a cause which
they only half approve.

The Mogul Sultan Acbar bore this inscription

upon one of his seals :
" I never knew a man lost

upon a straight road." It had been well for Marl-

borough's reputation, and for his happiness, if that

saying had been taught him in his youth ; for by
the crooked policy which he pursued, he brought

upon himself greater dangers than those which he

was endeavoring to avert. He was committed to

the Tower upon an accusation brought by one
Young ; a villain who, having forged letters with

such skill, that Marlborough said he himself should

have been deceived by the imitation, hid them in

a flower-pot at the Bishop of Rochester's. The
place was searched upon his information, and the

evidence which was then discovered, appeared at

first to be conclusive against the persons whose
lives this wretch intended to sacrifice. The forg-

ery was detected, but Marlborough was dismissed

from his employments. His name was erased

from the list of privy-counsellors, and he was de-

tained some time after the falsehood of the accu-

sation against him had been proved. Undoubt-

edly William was apprized of his correspondence

with the exiled king. Marlborough had the

consciousness of innocence to support him, as to

the specific fact of which he was accused ; but he

must have felt very differently, when Sir John

Fenwick, in the hope of saving his own life,

charged him with having accepted a pardon from

James, and undertaken to secure the army for his

service. Fenwick had good reason to believe the

charge, but he had no means of proving it, his

information resting only upon the indirect commu-
nications of certain French agents, who told him

all they knew, and probably passed upon him their

hopes and conjectures for facts. On this occasion

Mordaunt, then Lord Monmouth, afterwards the

famous Earl of Peterborough, acted with pecu-

liar infamy ; he supplied Fenwick with written

directions how to conduct his defence, so as to im-

plicate the persons whom he had accused ; and yet

when Fenwick did not think proper to follow these

directions, this most inconsistent man voted for

the attainder against him. The charge could

not be substantiated, and Fenwick died with the

shame of having betrayed the cause for which he

suffered.

Magnanimity was William's characteristic vir-

tue—and in that how many virtues are included !

He knew how far Marlborough had gone, and

could make allowance for the motives which

induced him to play a double part. And though

he had prejudices against him, arising from court-

quarrels and the jealousies between the queen and

her sister, he was nevertheless sagacious enough

to perceive, and just enough to acknowledge, his

extraordinary capacity. He frequently expressed

his concern that he could not employ a nobleman

who was equally distinguished for political and

military talents. " Other generals," he said,

" found everything impracticable which was pro-

posed to them ; but Marlborough appeared never

to discover a difficulty." At length he appointed

him governor to the Duke of Gloucester ; and

with a gracefulness of compliment which has sel-

dom been exceeded, when he delivered the prince

into his care, said, " Teach him to be like your-

self, and he will not want accomplishments."

When the ungenerous usage which William

had experienced from Parliament led him, in the

bitterness of his heart, to determine upon renounc-

ing a throne where his best intentions were

thwarted by a party-spirit, which has from that

day been the worst evil and the peculiar disgrace

of England, Marlborough was one of the few per-

sons to whom he imparted his design. And when,
after the accession of Philip V. to the throne of

Spain, William prepared for war, he appointed

Marlborough to command the forces in the Nether-
lands, and to negotiate the treaties for the renewal
of the Grand Alliance. This was an arduous
task : he had to reconcile jarring interests, to
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allay or at least suspend inveterate enmities, to

moderate extravagant pretensions, and to concili-

ate impracticable young sovereigns, in whom will

and passion were paramount, and obstinate minis-

ters who had grown old in imbecility and error.

In addition to these difficulties, both William and

the Dutch government urged him, in his treaty

with the Emperor, to fix the number of troops

which England should supply, without waiting

for the sanction of Parliament. On this point

Marlborough stood firm ; in his correspondence

with the English ministers he says, "I am fully

persuaded that if the king should be prevailed

upon to settle this by his own authority, we shall

never see a quiet day more in England, and con-

sequently not only ruin ourselves, but also undo

the liberties of Europe ; for if the king and

Parliament begin with a dispute, France will give

what laws she pleases." And to Godolphin he

says that, if the cabinet should be induced to take

this step, and send out orders to him, " I am so

persuaded that the doing of this by his Majesty's

authority would prove fatal to himself and the

kingdom, that I should desire to be recalled ; for,

before God, I will die sooner than do so fatal a

thing." These representations had the effect of

dissuading the king from an intention which

seems to have originated in an imperfect under-

standing of the constitution, certainly not in any

desire of increasing his power by unconstitutional

means. The last advice of William to his suc-

cessor was, that she should look upon Marlbo-

rough as the most proper person in her dominions

to lead her armies, and direct her councils.

Well was it for England and for Europe, that

Marlborough, owing to accidental circumstances,

possessed that influence over the mind of the new
sovereign to which he was justly entitled by his

surpassing talents ; for the exigencies of the time

required the full exertion of such talents. Wil-

liam himself, great general as he was, had scarcely

been able, with the aid of all his allies, to make head

against the overwhelming power of France : but

Spain was now detached from the alliance, and

ranged on the side of France ; and by virtue of

that connexion, Louis XIV. had obtained complete

possession of the Spanish Netherlands, (which had

been the bulwark of Holland,) for all purposes of

offensive war. Bavaria also was become the ally

of the French, whose arms, by this connexion,

were at once introduced into the heart of the em-

pire. The power of France exceeded all precedent

in modern history. The French are eminently a

military people; their education, their habits of

mind and of body, their universal cleverness, their

vivacity, their buoyant spirit, the hardness and the

lightness of their character, their virtues and their

vices, fit them above all others for a military life
;

and half a century had brought their armies to the

highest state of discipline, under officers alike

characterized by the love and knowledge of their

profession. The kingdom had also the advantage

MARLBOROUGH.

of a firm government, under a sovereign of no

common talents, who, more than any other of the

European kings, possessed the unbounded affection

of his subjects, because his character was com-
pletely suited to that of the people whom he gov-

erned. There was no vacillation in his councils
;

whoever might be minister, the same system was
steadily pursued ; a system of aggrandizement,

which disregarded all treaties, all obligations moral

and religious, and against which there could be no
security

; that system during the whole of his long

reign, the longest in the annals of Europe, he had
pursued without intermission and without remorse.

It would have been easy for Louis to effect the

subjugation of Europe, had not this country op-

posed. But the situation of England must have

appeared to him as unfavorable as that of his own
kingdom was advantageous, in all those points

which he had been accustomed to contemplate as

constituting the essential strength of states. A
woman was at the head of a feeble govern-

ment, a factious legislature and a divided nation.

Her talents were of the common standard ; there

was little in her personal character which deserved

respect, but few persons have ever been more

largely entitled to compassion. The rank in which

she was born placed her in an unhappy situation,

wherein the path of duty was not plain. The
strongest intellect and the purest mind might have

hesitated how to act, between a sense of what was

due on the one hand to the king her father, and on

the other to the religion of her country, in which

she had been so carefully brought up, that neither

her father's example, nor the perversion of her

mother had, in the slightest degree, shaken her

attachment to the principles of the English Church.

Her part was taken, not with deliberation, but in a

time of confusion, alarm and fear ; in that crisis

she preferred her public to her private duty, and

her own heart ever afterwards punished her for

the sacrifice of a natural and sure feeling to a

doubtful obligation. When the king heard that

she also had deserted him, he burst into tears, and

exclaimed, God help me ! even my own chil-

dren have forsaken me. Anne must have called

to mind this exclamation with a bitterness at least

equal to that in which it was uttered, when, after

having borne eight immature births, and nine liv-

ing children, she saw the last of them expire, when

he was the acknowledged heir to the crown, and

when the promise of his virtues and talents might

have satisfied the wisest desires and the most am-

bitious hopes. " She attended on him," says

Burnet, " during his sickness, with great tender-

ness, but with a grave composedness that amazed

all who saw it ; she bore his death with a resigna-

tion and piety that were indeed very singular." It

might have occurred to the bishop that this compo-

sedness was the demeanor of one who submitted to

the stroke as a judicial visitation, and in her inward

soul acknowledged how fitting it was that she, who

had sinned against a parent, should be punished in
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her children. Under that impression she corre-

sponded with her father, and requested he would

sanction her acceptance of the crown in the event

of William's death, declaring her readiness to re-

store it whenever it should be practicable. James

would hear of no such compromise.—If he had sur-

vived William, Anne would have had a second

conflict with herself, more painful than the first.

His decease placed her in a different situation.

She could have no personal affection for her bro-

ther, and it appears that she had been so far imposed

upon by the impudent story of the warming-pan as

to doubt his birth,—though not to disbelieve it.

Louis, who knew of her correspondence with

her father, could not have supposed that she

should, in any degree, be the dupe of so gross a

falsehood. He reckoned the queen's conscience

among his allies ; and he was statesman enough to

understand that public measures depend more upon

the personal disposition of the governors, than upon

any principle of policy, or any other causes what-

soever. He had not yet learnt to fear the English

armies, and probably thought that in losing' Wil-

liam they had lost their greatest strength. The
English councils he had a right to despise,—-fluc-

tuation perpetuelle dans la conduite d'Angleterre,

was the indignant exclamation of De Witt. Una-

nimity in a nation was regarded by him of such

importance, that, for the sake of obtaining it, he

had stained his history by a most inhuman and

wholesale persecution ; it is likely, therefore, that

he calculated the religious animosities which pre-

vailed among the English, at more than they were

worth in his favor. With the strength of the Jaco-

bites he was perfectly acquainted, and he knew the

price of a patriot. Everything in the comparison

seemed to ensure the success of France in the ap-

proaching contest, for he was altogether ignorant

of the spirit and the resources of England.

The hopes which he entertained from the dispo-

sition of the queen were frustrated by the ascen-

dancy of the countess of Marlborough. The inti-

macy between them, which had commenced in

early youth, had ripened into a romantic friendship,

in which rank on the one side, and talents on the

other, established something like equality. The
happiness of the countess was not increased by the

power of which she found herself possessed upon

the queen's accession : her influence, however, at

this time was one of the most fortunate accidents

in English history. The garter was given to her

husband, he was appointed captain-general of the

forces at home and abroad, and at his instance

Godolphin was made lord high treasurer—a states-

man worthy to be his colleague. The only son of

Godolphin had married Marlborough's eldest

daughter, lady Henrietta. Lady Anne, the sec

ond, was married to Lord Spencer, son of the Earl

of Sunderland. Marlborough and Godolphin were

both tories, but more than any men of their gene-

ration free from the narrowness and asperity of

party-spirit ; for they were both men of sound

judgment, as well as mature years and political

experience, upright principles, and true English

feeling. The ministry was formed by the queen

without their interference ; she consulted her pri-

vate inclinations and antipathies, and composed it

of the most decided tories, men who were so intol-

erant, that, not contented with filling all the higher

offices of the state and the law, they would not

have suffered a single whig to officiate as justice

of the peace, if Marlborough and Godolphin had

not interposed and restrained them. This interpo-

sition became a cause of disunion in the ministry,

even from its commencement. The queen's uncle,

Lord Rochester, was at the head of the tories ; his

father, in all important respects, the most valuable

of our English historians, is also the model of an

English statesman, for the general justness of his

views, and the uniform integrity of his life. Roch-

ester had neither inherited his moderation nor

his wisdom, nor his manly and decided character.

When the question of peace or war was now at

issue, and it was time for England to come for-

ward in fulfilment of the alliances which William

had concluded, he and the more violent tories

would have drawn back and temporized ; and they

proposed the miserable expedient of engaging in

the contest only as auxiliaries, not as a principal.

This paltry policy was combated and exposed by

Marlborough, and the better genius of England

for that time prevailed ; but a schism was thus

occasioned in the party, and a coldness followed

between Rochester and Marlborough, who, till that

time, had been friends, and Rochester became his

secret opponent first, and ultimately his open enemy.*

But Marlborough had a nearer disquietude. His

wife had long been inclined to favor the whigs,

and from the marriage of her daughter with Lord

Spencer, that inclination had increased, till it be-

came a strong and decided preference. If fortune

had placed her in the situation of her royal mis-

tress, she would have made a queen like Elizabeth,

or the Russian Catharine, without the personal

weakness of the one, or the vices of the other

;

her character was of the same stamp, commanding
and imperious. The political sphere in which she

was placed made her, of necessity, interested in

political affairs ; the wife of Marlborough, and the

favorite of Queen Anne could see, or hear, or think

of little else ; her talents qualified her to take a

part, but unhappily she was unable to act with

moderation, for her temper was warm, as well as

frank and generous. During William's life all

differences between herself and the queen, upon

political opinions, were suspended by their common
dislike to the king ; but upon Anne's accession, a

dispathy immediately began, which, though only

perceptible at first in the point of difference, insen-

sibly extended, till it leavened the whole feelings

of both, and converted old friendship into inveter-

ate ill-will. Such a woman could not abstain from
interfering when her interference might well have
been spared : her husband's interest and welfare
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and glory were now inseparably connected with
the prosperity of the state, and it was impossible
for her to refrain from suggesting measures, which,
in her judgment, seemed essential to his success.

Obedience was the only virtue in which she was
deficient :—perhaps the fault was in Marlborough
himself, who loved her too fondly to exact submis-
sion, when he failed to persuade her that she was
acting from mistaken views. The family connex-
ion with Godolphin gave her greater means of in-

terfering than she would otherwise have possessed :

in this respect, therefore, it was unfortunate. One
of her first letters to that statesman after the for-

mation of the new ministry, shows both her judg-
ment and her disposition in a favorable light. " If

I had power to dispose of places," said she, " the
first rule should be, to have those that were proper
for the business ; the next, those that had deserved
upon any occasion; and, whenever there was
room without hurting the public, I think one
would, with pleasure, give employments to those
who were in so unhappy a condition as to want
them."

In May, 1702, Marlborough, who had been ap-
pointed ambassador-extraordinary to the United
States, embarked from Margate to take the com-
mand. He parted from the countess at the water-
side, and in a hasty note which he wrote to her
from the ship, he says it was impossible to express
with what a heavy heart. He would have given
his life to come back, he said, though he durst not,

knowing his own weakness, and that he could not
have concealed it ; and he told her, that for a long
time he stood upon the deck looking toward the

cliffs through a glass, in hopes of having one sight

more of her. All his influence had been used to

obtain the chief command for the Prince of Den-
mark, for, when the good of the general cause was
concerned, never was any man more perfectly in-

different to his individual interests. The Dutch
could not be induced to consent ; they had little

confidence in the talents of the prince, and, what
perhaps weighed more with them, they thought
he would not submit to the control of the field-

deputies whom they sent to the army, for the pur-
pose of inspecting and regulating the conduct of
their generals. This post was also desired by the

Archduke Charles, for whom Spain, to which he
laid claim, was a fitter scene of action ; by the
Duke of Zell, by the King of Prussia, and by the
Elector of Hanover, afterwards George I. There
were objections to all these ; and the Prince of
Nassau Saarbruck and the Earl of Athlone with-
drew their pretensions in favor of Marlborough,
who was accordingly appointed Generalissimo,
with a salary of £ 10,000 a year.

The principal army of the allies under Athlone
was at this time in the vicinity of Cleves, to cover

that part of the frontier between the Rhine and the

Meuse, and to favor the Prince of Saarbruck, who,
with 25,000 men, was besieging Kayserswerth.

Cohorn had 10,000 men near the mouth of the

Scheldt to secure that quarter, and threaten the

district of Bruges. On the part of the enemy, the

Count de la Motte and the Marquis of Bedmar
covered that side against Cohorn. Marshal Tallard

was detached from the Upper Rhine with 13,000

men to interrupt the siege of Kayserswerth ; and

the powerful army of the French, commanded by
the Duke of Burgundy, with Marshal Boufflers to

assist him, was assembled on the Meuse, and occu-

pied the fortresses in the bishopric of Liege, which
were of essential advantage to them. It was

rightly supposed that the Duke of Burgundy would
not have been sent to the army, unless there had
been an expectation of some signal success ; and
before Marlborough could arrive to take the com-
mand, there was a danger that his operations would
be confined to the defence of the Dutch frontiers.

Athlone threw 12,000 men into Meastricht, and
thus provided for the security of that important

town ; but Nimeguen was without a garrison, and
even without a single cannon mounted on the ram-
parts ; the duke was joined by Tallard, and made
a sudden move against it. It was saved by the

vigorous resistance of the burghers, and by Ath-
lone, who entered at the very moment when the

enemy had advanced within gunshot of the works.

But the Dutch were frightened at the danger they

had escaped, and would now have made self-

defence the principle of their timid operations.

When Marlborough arrived at the army, it was
posted along the Waal between Nimeguen and

Fort Schenk. Three plans were proposed ; one to

attack the French, who were on the right bank of

the Meuse between Goch and Genep ; this was at

once rejected on account of the strength of their

position ; the second was to advance up the Rhine,

cut off the enemy's communication, and reduce

Rheinberg, as the commencement of an offensive

system : the council of war referred this to the de-

cision of the States ; and upon the third, which was
Marlborough's suggestion, that they should move
upon Brabant, and thus draw the whole attention

of the enemy to the Spanish Netherlands, it was
determined, after two consultations, to apply to the

Dutch government for instructions. The proverb,

that in the multitude of counsellors there is safety,

is not applicable to military affairs, where every-

thing depends upon decision and promptitude. No
general was ever more crippled in his operations

than Marlborough at this time.—The field-deputies,

men entirely ignorant of war, always impeded him
by their slow deliberations, and their fear of re-

sponsibility, and could at any time paralyze his

movements. Too many of the generals regarded

him with an invidious feeling ; Athlone in partic-

ular, a man cold and wary by nature, rendered by
age more cautious and more phlegmatic than by

his constitution and Dutch blood, and now soured

by ill-will. Irretrievable time was lost, when
every day was of value ; and to add to the embar-

rassments and vexation of the commander, points

of punctilio arose concerning the Hanoverian and

Prussian allies. At length, after the loss of four-

teen precious days the States determined—that

they would determine nothing ; but that the gene-

ral officers, making the safety of Nimeguen and of

the Rhine their first object, should determine for

themselves. They resolved to pass the Meuse and
march to the siege of Rheinberg. The reason

for crossing the river was to alarm the French,

and spare that part of the country from which they

were to draw their subsistence during the siege.

The plan was not what Marlborough would have
chosen. He knew that if the enemy had good in-

telligence, they might so act as to compel the allies

to change it. "If the fear of Nimeguen and

the Rhine," said he, "had not hindered us from
marching into Brabant, they must then have had
the disadvantage of governing themselves by our

motions, whereas we are now obliged to mind
them."
The plan thus hesitatingly adopted was not pur-

sued, and Marlborough was allowed to act upon
his own judgment. Pointing to the enemy's camp,
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he said exultingly to the Dutch deputies, " I shall

soon deliver you from these troublesome neigh-

bors !" The event justified his confidence, for no

sooner had they heard that he had crossed the

Meuse, than they also passed the river, and has-

tened, by forced marches, in the direction of Peer
and Bray. Marlborough was now assured that he

should draw them entirely from the Meuse, be able

to besiege Venloo, and to subsist in their territory

during the remainder of the campaign. In these

hopes he was not disappointed, though the tim-

idity of the deputies prevented him from attacking

the enemy in a position where, according to the

undeniable testimony of Berwick, then in the

French army, their defeat must have been inevita-

ble. A second time he was prevented from attack-

ing them and obtaining an easy victory, by the tardi-

ness of the allied troops in executing his orders.

The factious party in England complained that he
had suffered the enemy to escape ; in this they

proceeded upon the half-information which they

possessed, without any regard to justice, or any
feeling of generosity ; but the spirit of party went
farther than this, and with its usual malignity ac-

cused him of endeavoring to prolong the war for

the sake of his own interest. Meantime the sol-

diers did justice to their commander, and loudly

exclaimed against those by whom his purposes
and their eager hopes had been frustrated ; and
Marlborough, while he submitted patiently to the

cruel calumnies with which he was assailed at

home, had some difficulty to silence the discontent

which the officers as well as the men expressed in

his favor. His movements, however, had been so

far successful, that the Duke of Burgundy with-

drew from the French army, lest he should have
the mortification of witnessing conquests which
there was little hope of preventing. Venloo,
Stevenswaert and Ruremond were taken, notwith-
standing the tardiness of the Dutch ; the campaign
was concluded by the capture of Liege. Bouf-
flers attempted to storm this city by taking post

under the walls, but Marlborough anticipated him
by occupying the ground, and the French were a
third time indebted for their safety to the Dutch
deputies, always timid, and therefore always in

the wrong. They now retired within their lines,

and Marlborough "distributed his troops into winter-
quarters.

When the campaign was closed, an accident
occurred which might have counterbalanced all its

advantages, and given a fatal turn to the events of
the war. Leaving Maestricht for the Hague,
Marlborough embarked on the Meuse with the
Dutch deputies and a guard of five-and-twenty
men. The next day he was joined at Ruremond
by Cohorn, with three score men in a larger boat,

and fifty troopers escorted them along the banks
of the river ; but in the night the troopers lost

their way, the larger boat went on without attend-
ing to its companion, and a French partisan from
Guelder who, with thirty-five men, was lurking
among the reeds and sedges, seized the tow-rope
of Marlborough's boat, fired into it, boarded it and
overpowered the guard. The deputies had pro-
vided themselves with French passes ; it would
have been beneath Marlborough's dignity to take
the same precaution ; and he was saved by his

own coolness and the presence of mind of an at-

tendant, named Gell, who having in his pocket a
pass granted to General Churchill, slipt it into his

hand unperceived. Marlborough presented it ; the
darkness, the confusion, perhaps the ignorance,

perhaps the civility of the Frenchman, prevented

a scrutiny of the passport ; and after pillaging the

boat, extorting the usual presents, which on this

occasion were gladly given, and detaining the

guard as prisoners, the partisan suffered Marlbo-

rough and the deputies to proceed. He rewarded
Gell for this essential service with an annuity of

j£50. The alarm presently spread over the coun-
try. The Governor of Venloo prepared to attack

Guelder, whither he supposed the prisoner had
been conveyed ; and the States, who were then
assembled at the Hague, passed a vote by accla-

mation that all their troops should instantly march
for the purpose of rescuing a commander, whose
importance to the common cause was now instan-

taneously and instinctively acknowledged. The
conduct of the Dutch on this occasion was highly

honorable. The common people crowded to meet
him when he landed at the Hague, all crying out

welcome, and some pressing to take him by the

hand, and many men as well as women weeping
for joy at his escape. The pomp of a Roman
triumph would have been less gratifying to a heart

like Marlborough's than this reception, for he was
as quick in feeling kindness as he was ready to

bestow it.

The success of the campaign, inferior as it wras

to what it might have been, had not the masterly-

spirit of the commander been controlled, far ex-

ceeded the expectations and hopes of the States.

They deputed the Pensionary Heinsius to con-

gratulate him, and the orator, in alluding to his

escape, said that no hope would have been left if

France had retained in bondage the man, whom
they revered as the instrument of Providence for

securing independence to the greater part of the

Christian world. Athlone himself made the most
honorable amends for his past conduct ; he called

him an incomparable general, and declared that

the whole success was owing to him alone, " since

I confess," said he, " that I, serving as second in

command, opposed, in all circumstances, his opin-

ion and proposals." The queen immediately ac-

quainted his wife with her intention of raising him
to a dukedom. This intelligence, though commu-
nicated in terms of the most affectionate friendship,

gave no pleasure to the countess. That extraor-

dinary woman was not ambitious of any higher

rank; "there is no advantage in it," she said,

" but in going in at a door, and when a rule is

settled, I like as well to follow five hundred as

one." " The title of duke," she added, " was a

great burden in a family where there were many
sons ; and though she had then but one, she might

have more, and there might be a great many in

the next generation." As far, therefore, as her

inclination might weigh with the queen, she de-

clined the dignity, and she earnestly pressed her

husband to do the same ; their estate, she thought,

was not sufficient to support the title, and she ob-

served that his elevation to that rank might draw
upon the queen solicitations which would greatly

embarrass her. The queen, however, persisted in

her purpose ; Godolphin urged him to acquiesce,

and his friend the Pensionary Heinsius represented

to him in strong terms the good effect which it

would have with the foreign princes. At any
after-time, he said, such an elevation might look
like the effect of favor, for it was not reasonable
to expect that so much success would ever be ob-
tained in any other campaign ;—now it would
appear, as it was meant to be, and as it was, an
act of public justice, honorable to himself and his
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family, honorable to the queen, and for the good
of the common cause. He acquiesced in these

reasonable representations, and was created Mar-
quis of Blandford and Duke of Marlborough. The
queen conferred upon him at the same time £5000
out of the post-office for her own life, and re-

quested Parliament to devise a proper mode for

settling this grant on him and his successors in the

title, but the proposal excited so much opposition

that, at the duke's desire it was withdrawn.
In less than three months after Marlborough

had been rewarded with the highest title that an

English subject can attain in his own country, he
lost his only surviving son, a youth of seventeen,

and of the highest promise, moral and intellectual.

He died at Cambridge, of the small-pox. It was
well for the father that duty soon recalled him
to a scene where he had little leisure for dwelling
on the past ;—yet Lord Blandford was soon to

have followed the army, and served under him in

that campaign ; many circumstances therefore,

with which the recollection of his loss would not

otherwise have been associated, brought it to

Marlborough's mind ; and in one of his letters to

Godolphin, touching upon this with the unreserve

of perfect friendship, he says, " since it has pleased

God to take him, I do wish from my soul I could

think less of him."
The military operations had not been entirely

suspended during the winter. Rheinberg had been

reduced, and Guelder blockaded,—the capture of

this latter place would clear Spanish Guelderland
from the enemy ; but the French, in whose coun-

cils there was unity of will and of purpose, had
concerted their plans with a decision which Marl-

borough vainly endeavored to infuse into the allies.

Never wanting in alacrity nor in vigor, when the

glory of their country is concerned, (however mis-

taken they may be as to its true interests, or indif-

ferent to the justice of its cause,) they had made
great efforts for strengthening their armies, and

concerted a plan of wide and well-arranged oper-

ations. Villeroy was to act on the offensive in the

Low Countries, reduce the places on the Meuse,
and threaten the Dutch ; the united troops of

France and Savoy were to penetrate from Italy

into Germany through the Tyrol ; and another army
was to make its way from the Upper Rhine
through the Black Forest, meet the Italian force,

form a junction with the Bavarians, and march
upon Vienna, where it was supposed they might
dictate their own terms to the emperor ; for, on
the one hand, the insurgents in Hungary were
acting in their favor, and on the other, it was be-

lieved that the maritime powers would be occupied

by Villeroy, and wholly incapable of making any
movements for his relief. The liberties of Europe
were never in greater danger, and Marlborough
was the only person who could have preserved

them. It is awful to reflect how much may some-

times depend upon a single life.

But Marlborough's operations were again

shackled by the States. They insisted upon be-

sieging Bonn, in the vain opinion that the elector

would capitulate rather than expose that fine town
to destruction. It was against his judgment; but

when preparations had been made, and the inten-

tion had become so public that to desist from it

would have been adding loss of reputation to loss

of time, Cohorn, who should have taught engi-

neering instead of practising it, would have de-

layed the siege till the end of the year, if Marl-

borough had not insisted upon proceeding. He

knew that it was better resolutely to pursue a plan

which had not been wisely chosen, than to betray

infirmity of mind by change of purpose. So the

siege was pushed with vigor ; and when it had
succeeded, he directed his thoughts to what he
called the great design, which was to carry the
war into the heart of Brabant and West Flanders.
The French lines extended from Antwerp to the
Mehaigne, a small river which falls into the Meuse
a little above Huy, and they had another series of
fortifications stretching from Antwerp towards Os-
tend ; for the protection of these lines there were
two flying camps, one near Antwerp under the
Marquis of Bedmar, and the other under Count de
la Motte, near Bruges. Marlborough's intention

was to bring the French to battle if he could ; this,

he said, with the blessing of God, would be of far

greater advantage to the common cause than the

taking of twenty towns. He knew his own mili-

tary skill, and the temper of his men, and,- like a
right Englishman, he never doubted of victory.

But it was not the interest of the enemy to risk a
battle, and therefore he did not expect it. He
hoped, however, to make them retire behind their

lines, to force them by a combined operation, and
get possession of Antwerp and Ostend. This plan

was defeated by the misconduct of the Dutch gen-

erals Cohorn, Spaar and Opdam. They broke
through on their side, having obtained the leave

of the States, for the purpose of raising a con-

tribution in the country of Waes. If any part

of the world might deserve, by the common con-

sent of nations, to be held sacred in war, because

of the excellent industry of the inhabitants, it is

this; so perfect is the cultivation, and so delight-

ful the beauty and the comfort which have been
produced. The contribution was the motive,

which Marlborough observed these people liked

but too well, and it operated strongly upon Cohorn,

who, as governor of "West Flanders, would have

the ninth of all that should be raised. Contrary

to the commander's express orders, they made the

attack, when he was at too great a distance to

support them, and the consequence was, that

Opdam's corps was surprised, and he himself,

narrowly escaping from being taken on a recon-

noitering party, fled to Breda with intelligence

that his whole force was cut off. The panic

was premature, for Slangenburg assumed the

command, and, by availing himself of the dikes,

repulsed the enemy, and effected his retreat. It

had, however, ill consequences. The Dutch gen-

erals quarrelled with one another, each seeking to

excuse himself; and Slangenberg, who, for his

impracticable temper, had been laid aside during

the latter years of William's reign, though he

would otherwise have been a good general, basely

accused Marlborough of having designedly ex-

posed the Dutch troops to defeat, because he was
jealous of them. The endless bickerings of these

men, and the irresolution of the States so har-

assed Marlborough, as to draw from him a com-
plaint, in his correspondence, that they made his

life a burden. Even the Pensionary Heinsius,

and the other official men, whose wishes and opin-

ions coincided entirely with his, sheltered them-

selves on all occasions under his responsibility, and

shrunk from it themselves ; and from the violence

of factions in Holland, and the weakness of a

popular government, or, as Marlborough called it,

the want of a government, he began to fear that

things would go wrong at last. So far wrong
they went, that after the enemy declined an action



and retired within their lines, a council of war
prevented Marlborough from attacking them there.

Thus his hopes for the campaign were effectually

defeated, and he was obliged to content himself

for the remainder of the season with reducing

Huy, Limburg, and Guelder.

Even-minded and master of himself as Marlbo-

rough was, continual vexation affected his health.

He complained that the unreasonable opposition

which he had met with had, by heating his blood,

almost made him wild with head-ache. This was an

affliction to which he was particularly subject, and

which must have been grievously aggravated by
continual fatigue, both of mind and body. The
state of parties in England was a constant source

of anxiety to him. He saw the evil of that party-

spirit which was then, and has continued to be,

the bane and the disgrace of England. Godolphin
also saw it. Both parties were equally violent,

and equally indifferent as to any means whereby
they could advance their own views : of this too

Marlborough was convinced. The whigs, who
were for a vigorous prosecution of the war, were
yet for thwarting and embarrassing government on
every occasion—because they were not in power

;

and many of the tory ministry, because the war
was contrary to their system, and to their secret

wishes, were desirous of crippling the general in

his operations. No people have ever experienced

so much evil from the contention of parties as the

English, and no people have ever profited so little

by experience. A cry was raised, as in our own
days, that we were wasting the resources of the

kingdom ; that it was necessary to contract our
exertions, and confine ourselves to a defensive

system. And when Godolphin, wearied by their

clamor, intimated a disposition to yield to it, Marl-
borough resolved to retire from a situation, which,
if it could not be supported with honor and advan-
tage, was too painful to be borne. The duchess
communicated this intention to the queen. The
queen's answer, written in the assumed name used
in the friendly correspondence between them, was
in the most affectionate terms. She did not won-
der, she said, that persons in such posts should be
weary of the world ; but they ought a little to con-
sider their country, which must be ruined if such
thoughts were put in execution.—" As for your
poor unfortunate faithful Morley," the letter con-
tinued, "she could not bear it; for if ever you
should forsake me, I would have nothing more
to do with the world, but make another abdica-
tion ; for what is a crown when the support of it is

gone?" Unfortunate, was an epithet which she
always applied to herself, in her private letters,

after the death of her son. She concluded by
saying, that she never would forsake the Marlbo-
roughs and Godolphin, but always be their con-
stant and faithful friend:—"We four," said she
" must never part, till death mows us down with
his impartial hand." After such a letter, it was
not possible for Marlborough to persist in his

resignation. Some changes in the ministry also

made his situation for a time less irksome, though
they proved eventually in the highest degree
injurious, both to himself and the interests of
Europe. By his influence Harley was made
secretary of state, and St. John secretary at war.
Marlborough had the most implicit confidence in

both these men ; but they did not deceive the

duchess; she perceived their true character, and
warned her husband against them : unhappily this

was the only instance in which he did not suf-
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fer himself to be guided by her opinion in such
cases.

Meantime the emperor was in a situation of
great danger. The well-concerted operations of
the French and Bavarians in the preceding year,

had failed, through the resolute defence of the

Tyrolese, who displayed the same loyal attach-

ment to the House of Austria, and the same deter-

mined spirit of resistance to the Bavarians, by
which they have distinguished themselves so hero-
ically in our own days. The allies had also ob-

tained a most important accession to their strength,

in the Duke of Savoy. But on the side of Ger-
many the French had obtained some important
successes. M. Tallard had taken Brisac, which
was the strongest bulwark of the empire on that

side, and was regarded as one of the best fortresses

in Europe, and he had recovered Landau. By
these conquests they had a way open into the
heart of the empire ; and the Elector of Bavaria,
commanding the course of the Danube from its

sources to the frontiers of Austria, communicated
on the one side with the victorious French armies
on the Rhine, and with the Hungarian insurgents

on the other. The head-quarters were near Ulm.
He had an army of 45,000 men, against which
scarcely 20,000 could be brought by the exhausted
means of the emperor. Leopold even prepared

his capital for a siege. The army of the empire,

under the Margrave of Baden, was employed to

defend the lines of Stolhoffen, and was far from
being competent to that important service. The
defiles of the Black Forest were left to a handful

of troops, who were to be supported by the militia

and the peasantry. On all sides the means of

defence were miserably inadequate ; and the French
cabinet had good reason to believe, that while they

amused the allies in the Netherlands, the next
campaign would enable them to dictate their own
terms at Vienna.

Marlborough comprehended the full extent of

the danger, and perceived that there was only one
means of averting it, which was, by moving his

army to the Danube, and saving the heart of the

empire from a meditated blow which would other-

wise be fatal, not only to Austria and the empire,

but to the Protestant succession in England, and to

the liberties of Europe. If this were not done, all

would be lost ; an attempt therefore for prevent-

ing it, though so hazardous that at other times it

might be deemed temerity, became prudent now.

The emperor had one general in his service wor-

thy, for his military talents, to cooperate with

Marlborough in any plan of operations, however

arduous, and generous enough to serve with him,

or under him, with the perfect confidence of friend-

ship, and perfect devotedness of duty. This was
Prince Eugene, who had been removed from the

command in Italy, to be made president of the

council of war at Vienna. With him Marlbo-

rough corresponded and concerted the scheme of a

campaign, so bold in itself, and so unlike any-

thing to which the English had been accustomed,

that he did not venture to communicate the whole
design even to Godolphin, much less to the

cabinet. In that quarter he contented himself

with obtaining an augmentation of 10,000 men to

the 40,000 already under his immediate command.
At the Hague he proposed a campaign on the Mo-
selle, with the British and part of the foreign aux-
iliaries, leaving the remainder, and the Dutch
troops under General Overkirk. to protect the
Netherlands. Even this plan, far as it fell short
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of that which he intended to pursue, appeared too

bold for the States ; but he was seconded by his

friend the Pensionary, and their assent was finally

given. He looked to the interests of the various

allies, and used every means to conciliate, as well

as to serve them. To the king of Prussia he
made a confidential communication of the pro-

posed campaign on the Moselle : and the emperor,
through Prince Eugene's agency, was induced to

write a letter to the queen, entreating an assist-

ance proportioned to the emergency. Still, the

difficulties were so great, that he relied more upon
the chance of circumstances, or, in wiser and more
religious language, which better represents his

own feelings, upon Providence, than upon the

means which he could expect to command. Wri-
ting from the Hague in February, whither he had
gone to concert measures in the depth of winter,

he says to the duchess, " For this campaign I see

so very ill a prospect, that I am extremely out of

heart ; but God's will be done ! In all the other

campaigns, I had an opinion of being able to do
something for the common cause ; but in this I

have no other hopes than that some lucky accident

may enable me to do good." And on informing

Godolphin that he had concluded everything in

Holland, as far as could be done in a country
where nobody had power to conclude anything, he
expressed a hope that the blessing of God would
make them succeed much better than they could
propose to themselves ;

" for," said he, " Provi-

dence makes the wheel go round."
The letters of Leopold, and the representations

of the imperial minister, produced the intended
effect upon the English cabinet ; and without yet

entirely disclosing his views, even to Godolphin
and the queen, he obtained general powers for

concerting with the States such measures as might
be deemed proper for relieving the emperor. The
first hint of an effort in Germany awakened in

England a party cry against hazardous enterprises

and continental connexions ; and the Dutch were
so averse to go beyond a mere defensive system,
that Marlborough declared he would lead the

English troops alone to the Moselle, ceasing any
farther to consult with so inefficient and impracti-

cable a government. This declaration alarmed the
hostile faction ; and the same timidity which had
made the States refuse their assent before, induced
them now to vest him with sufficient powers.
He then apprized Godolphin that he thought it

absolutely necessary to march into Germany, and
take measures with the Margrave of Baden against
the Elector of Bavaria ; and in a subsequent letter

he added, that if he found at Philipsburgh that the
French had joined the elector, he should make no
hesitation at marching to the Danube. The main
difficulties were now removed ; the impediments
that might be expected from a person with whom
he was to cooperate seemed little in comparison
to what he had overcome : he felt no doubt of

success when he should reach the scene of action
;

and in that confidence looked forward to the good
name which he should leave behind him. It is

curious to contrast the feelings of the general,

relying thus hopefully upon Providence for the

success of a good cause, with those of an officer

in his army, who had been bred up among the

Scotch covenanters, and whose melancholy tem-
perament suited their austere opinions. " Lord,"
says this officer, a man as thoroughly brave as he
was religious, " I tremble to think on the profani-

ty and wickedness of the army that I am in, and

what judgments we are to pull down upon our
own heads. For the English army are sinners

exceedingly before the Lord ; and I have no hopes
of success, or that this expedition shall prove to

our honor. Howsoever much we think of our-

selves, Thou wilt humble us." Nor was it

merely because of the profligacy of the troops that

he augured thus unhappily of the event ; he
thought it unlawful to act in behalf of the Empe-
ror, because of his intolerance. " When I con-
sider this/' says he, " that we are assisting those
oppressors who have wasted the church and peo-
ple of God, persecuted and oppressed them, it

makes me afraid the quarrel is not right, and that

we shall not prosper, though I be satisfied that

our quarrel against France is a very just one. O
Lord, it is sad to be in an army, where I have not

confidence to pray for success, and dare not seek
in faith." If anything could have made this brave
man a coward, it would have been his wrong no-

tions in religion.

Colonel Blackader, from whose journal these

passages are extracted, describes the troops as the

scum and dregs of mankind—earthly devils, who
seemed as if they were broke loose from hell.

Allowing for the exaggeration of a man who says

of himself, that all his comfort was poisoned by a
melancholy temper, inclined to discontent ; and
who, in addition to this, had from his childhood

been dosed with the essential acid of puritanism, it

may be believed that the morals of the army were
like those of all men whose moral and religious

education has been totally neglected. The man-
ner therefore in which Marlborough, without any
extraordinary severity, (for of that, his nature was
incapable,) made such an army a model for its dis-

cipline and good behavior wherever it went, will

not appear the least remarkable nor the least

meritorious part of his character. Wherever the

French went, their armies were at free quarters,

and the Germans followed the same cruel system.

But Marlborough was particularly careful to spare

the people whom he came to defend. He saw the

men regularly paid, and duly provided with all

things necessary (as far as was possible) for their

well being and comfort. And by the order which
he established, the inhabitants were conciliated,

and the troops supplied better and more surely than

could have been done by any measures of oppres-

sion and severity. In his first interview with

Eugene, that prince expressed his admiration at

the appearance of the men. He had heard much
of the English cavalry, he said, which were re-

viewed before him, and he found it to be the best

appointed and the finest that he had ever seen :

money, of which there was no want in England,
could buy clothes and accoutrements, but nothing

could purchase the spirit which he saw in their

looks ; and that spirit was an earnest of victory.

It had not been possible for the enemy to per-

ceive what were Marlborough's intentions for this

campaign ; the secret had been confined to himself

and Prince Eugene till the latest moment ; and the

plan itself was so much beyond the usual policy

of the English cabinet, and its vacillating allies,

that the French were as little able to divine as to

discover it. When they heard that he was at

Coblentz, they apprehended an attack on the

Moselle ; when he advanced to Mentz, they feared

for Alsace : lastly, they suspected that Landau
was to be besieged ; and when at length they

knew that he was on his march toward the Danube,
it was too late to take any measures for opposing
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him on the way. At Hippach the Margrave of

Baden joined him. It was Marlborough's wish

that this commander would remain with the army
on the Rhine, and leave Eugene to be his col-

league on the Danube ; but as the Danube was
likely to be the more brilliant scene of action, the

Margrave claimed the privilege of seniority in rank,

and it was not without great difficulty that he was
prevailed upon to share the command with the

English general by alternate days. Eugene there-

fore was sent to the Rhine, against his own incli-

nation, and against the judgment of Marlborough,
who had full confidence in the prince, and rightly

appreciated his generous character, as well as his

military genius ; but the Margrave was a man
whom it was scarcely possible to guide, and by
whom it might easily have been destruction to be
guided. There were difficulties enough before

him ; the States, alarmed at a report that the

Netherlands would be attacked, reclaimed a part

of the auxiliary force : Veilleroy and Tallard had
had a meeting at Landau ; and it was reasonable
to suppose that they had concerted some important
enterprise ; and though he himself was not

shackled as he had been by Dutch deputies, and
generals who were more desirous to frustrate his

plans than to execute his orders, he knew too well

the evil which might result from an alternate com-
mand, when the moment for action was to be
seized. But Marlborough was of a hopeful nature,

without which no man is fit for the charge of
an army, be his other qualifications v/hat they
may.
The first object, after the conjunction of the

confederates, was to secure Donawerth as a place
of arms for the invasion of Bavaria. This city,

upon the frontiers of Bavaria and Swabia, is situ-

ated where the Wernitz flows into the Danube.
The Elector, who occupied a strong position be-

tween Lawingen and Dillingen, and was waiting
for reinforcements from France, had detached
General D'Arco with 10,000 foot and 2500 horse,

to protect this point by occupying the Schellen-
berg, a commanding height on the left bank of the
river near the town, from which the course of the
Danube may be seen as far as Tngolstadt. Its as-

cent is gradual, and on the summit, which is about
half a mile wide, the enemy were encamped, and
fortifying themselves with the utmost exertions.

Marlborough well knew that if they arrived before
this position on the day of the Margrave's authori-
ty, it would be wasted in deliberations. Seizing
therefore his own time of command, he marched
fourteen miles, though a heavy train of artillery

was to be conducted over roads that had been
drenched by incessant rains, and resolved upon
immediately making the attack. To those who
expressed a doubt whether this celerity were ad-
visable, he replied with characteristic decision,
" Either the enemy will escape, or will have time
to finish their works ; in the latter case, the delay
of every hour will cost the loss of a thousand
men." While the preparations were making,
despatches arrived from Eugene with news that
Villeroy and Tallard were at Strasburgh, prepar-
ing a powerful reinforcement for the elector, and
the intelligence made him the more anxious that a
blow should be struck without delay. The
Bavarian generals did not believe that an army,
after such a march, would begin an attack toward
the close of day ; and they hoped to complete their

works during the night, and to receive a further

supply of troops. But it soon appeared that their

men must desist from work, and take their arms.

Surprised as they were, they made a skilful and
brave resistance. The position was strong ; the

works, although unfinished, gave them great ad-

vantage, and having broken the assailants by a
tremendous fire, they boldly rushed out and charg-

ed them with the bayonet. They were repulsed

principally by a battalion of English guards, who
maintained their ground singly while most of their

officers were wounded or killed. At length the

enemy were giving way, partly in consequence of

a panic occasioned by the explosion of some pow-
der, when the Margrave came up with the Impe-
rialists, and completed the victory. The carnage
was very great ; the fugitives broke down the

bridge by their numbers, and many perished in the

Danube ; the general's son was among them.
Only 3000 of the Gallo-Bavarians escaped to rejoin

the elector, and everything upon the ground was
taken. But the victory was not purchased with-

out a heavy loss. 1500 were killed, 4000 wound-
ed, and among the slain were 8 generals, 11
colonels, and 26 captains ; for the officers exerted
themselves particularly in the action, and Marlbo-
rough exposed his own person greatly. The ac-

tion lasted from six till eight in the evening.
" We have no reason to boast," says Colonel
Blackader. "The British value themselves too

much, and think nothing can stand before them.

—

Oh that God would reform this army, that good
men might have some pleasure in it !—I see that

the smallest accidents give turn to the greatest

actions, either to prosper or defeat them, in spite

of human reason, prudence, or courage. In the

evening (of the ensuing day) I went into the

field of battle and got a preaching from the dead.

The carcasses were very thick strewed upon the

ground, naked and corrupted
;
yet all this makes

no impression upon us, seeing our comrades and
friends' bodies lying as dung upon the earth.

Lord make us humble and thankful !"

Marlborough too was a religious man, though
of a different stamp. In announcing his success

to the queen, he ascribed it to the particular bless-

ing of God, and the unparalleled bravery of the

troops. It was because the British thought that

nothing could stand before them, because they felt

and knew themselves capable of doing whatever
could be done by determined courage, that they

won the victory. Their general said they had
done so well that the cannon ought to be fired in

London ; he understood the value which brave

men set upon the honor they have deserved. The
victory also was important enough to be entitled

to this mark of public approbation. Donawerth,

which might have held out ten days, was immedi-

ately evacuated, and Leopold, who knew that

had it not been for this timely and effectual expedi-

tion of the English, the elector would then have

been in Vienna, wrote with his own hand to con-

gratulate the victorious commander. Already
Marlborough's merits were properly appreciated on
the continent. Writing to him from Rome, the

Duke of Shrewsbury says, " In this holy ignorant

city they have an idea of you as of a Tamerlane
;

and had I a picture of old Colonel Birch with his

whiskers, I could put it off for yours, and change
it for one done by Raphael." There was now a
probability of detaching Bavaria from its fatal

alliance with France ; the victory laid that country
open to the allies ; and the elector, who could not
speak without tears of the favorite regiment which
had been destroyed there, entered into a treaty
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with the conquerors ; the terms had been agreed

upon, and the day fixed on which he was to ratify

them ; but before it arrived he received an assur-

ance that Marshal Tallard was on the way to his

assistance with 35,000 of the best troops of France,

and he broke off the negotiation. The consequence
was that, by the severe laws of war, his country

was given up to military execution. This has

been foully misrepresented by the French historian

M. Targe : he says it was done pending the nego-

tiations, and that Marlborough made no satisfac-

tory reply when the elector accused him ofproceed-

ings more suited to the barbarity of the Turks,
than tj the observance of war among civilized na-

tions. Whereas the threat was held out to induce

him to make terms, and the blow was struck,

when the treaty was put an end to on his part.

What the feelings of Marlborough were in exe-

cuting the threat appears in that private correspon-

dence which has now for the first time come before

the public. In one letter to his wife, he says,

"This is so contrary to my nature, that nothing

but absolute necessity could have obliged me to

consent to it, for these poor people suffer for their

master's ambition :" and in another—" My nature

suffers when I see so many fine places burnt, and

that must be burnt, if the elector will not hinder

it." Yet he did his utmost to restrain the depre-

dations of the German soldiery, and expressed his

satisfaction that he had saved the fine woods
which were at once the ornament and the riches of

the country.

The imperialists who were acting with Marl-

borough had neither cannon nor money. The
margrave had promised artillery and stores for

besieging Munich, but neither were forthcoming

when they were wanted. This commander was
by no means fitted to act with the English general

;

attempts were made to give him the credit of the

victory of Schellenberg, because he had first en-

tered the lines, and a medal was even struck to

perpetuate this false claim. Marlborough com-
plained heavily of his inertness, and of his cap-

tious and jealous temper, but he felt the comfort
of being emancipated from the control of a council

of war ; and had obtained that ascendancy over
the officers of the allies, that they were all willing

to obey what he said, without knowing any other
reason than that such was his desire. Our greatest

difficulty is, said he, that of making our bread fol-

low us ; for the troops that I have the honor to

command cannot subsist without it, and the Ger-
mans that are used to starve, cannot advance with-
out us. What he hoped for was a battle, for that,

he said, would decide the whole ; and his confi-

dence in the British troops was such, that no
doubt of victory seems ever to have crossed his

mind. That hope was soon realized, and that

confidence was justified, as it deserved to be.

The French succors arrived and effected their

junction with the elector. Eugene with ten thou-

sand men made a parallel march from the Rhine,

and to the great satisfaction both of the prince and

Marlborough, the margrave was persuaded to un-

dertake the siege of Ingoldstadt. It was their

intention to take up a position beyond the river

Nebel, near Hochstadt ; but as they were pro-

ceeding to survey the ground, some squadrons of

the enemy were perceived at a distance, and the

two generals ascending the towers of Dapfheim
church, discovered the quarter-masters of the

Gallo-Bavarian army marking out a camp between

Blenheim and Lutzingen. Immediately they de-
termined upon giving battle before the enemy
could strengthen themselves in their new position.

Some officers who knew the strength of the
ground and the superiority of the adverse force,

ventured to remonstrate with Marlborough ; he
replied, I know the dangers, yet a battle is abso-
lutely necessary, and I rely on the bravery and
discipline of the troops which will make amends
for our disadvantages. Indeed it was here as at

Schellenberg, every hour's delay would have ren-

dered success more difficult, and if time were al-

lowed for Villeroy to advance into Wirtemberg,
that movement would cut off his communication
with Franconia, whence he drew his principal

supplies. Marlborough was not dealing with ene-
mies who could be despised, but with generals
who understood the art of war, who were not
likely to let any advantage slip, were always ac-

tive and enterprising, and had ample means at

their command. He passed part of the night in

prayer, and received the sacrament towards morn-
ing ; then, after a short rest, concerted with Eu-
gene the arrangements for the action. When the

regiments were drawn up for battle, the chaplains

performed the service at the head of each, and
Marlborough was observed to join in the prayer
with fervor. His next act was to point out to the

surgeons the proper posts for the wounded.
He then rode along the line while the men
were waiting for the signal. As he passed
along the front, a ball from the enemy's batteries

glanced under his horse, and covered him with
earth.

The battle of Blenheim (of which more careful

plans than have ever before been constructed are

given in Mr. Coxe's work) is one of those few
actions which have produced a change in the for-

tunes of Europe. Had it been lost by the allies,

Germany would immediately have been at the

mercy of the French, and their triumph would
have been fatal to the Protestant succession in

England. The enemy were the stronger, and
very advantageously posted, and Marlborough
knew their superior strength, and understood

perfectly the advantages of their position. As if

excusing himself to his wife for having, as it

might, seem, set everything upon the hazard, he
says, " Believe me, there was an absolute neces-

sity for the good of the common cause to risk this

venture, which God has so blessed. She," he
said, "who loved him so entirely well, would be

infinitely pleased with what had been done upon
his account, as well as for the public benefit which
must result, and therefore he could not refrain

from telling, that within the memory of man there

had been no victory so great." The imperial

troops behaved so ill, notwithstanding the great

ability and great exertions of Prince Eugene, that

Marlborough, though, from policy and a proper

regard to Eugene's feelings, he forebore from ex-

pressing any sense of their misconduct in public,

avoided writing in reply to the compliments which
he received from the emperor, and from the king
of the Romans, because he could not mention
them with approbation. The total loss of the

enemy was not less than forty thousand men : of

the allies four thousand five hundred were killed,

seven thousand five hundred wounded : the field,

therefore, was well fought, however much the

French, for the sake of palliating the defeat, de-

preciated the conduct of their unsuccessful general.
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Blackader,* speaking of what the victory had cost

the English, says, " When I consider that on all

occasions we conquer, but with much blood, I am
at a loss to assign the reason

;
perhaps it is that

our cause is good, but our persons very wicked."
It was not his custom ever to look for secondary

causes, or he would have perceived that a sufficient

one was to be found in the discipline, and courage,

and strength of the enemy.
As soon as it was known in England that Marl-

borough had marched into Germany, the whole
hostile faction opened against him in full cry.

They exclaimed against the rashness of the expe-

dition ; they censured him for leaving the Dutch
exposed, and they accused him of having gone be-

yond his instructions, and exceeded any power of

a subject, for the sake of his own private interest

;

he was even menaced with being brought to the

block if the event should be as disastrous as these

base enemies predicted and hoped ; and one of

the leading members of the opposition declared

that whenever the general returned, he and his

friends would pounce upon him, as hounds pounce
on a hare. These were people of whom Mrs.
Burnet, the wife of the bishop, said, " they would
hardly ever believe any tale that lessened France,
but swallowed any to its advantage ;" their hopes
were raised to the highest pitch ; and when tidings

arrived of the greatest f victory which had ever

done honor to the British arms, their disappoint-

* The account of the action in his diary is a fine in-

stance of enthusiasm mingling itself with constitutional

courage. " We fought a bloody battle, and by the mercy
of God have got one of the greatest and most complete
victories the age can boast of. In the morning, while
marching towards the enemy, I was enabled to exercise

faith, relying and encouraging myself in God ; by this I

was made easy and cheerful. I was looking to God
during all the little intervals of action for assistance to

keep up my own heart, and to discharge my duty well in

my station. My faith was so lively during the action,

that I sometimes said within myself, ' Lord, it were easy
for thee to lay these men flat upon the ground where they
stand, or to bring them in all pr And for en-
couraging the regiment I spoke it out, that we should
either chase them from their post, or take them prisoners :

and I cannot but observe the event :—against seven
o'clock at night, twenty-six regiments, (some say thirty,)

laid down their arms, and surrendered at discretion to

the Duke of Marlborough, and our regiment was one of
those who guarded them. O Lord, thou assisted me,
and gave me such liberal supplies during the action, that

I was helped to discharge my duty even with credit and
reputation. Dear Lord, I lay down all at thy feet ; I

have no reason to be lifted up. It was none of my own,
it was a borrowed stock from thee ; so the praise is thine,

not mine ; for hadst thou withheld thy support from me,
I have behaved scandalously. Ebenezer." This would
have been a soldier after Oliver Cromwell's own heart.
He wrote from the field of Blenheim to Ladv
Campbell at Stirling, in the height of his joy—" I am
just now retired from the noise of drums, of baths, and
dying groans. I am to return in a few minutes to the
field of battle, and wrapping myself up in the arms of
Omnipotence, I believe myself no less safe, as to every
valuable purpose, than if sitting in your ladyship's
closet."

t The effect produced in our own days by a more deci-
sive victory upon a viler faction, shows us that in all

times party-spirit is the same, and that it utterly destroys
all true English feeling. An eminent patriot in the coun-
try happened to have a dinner party on the day when the
news of the battle of Waterloo arrived at his post-town :

it was concealed from him by a pious fraud, lest, the
shock should render him incapable of entertaining his
friends ; so he passed the day in that ignorance which to

him was bliss, and slept one night more in peace.
Among the consequences of that battle we may be al-

lowed to regret the destruction of a certain prophetic pa-
per, written by one of those wise men of the north who,
to use their own language, were " seriously occupied with

ment was in proportion. But as Burnet truly

observes, "men engaged in parties are not easilv

put out of countenance ;" their business then was
to depreciate the victory ; they admitted that a

great many men had been killed and taken, but as

for weakening the French king, they said this was
no more than taking a bucket of water out of a
river. Upon this Marlborough remarks, " If they
will allow us to draw one or two such buckets

more, we might then let the river run quietly, and
not much apprehend its overflowing and destroying

its neighbors." But the heart of the country was
sound, and never, perhaps, except at the Restora-

tion, had there been felt so great and general a joy.

The common people, who knew only that a battle

had been won, great as any that their fathers had
heard of, and which would forever be remembered
to the honor of their country, partook in the tri-

umph with honest and generous exultation. They
who understood the interests of England and of

Europe perceived that the spell of the French
king's fortune, upon which Louis XIV. had relied

almost as confidently as Buonaparte, was broken

—

that his power was materially weakened, and the

opinion which had contributed to render it so for-

midable, destroyed. The queen expressed her
feelings with a becoming sense of devotion ; we
could never, she said, thank the Almighty enough
for these great blessings, but must make it our en-

deavor to deserve them ; and this was the language
which she used in the confidence of private friend-

ship. "I can lament for no private loss," says

another person, "since God has given such a

general mercy. In death it will be a matter of

joy to me to have lived so long as to hear it."

The subjugation of Bavaria was the immediate
consequence of this battle. The elector continued

to follow the fortune of the French, and sent his

wife, a daughter of the great John Sobieski, with

her children, back to Munich. Marlborough said

the separation made his heart ache, for he knew
what it was to be separated from those we love.

Judging from his own pure heart, he gave the

elector more credit than was due to him, for that

prince had a mistress at Brussels. The allies

were returned to the Rhine ; and to the surprise

of Marlborough, Villeroy neither attempted to de-

fend the passage of the Queich, nor the camp of

Langencandel, at all times famous for being a

strong post. " Had they not been the most

frightened people in the world," he said, " they

would never have quitted those two posts." The
Margrave besieged Landau ; the king of the

Romans repaired to the army there; and Marl-

borough, finding that the siege was likely to con-

tinue as long as skill and courage on the part of

the governor could protract it, made an arduous

expedition to the Moselle, through so difficult a

country, that had the rains come on, it would have

been impassable for artillery. The object was to

get possession of Treves, give orders for the siege

of Traerbach, and thus secure winter-quarters in

that country, for the purpose of opening the next

the destinies of Europe.'" This precious paper, (more

curious than the sealed prophecies of Joanna Southcote,)

was printed : but, either from some distrust of the second

sight, or from a recollection that some of their prophecies

had not been so exactly fulfilled as they could have
wished, the seers thought it prudent to suspend the pub-
lication, till it should be seen in what manner the cam-
paign had opened. And so the prophecy was cancelled,

to the irreparable loss of literature, and of the occult
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campaign there, looking upon that as the most
vulnerable part of the enemy's frontier. A man
of less moral intrepidity would not for the public

good have exposed himself to the difficulties and
dangers of this movement, in which success could

bring with it no popular praise, and failure would
have drawn after it all the ignominy and obloquy
of defeat. Had the siege of Landau been ended,

he would have marched with all the troops under
his command, and so have made success as sure as

any event in war can be ; but being obliged to

leave the greater part to cover the siege, with

Eugene, he says in his letters written upon the

way, "I am exposed to the enemy, if they will

venture, which I hope they will not. The taking

our winter-quarters on the Moselle is as necessary

for the good of the common cause as anything that

has been done this campaign ; and I am persuaded,

that if I had stayed till the siege was ended, the

season would have been so far advanced, that it

would have been impossible to attempt it. These
difficulties make me sensible, that if I did not con-

sider the good of the whole before any private con-

cern, I ought not to be here. This might be bet-

ter said by another than myself, but it is truth
;

and I am very sensible, that if I should have ill

success, the greatest part of mankind will censure

me for it." And in another letter to the duchess

he says, "This march and my own spleen have
given me occasion to think how very unaccountable

a creature man is ; to be seeking for honor in so

barren a country as this is, when he is very sure

that the greater part of mankind, and may justly

fear that even his best friends, would be apt to

think ill of him, should he have ill success. But I

am endeavoring all I can to persuade myself that

my happiness ought to depend upon my knowledge
that I do what I think is for the best." Marl-
borough was of so sensitive a nature that he felt

the breath of censure keenly, and the villains who
slandered him with such persevering malice,

wounded his peace. The greater therefore is his

merit for the undeviating magnanimity of his con-

duct as a general, for never having in any instance

forborne to act according to his judgment from the

fear of failure ; and when his measures were frus-

trated by the misconduct and treachery of those
with whom he acted, for having endured reproach
without uttering a word in his vindication which
could possibly have injured the public cause.

This expedition was successful. By the celerity

of his movements he arrived just in time to pre-

vent the enemy from pre-occupying Treves ; and
having settled the distribution of winter-quarters

in its vicinity, and taken steps for reducing Traer-
bach, measures which he said would give France
as much uneasiness as anything that had been
done that summer, he reckoned the campaign well

over. He stood in need of rest. His attacks of

fever and headache were so frequent, that had he

been an idle man, he would have been pitied as a

confirmed valetudinarian. After the action at

Blenheim, where he was seventeen hours on

horseback, he was obliged to be bled, when he

had "no time to be sick;" and during the sub-

sequent operations, when he had not an hour's

quiet, his state of body was such that he said, if

he were in London, he should be in his bed in a

high fever. The fatigue and anxiety of three

months had made him in his own feeling and

appearance ten years older, and he was so emaci-

ated, that he apprehended nothing but extreme
care and good nursing during the winter could

save him from consumption. But the cares of the

whole confederacy were laid on him. At this

time affairs in Italy bore the worst aspect ; on that

side everything must have been lost without a
prompt reinforcement of troops ; the only power
who could supply them was Prussia ; and the

Duke of Savoy, the emperor, and the king of the

Romans, whose admiration for the great English-
man amounted almost to a feeling like friendship,

knew that Marlborough's personal representations

to the king of Prussia might succeed, when every
other mode of negotiation would surely fail. In
the worst season of the year, therefore, Marl-
borough undertook this fatiguing journey of eight

hundred miles, less, as he himself said, from any
hope of success, than that he might not be re-

proached for leaving anything undone. He was,
however, successful, and the force thus obtained

was the means of saving the Duke of Savoy from
being totally overpowered. On his way back he
met the welcome tidings that Landau and Traer-
bach had surrendered ; and he then returned to

England to reap the well-deserved reward of

public applause, and to counteract the machi-
nations of what he properly called a villanous

faction.

Such was the effrontery of that faction, that in

the House of Commons as much praise was be-

stowed upon a naval action so ill-fought, or so ill-

followed, that both parties claimed the victory, as

upon the battle of Blenheim and a campaign
arduous and glorious beyond all former example.
Amends were made for this injustice in the Upper
House, where the naval action was passed over in

silence ; and Marlborough now received those

marks of honor which he had so well deserved.

He was thanked by both houses of parliament.

The trophies of the victory were paraded from the

Tower to Westminster Hall, and through the

Green Park, that the queen, from one of the

palace windows, might behold them. England
had seen no such triumph since the defeat of the

Armada. The city gave the victorious general a

splendid entertainment ; the Commons presented

an address soliciting that means might be taken

for perpetuating the memory of his services ; the

crown-lands at Woodstock were conveyed to him
and his heirs, and orders were given to erect a

palace there at the royal expense, to be called the

Castle of Blenheim.
On the last day of March Marlborough again

embarked for the continent. At the Hague he

found, as usual, want of order, want of vigor, want
of unanimity, want of resolution, want of authority,

all the vices, absurdities and evils which are in-

herent in a feeble and many-headed government.

Harassed and fretted by the perpetual opposition

which he endured from the half or whole traitors

of the hostile party, he says to the Duke of Savoy,
" Like a sick body that turns from one part of the

bed to the other, I would fain be gone hence, in

hopes to find more quiet in the army ; God only

knows what ease I may have when I come there !"

This fore-feeling was lamentably justified by the

event. The death of Leopold, and the consequent
succession of the king of the Romans, made no
favorable alteration in the wretched system of the

Austrian court, notwithstanding the personal good
will of the new emperor toward Marlborough, and
his good intentions That court still continued

poor in resources, and poorer still in statesmen.

Its main efforts were directed toward the subjuga-

tion of the Hungarians, whom a wiser and juster
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policy would have conciliated ; and the troops

which were sent to the Moselle wanted more than

one third of their complement. Not a single

draught horse was supplied :—the Emperor, the

German princes and the States, acting for once

alike, all disappointed him ; and instead of an

army of at least eighty thousand men, for which

the campaign had been planned, he found himself

with little more than half the number. Villars

was opposed to him with fifty-five thousand. " I

do not," said Marlborough, "apprehend his ven-

turing a battle ; but it will put him in a condition

to act in such a manner as may make us want all

sorts of provisions, which we ought to be more
afraid of than fighting ; for our men are in great

heart, so that with the blessing of God we might

expect good success.—Tt would be very happy for

us if the marshal would venture a battle, for in all

likelihood that would put us at ease." Villars

was too wise to do this. He took the position of

Sirk, well known in military history by that name,

on the right of the Moselle, and arranged his

forces so as to protect Luxembourg, Thionville and

Saar Louis. The latter places Marlborough would
have besieged if the allies had not deceived him.
" If I had known beforehand," says he, " what
I must have endured by relying on the people of

this country, no reasons should have persuaded me
to undertake this campaign. I will, by the help

of God, do my best, and then I must submit to

what may happen. But it is impossible to be

quiet and not complain, when there is all the

probability imaginable for a glorious campaign, to

see it all put in doubt by the negligence of princes

whose interest it is to help us with all they

have !"

While the English general was thus crippled by
the failure of his allies, the French were enabled

to make an effort on the Meuse, where Villeroy

got possession of Huy, entered Liege, and besieged

the citadel of that great city. The terrified Dutch
immediately sent to recall thirty of their battalions

from Marlborough's army. This, with the want
of all means for executing his own intentions,

made him determine upon marching to the Meuse.
The many disappointments which he had endured,

he said, made him weary of his life ; and I think,

he adds, that if it were possible to vex me so for a

fortnight longer, it would make an end of me. No
part of Marlborough's history has been more mis-

represented by the French writers than this.

Villars, with a gasconading style, and a disregard

to truth which would be dishonorable to any one,

and especially to a general of such unquestionable

abilities as himself, has doubled in his Memoirs
the number of Marlborough's army, asserting that

it contained German auxiliaries of all the provin-

ces, commanded by their princes in person, and
that the Margrave of Baden (to whose neglect

more than to that of any other person the failure

is imputable) was there ; he declares that he
threw up no intrenchment, insinuates that he re-

peatedly offered battle, which his antagonist de-

clined, and concludes with a remark to which Mr.
Coxe rightly observes, no language can render

justice but his own ; ces gens-ld, ont voulu rrCavaler

comrne un grain de sel. lis ont Jini par nous croire

de trop dure digestion. Upon such representations

as these, Villars has the credit among French

readers of having foiled Marlborough in this cam-

paign ! and even the last historian of these wars,

who, writing Marlborough's life by order of

Buonaparte, for the instruction of military men,

has detailed his campaigns for the most part with
remarkable impartiality, adopts in this instance
the falsehoods and fanfarronade of Villars in their

full extent. To complete the duke's vexation,
Treves and Saarbruck were abandoned by the
allies in mere panic. His private letters at this

time are full of the breathings of a wounded spirit.

He says to his wife, " Pray press on my house
and gardens, for I think I shall never stir from my
own home.—It is impossible to serve with any
satisfaction, where it is in so many people's power
to do mischief.—The Moselle most certainly is the
place where we might have done the French most
hurt. But I see but too plainly that the jealousy
of Prince Louis and the backwardness of the Ger-
man princes will always hinder us from succeed-
ing there." What stung him most was the plea-
sure which the opposition in England felt and
openly expressed at his disappointment, saying,
that if he had succeeded this year as he had the
last, the constitution of England would have been
ruined. He did not conceal the pain which this

base ingratitude gave him :
" As I have no other

ambition," he says to Godolphin, "but that of
serving well her Majesty, and being thought what
I am, a good Englishman, this vile enormous fac-

tion of theirs vexes me so much, that I hope the
queen will, after this campaign, give me leave
to retire, and end my days in praying for her pros-

perity, and making my own peace with God."
The campaign, however, was not yet over, and

Marlborough's spirit, when it could make its way
into action, always recovered its tone. Huy was
presently recovered, the French withdrew from
Liege within their formidable lines, and he re-

sumed his plan of forcing them, and bursting into

Brabant. Villeroy and the elector were deceived
by his movements, and while they directed their

attention to one point, and waited all night in mo-
mentary expectation of an attack, he effected his

object at another, and with little loss carried the

post of Hespen and Helixem, wThich, from their

strength and distance, had been deemed secure,

and therefore almost stript of troops. Upon the

first intimation that the blow had been struck, the

enemy's generals hastened to the spot,—too late

to repair the evil ; they retreated, therefore, with
the utmost speed. To those who congratulated

him, Marlborough replied, with a smile which,

evinced his confidence of succeeding further, " All

is well, but much is yet to be done." But the

Dutch generals, as usual, interfered, and prevented

him from pushing on between the enemy and Lou-
vain, in which case they would not have been able

to take refuge behind the Dyle ; and Louvain,

Brussels and Antwerp would in all likelihood have

been open to the conqueror. Blackader saw that

an error had been committed, and imputed it to

Marlborough, whose fate it was always to be cen-

sured for the faults of others. " This shows us,"

he says, " men are but men, and the weakness
and flaws that are in the wisest men's prudence.

One day an heroic action, the next a great blunder.

But let God have all the glory, and all flesh be

grass." What had been done, however, was of

such importance, that it raised Marlborough's spir-

its as well as his pulse, and writing to the duchess
while his " blood was so hot, that he could scarce-

ly hold the pen," he told her that his heart was
full of joy. The Dutch had been cheated into this

action ; they did not believe he would make the

attack, so much had they exaggerated the strength

of the enemy ; and their deputies had grace enough,
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in the first warm feelings of success, to acknowl-

edge to him that the lines could not have been

forced if he had not been there. Overkirk's army
did not come up till the business was over, and
this gave the men who had been actually engaged
occasion to speak of their general in the heat of

action with so much affection, that Marlborough
owned the pleasure which it gave him, and said

that it made him resolve to endure anything for

their sake. And to the duchess, who had ex-

pressed her uneasiness lest he should expose his

person unnecessarily, he says, " I am now at an
age when I find no heat in my blood that gives me
temptation to expose myself out of vanity : but as

I would deserve and keep the kindness of the ar-

my, I would let them see that when I expose
them, I would not exempt myself." Perhaps if

there was any error in Marlborough's conduct, it

was that he let this feeling sometimes carry him
too far ; for at this time Harley cautioned him upon
that subject. " Your friends and servants," said

he, " cannot be without concern upon your Grace's

account, when we hear how much you expose that

precious life of yours upon all occasions, and that

you are not contented to do the part of a great

general, but you condescend to take your share as

a common soldier." This very Harley was after-

wards base enough to encourage and sanction libel-

lers, who insinuated that Marlborough was defi-

cient in personal courage

!

The improved disposition of the Dutch generals

did not last long. A few weeks afterwards, when
he could have brought the French to action nearly

upon the ground where, in our own days, the most
momentous victory in modern history has been

achieved by the British arms,—these wretched

Dutchmen again forbade him to engage when he
expected a greater victory than Blenheim, and
when the enemy was so sure of defeat, that it was
afterwards ascertained they would not have ven-

tured to stand their ground. In the bitterness of

his disappointment he exclaimed, I am at this mo-
ment ten years older than I was four days ago !

Marlborough wrote to the States, controlling, as

he always did, his own personal feelings, deeply
as they were wounded, but pointing out the fair

occasion which he had lost. He even talked of

throwing up the command of the army, rather than

be perpetually placed in situations where his char-

acter must be compromised in the eyes of the ene-

my and of the world. His indignation was in-

creased by the manner in which the affair was
misrepresented by the gazette writers in England,
either from gross carelessness or secret malice, or,

as Marlborough supposed, because the writer took

more care not to offend the Dutch ambassador than

to do him justice. He pointed out to Godolphin
the effect these gazettes must produce in Holland,

and hoped the queen would appoint some other

person to the command ; "for I must be madder
(said he) than any Bedlamite, if I should be desir-

ous of serving, when I am sure my enemies seek

my destruction, and that my friends sacrifice my
honor to their wisdom."
The evil was not without some good conse-

quences. Marlborough's letter to the States was
surreptitiously printed, and the popular opinion

both in England and Holland was expressed loudly

in his favor. The Dutch government was alarmed

by his intention of withdrawing, and made some
amends by removing Slangenberg, the most cul-

pable of their generals, a man who, the duke said,

was resolved to give all the hindrance he could to

whatever should be proposed, and whom he seems
to have suspected of acting from a worse motive

than that of a most perverse temper. The queen
herself wrote to express her concern for the em-
barrassments which were thrown in his way, and
called herself his friend and his humble servant.

He received also a letter from Eugene, which tes-

tified the sympathy to be expected from such a

man. " It is extremely cruel," said the prince,
" that opinions so weak and discordant have ob-

structed the progress of your operations when you
had every reason to expect so glorious a result. I

speak to you as a sincere friend, you will never be
able to perform anything considerable with your
army unless you are absolute, and I trust your

Highness will use your utmost efforts to gain that

power in future."

After demolishing the French lines, and taking

measures for securing his winter-quarters in Bra-
bant, Marlborough, for whom there was no rest,

turned from the toil of war to the no less urgent
affairs of negotiation, and at the close of autumn,
repaired to Vienna, to Berlin and Hanover. At all

these courts there were difficulties which required

his presence. No man possessed a greater per-

fection in the art of bringing difficult negotiations

to the termination which he desired, and this was
owing not more to the clearness of his judgment,
and the quickness of his comprehensive mind, than

to his native courtesy and to that genuine candor,

which men are in some degree led to imitate when
they feel and admire it. Moreover the rank which
Marlborough held in the eyes of all Europe—for

no subject had ever before stood so conspicuously

eminent in modern times—had its imposing effect.

Means and measures for the ensuing campaign
were arranged during these discussions, and he
was created a prince of the empire ; the lordship

of Mendelheim being erected into a principality

and conferred upon him and his heirs in the male

line. The dignity was expected to descend in the

female line also ; but it is not to the credit of the

Emperor Joseph that he would not consent to

make the grant hereditary in that line, knowing
that Marlborough had no son to succeed him, and

that there was little or no probability of his having

one. The title was of some value, when he had

to serve in countries where so much importance

was attached to high sounding names and sover-

eign power, however insignificant its scale.

The humanity of Marlborough's disposition ap-

pears in his correspondence with Godolphin at this

time. Inclosing to him a letter from a young
French lady to the Comte de Lyon, who was a

prisoner in England, he says, "lam assured that

it is a very virtuous love, and that when they can

get their parents' consent, they are to be married.

As I do from my heart wish that nobody were un-

happy, I own to you that this letter has made me
wish him in France ; so that if he might have four

months leave, without prejudice to her Majesty's

service, I should be glad of it." Marlborough was
now attacked in inflammatory libels. One of the

authors, a clergyman, was convicted and sentenced

to the pillory. Through the intercession of the

duchess his punishment was remitted, greatly to

Marlborough's comfort. "I should have been
very uneasy," he said, " if the law had not found
him guilty, but much more uneasy if he had suf-

fered the punishment on my account." It was
Marlborough's opinion, and that opinion is well

worthy of serious consideration in these times, that

" if the liberty may be taken of writing scandalous
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lies without being punished, no government can

stand long."

It was the emperor's pressing desire that Marl-

borough should resume his plan of attacking France

on the side of the Moselle, but the English general

knew how little he could rely upon the promises

of the Imperial Court, or the cooperation of the

German princes. His own desire was that the

great effort should be made in Italy, where he pro-

posed to join Eugene. Godolphin reluctantly ac-

quiesced in this, but the German princes and the

king of Denmark, whose troops were to be thus

employed, objected ; the Dutch were not to be

persuaded, and some successes of Villars and Mar-
sin upon the Upper Rhine so alarmed the States,

that looking upon Marlborough's presence as their

only and sure protection, they offered either to give

him secretly the choice of the field-deputies, or

privately instruct them to conform implicitly to his

orders. Godolphin was not displeased at this.

" For," said he, " besides that I could never swal-

low so well the thoughts of your being so far out

of our reach, and for so long. a time, I think it

may be almost as well for the allies to have the

balance kept up in Italy, as to drive the French
quite out of it, which would enable them to con-

tract both their troops and their expense, and more
expose us on this side to their force." Marlbo-
rough's own feelings upon this disappointment were
expressed to the duchess,—and the more his pri-

vate and unreserved feelings are made known, the

more admirable does this great and excellent com-
mander appear in thought and deed. " You will

see," he says, " by my letters to the
t
Lord Treas-

urer, that in all likelihood I shall make the whole
campaign in this country, and consequently, not

such a one as will please me. But as I infinitely

value your esteem, for without that you cannot
love me, let me say for myself that there is some
credit in doing rather what is good for the public,

than in preferring our private satisfaction and in-

terest : for my being here in a condition of doing
nothing that shall make a noise, has made me able

to send 10,000 men to Italy, and to leave 10,000
more on the Rhine."—To Godolphin he says,
" God knows I go with a heavy heart, for I have
no prospect of doing anything considerable, unless

the French would do what I am very confident

they will not—unless the Marshal de Marsin should
return, as it is reported, with thirty battalions and
forty squadrons ; for that would give to them such
a superiority as might tempt them to march out of
their lines, which if they do, I will most certainly
attack them, not doubting, with the blessing of
God, to beat them."
That hope was soon realized. The French

made a great effort. They withdrew forces from
the Rhine, and reinforced Villeroy and the elector

with the best troops of France, so as slightly to

outnumber the allies, Marlborough's army consist-

ing of 60,000 men, that of the enemy of 62,000.
By a movement upon Namur he provoked them to

risk a battle. Their position was at Ramillies,
upon ground so strong, that the Dutch deputies,

three years before, had made it one of their argu-
ments for refusing to permit an attack upon the

lines, that if the lines were forced at that point

the French would occupy this formidable position.

Marlborough was exposed to the most imminent
danger in the action. While he was rallying some
broken horse, he was recognized by the French
dragoons ; they attempted to close round him, and

in leaping a ditch to disengage himself he was
X. LIVING AGE. 39

thrown. One of his aids-de-camp alighted to give

him his horse, and as the duke was remounting, a

cannon-ball struck off the head of his equerry,

Colonel Bingfield, who held the stirrup. A most
complete victory was gained ; the enemy lost

13,000 men. " We beat them into so great a con-

sternation," said Marlborough, "that they aban-

doned all their cannon." Louvain and Mechlin
were immediately opened to the conqueror, and

the States of Brabant invited him to Brussels, and
proclaimed the Archduke Charles. " The conse-

quence of this battle," said he, " is likely to be

greater than that of Blenheim, for we have now
the whole summer before us, and, with the bless-

ing of God, I will make the best use of it. For
as we had no council of war before this battle, so

I hope to have none this whple campaign." The
French had been frightened as well as beaten ;

they thought themselves sure of victory, because

of their numbers and the character of their chosen
troops, and the moment that confidence was gone
a panic came upon them. Marlborough saw the

hand of Providence in this, and said to Godolphin,
" The blessing of God is certainly with us. We
have done," said he, " in four days what we
should have thought ourselves happy if we could

have been sure of it in four years." He blessed

God that he had been the instrument of doing this

great service to the queen, England and all Eu-
rope, and he requested that a thanksgiving-day at

St. Paul's might be appointed. " The Lord,"
says Blackader, " has sent a panic fear among the

French army, and they are so shattered, that they

can hardly get them kept together. The Lord is

taking heart and hand and spirit from our ene-

mies." Alost, Lierre, Ghent, Bruges and Damme
were taken possession of by the conquerors ; and
the frightened enemy even surrendered Oudenarde
to the English, who had no cannon to besiege it

—

a place of such strength, that William with sixty

thousand men had not been able to take it. Ant-
werp was opened to them. Ostend, which had
cost Spinola a three years' siege and a consump-
tion of fourscore thousand men, was besieged and

taken with the loss of only five hundred. Menin
was next attacked. This town, the most melan-

choly and forlorn at present upon that unfortunate

frontier, was then so strong a place, that Burnet

tells us, many thought it too bold an undertaking

to sit down before it. After the peace of Nime-
guen, the old fortifications had been replaced by

works upon the system of Vauban : it was
esteemed his masterpiece, and for its size the best

fortified place in all that country. It was strongly

garrisoned, and the Duke de Vendome, in whom
the French had the highest confidence, was sent

to re-collect and reencourage the scattered troops,

and make an effort for saving it. But he was not

able to venture a battle, and the garrison, for fear

of being made prisoners of war, gave up the place,

says Marlborough, five or six days sooner than

they ought to have done.

Dendermond was his next object. Louis had
once besieged this place in person without success,

and when he heard of Marlborough's intention, he
observed that he must have an army of ducks to

take it. But the besiegers had taken advantage
of an uncommonly dry season, and the garrison
were made prisoners of war, " which," says Marl-
borough, " wras more than was reasonable, but I

saw them in a consternation. That place could
never have been taken, but by the hand of God,
which gave us seven weeks without any rain."
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Ath followed, and he would then fain have pro-

ceeded against Mons. "We shall have it," he
said, " much cheaper this year than the next, when
they will have had time to recruit their army." But
the Dutch did not understand the true economy of

war, and the campaign was therefore closed. The
emperor and his brother Charles, in their first im-

pulse of gratitude after the news of the recovery

of the Low Countries, appointed Marlborough to

the government. No other conceivable arrangement
could have been of such essential advantage to the

whole confederacy ; but from the selfish views of

the Dutch he was obliged to decline it. They
were thinking how to strengthen themselves at the

expense of their neighbors.
" Such is their temper," said Marlborough, "that

when they have misfortunes, they are desirous of

peace upon any terms ; and when we are blessed

by God with success, they are for turning it to

their own advantage, without any consideration

how it may be liked by their friends and allies."

For himself he said, " I thank God and the queen
I have no need nor .desire of being richer, but have

a very great ambition of doing everything that

can be for the public good."
The jealousies and opposite interests of the

allies, which even imminent danger could scarcely

suspend, came into full action whenever they were
successful, and the French king found himself bet-

ter served by his enemies in their own cabinets

than by his armies in the field. By means of Marl-

borough's strenuous and persevering exertions in

procuring men and money for Eugene, that excellent

commander had been enabled to relieve Turin, and
inflict upon the French one of the most memora-
ble defeats which they ever suffered in Italy.

Marlborough was delighted with this glorious ac-

tion : it is impossible for me, said he, to express

the joy it has given me, for I do not only esteem,

but I really love that prince. But the emperor
began immediately to pursue his own purposes, to

the neglect and injury of the common cause. In

Spain also a series of rapid successes had been fol-

lowed by the grossest misconduct ; the troops com-
mitted every kind of excess, the generals every

kind of blunder, and everything went wrong for

want of a mind like Marlborough's to control the

jarring elements which were brought together.

The French were now endeavoring to amuse the

Dutch with negotiations ; here they had their

greatest hope, for they had a party in the States

always upon the watch to serve them, and their

intrigues made Marlborough more uneasy than he
had ever before been at any time during the war.
He saw the errors of the Dutch, if indeed their

coaluct deserve so light a name. " The more
complaisance is shown them," said he, "and the

more we give way to them, it is both their nature

and their practice to be more assuming." " They
are of so many minds, and all so very extravagant

concerning their barrier, that I despair of doing

any good till they are more reasonable, which they

will not be till they s ie that they have it not in their

power to dispose of the Low Countries at their

will and pleasure, in which the French flatter

t'i ;:n." He saw that they were not beloved any-

where because they carried everything with so

high a baud : and lie perceived their poor pitiable

jealousy of Fitiglaud : but "though some of the

leading men in Holland," said he, " may be blind,

or worse, yet sural y the generality cannot be im-

posed upon so far as to be blown up with a jealousy

of the queen's power, when all that power, be it

great or little, has been and is still exerted for their

safety, without, the least view or desire of any ex-

tent of conquest or dominion for England ; and
when it is plain that in two or three years' time

France, with the comfort and assistance of peace,

will be just where she was before, if the nicest

care be not taken to put it out of her power, now
there is an opportunity in our hands."
The affairs of the cabinet at home were not less

vexatious. The whigs insisted upon making Sun-
derland secretary of state instead of Sir Charles

Hedges, whom they proposed to remunerate by a
more permanent and profitable place. The queen
was exceedingly averse to this ; whether right or

wrong in her objection to the particular measure,
she rested upon a general principle, and a just

one : desiring only liberty, she said, to encourage
and employ all who concurred faithfully in her

service, whether they were called whigs or tories
;

not to be tied to either ; in which case, with the

name of queen, she should be in reality but their

slave, to her own ruin and to the destruction of the

government. Godolphin had told her that unless

the whigs were gratified by this appointment, they

would not be hearty in supporting her measures.
" But is it not very hard," said the poor queen,
" that men of sense and honor will not promote

the good of their country, because everything in

the world is not done that they desire 1 Why, for

God's sake, must I, who have no interest, no end,

no thought, but for the good of my country, be

made so miserable as to be brought into the power
of one set of men'? and why may not I be trusted,

since I mean nothing but what is equally for the

good of all my subjects'?" She offered to bring

Sunderland into the cabinet, with a pension, till a

vacancy should happen, and asked, as this arrange-

ment would content her, whereas she had in-

superable objections to the other, why she might

not be gratified as well as other people 1 Queen
Anne was a person, who, as Marlborough said,

needed no advice to help her to be very firm and

positive when she thought herself in the right

;

and in this case her principle was just, and she

had good reason to require that some regard should

be paid to her own views and inclinations. But

there was a snake in the grass. Harley was all

this while at Avork worming out of her confidence

those ministers by whom he had risen and was
still trusted: he continually fostered in her her

dislike to the whigs, and endeavored to bring back

her predilections for the other party, grievously as

they had offended her. The whigs seconded him

admirably by the arrogant manner in which they

insisted upon forcing Lord Sunderland into office.

Halifax, and even Somers, (respectable as that

name is,) declared in the name of their party, that

if their demand was not granted without further

delay, they would oppose the government :—thus

proving, that when party views or party passions

were at stake, they had as little respect for the

interests of their country, as for the feelings of

their sovereign. They stimulated the duchess to

goad the queen, an ill-judged office, in which she

was but too ready to engage. The whole weight

of vexation fell upon Godolphin ; he saw that the

queen cherished an insuperable dislike toward

the whigs, though at that time he Knew not by

what secret artifices it had been infused, and was

continually exasperated ; he blamed the whigs for

a determination to overrule the queen, and at the

same time he felt himself embarrassed by the

tories who were in office, and clogged with their
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ill-will the measures which they could not prevent.

There was not one of them in any ministerial

office, he said, that must not be spoken to ten

times over before anything- could be executed,

even after it had been ordered, with all the slow-

ness and difficulty imaginable. Unable either to

moderate the whigs in their demands on the one

hand, or to overcome the more reasonable determi-

nation of the queen on the other, or to continue in

the government if he were opposed by his former

friends and received only a cold and hollow support

from the other party, he talked of resigning his

office. This, the queen said, was a blow she

could not bear ; she intreated him not to leave her

service ; and Marlborough told him that if he were
serious in this thought, he could not justify him-
self to God or man, for, divided as England was,
he was the only person who could conduct its con-

cerns. "As the affairs of Europe," said he,
" and those of the queen in particular, are at this

time, I think both you and I are in honor and con-

science bound, under all the dangers and trouble

that is possible, to bring this war to a happy end,

which I think must be after the next campaign if

we can agree to carry it on with vigor." In this

struggle, which so perplexed his friend, Marl-
borough advised patience and moderation to the

whigs, and was clearly of opinion that it was in-

judicious to force his son-in-law upon the queen.
But as he told the duchess on this occasion, and
as she had long before found out, his disposition

led him rather to be governed than to govern
;

and in obedience to her solicitations, and to Godol-
phin's wishes, he represented to .the queen the

predicament in which her ministers were placed,

bound as he was, he said, in gratitude, duty, and
conscience to her, to make known his mind freely,

and assuring her, in the presence of God, that he
was not for her putting herself into the hands of
either faction. " Lord Rochester," he said, " and
the hot-heads of that party were so extravagant,
that beyond all doubt they would expose her and
the liberties of England to the rage of France,
rather than not be revenged, as they called it.

There was therefore a necessity as well as justice

in her supporting Godolphin ; and in the present
humor he could be supported by the whigs only,

for the others sought his destruction, which in

effect was hers ; and the way to save herself from
being forced into a party was to strengthen him."
While Marlborough was acting thus faithfully

and honorably towards his friend, his queen and
his country, the more intemperate of the whigs,
who by their violence had occasioned the whole
embarrassment, suspected that he and Godolphin
were not dealing sincerely ; so easily are men
made suspicious, ungenerous and unjust, by party-

spirit I Marlborough was not hurt at this, and
declared that if it were not for his gratitude to

the queen, and his concern for Godolphin, he
would immediately retire. " For T have had the

good luck," said he, " to deserve better from all

Englishmen than to be suspected of not being in

the true interest of my country, which I am in,

and ever will be, without being of a faction ; and
this principle shall govern me for the little re-

mainder of my life. I must not think of being

popular, but I shall have the satisfaction of going
to my grave with the opinion of having acted as

an honest man." This was written to the duch-
ess ; and in that spirit of true affection which all

his domestic letters express, he concluded by say-

ing, " If I have your esteem and love, I shall

think myself entirely happy." Marlborough's

character has been put to the test by the publica-

tion of these Memoirs, which include so large a

part of his most confidential and unreserved cor-

respondence, and it has proved sterling. He un-

derstood the interests of his country so fully that he
must ever be considered as one of the most perfect

of her statesmen : his only object was to promote
those interests, and that object was unalloyed with

any meaner considerations ; while for fidelity to

his friends and loyalty to his sovereign, and a just

regard to the constitution, no man ever exceeded

him. To the queen he says at this time, "It is

true your reign has been so manifestly blessed by
God, that one might reasonably think you might
govern without making use of the heads of either

party, but as it might be easy to yourself. This
might be practicable if both parties sought your
favor, as in reason and duty they ought. But,

madam, the truth is, that the heads of one party

have declared against you and your government,

as far as it is possible without going into open
rebellion. Now should your Majesty disoblige the

others, how is it possible to obtain near five mil-

lions to carry on the war with vigor, without w hich

all is undone
1

?" He tells Godolphin that having

written with freedom to the queen, let what would
happen he should be more easy in his mind ; and
being apprehensive that the queen's temper was
not to be shaken, he says, " Allow me to give

you this assurance, that as I know you to be a
sincere, honest man, may God bless me as I

shall be careful that whatever man is your enemy
shall never be my friend." The arguments which
had been used to induce her to acquiesce, could

not, he thought, be answered ;
" for in England,"

said he, "no minister can or ought to govern

without help. God preserve her, and send you to

serve her long." When Marlborough returned

from the continent, his popularity, his splendid

services, and that power of persuasion which he

possessed, overcame the queen's reluctance. She
is said also to have feared that a longer opposition

on her part would incense the whigs against Har-
ley, and make them insist upon his dismission, for

that supple courtier had now rooted himself in her

favor.

Marlborough was received in a manner corre-

sponding to the great and signal successes of

the campaign ; his title was extended to his

daughters and their heirs male. It is observable

that he was now no longer anxious to perpetuate

the name of Churchill in his family, which he had
formerly required his representatives in succession

to assume. The honor and manor of Woodstock,
and the house of Blenheim, were to descend with
the title, and the sum of five thousand pounds a year

from the post-office was likewise entailed upon
his daughters and their heirs male in perpetuity,

being, however, confirmed to the duchess for her
life. The standards and colors taken at Ramil-
lies were borne in procession from Whitehall,
through the Park and St. James', and so to

Guildhall ; it was a proud display, consisting of

six and twenty standards and a hundred and
twenty-six colors. Godolphin was raised to the

peerage ; several minor promotions among the

whigs took place, and however averse she might
have been to the measures which had been forced

upon her, the queen found the advantage of having
so materially strengthened the administration.

Matters not less important than the business of
war required Marlborough's attention while active
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operations were suspended : his influence was
exerted in bringing- about the great measure of

the union, and, " it may be recorded as an an-

swer," says Mr. Coxe, " to the numberless ac-

cusations and surmises against the principles of

Marlborough and Godolphin, that such a measure
was accomplished by them in opposition to the

efforts of a powerful combination of tories and
Jacobites both in England and Scotland, and under a

queen who not only detested the Hanover line, but

who was beginning to turn with renewed affection

towards the surviving members of her unfortunate

family." He performed also a singular mission

to the camp of Charles XII., at Sweden, whose
movements at that time held all Germany and the

north of Europe in suspense, and might easily

have made the scale preponderate in favor of

France, if he had been led either by the arts of
that politic court, or by his own irritable temper,
(which needed little provocation,) to fall upon the

Austrians. His favorite scheme at this time

was to form a Protestant league. Prussia was
already persuaded to the measure, Hanover was
solicited, and Catholic Germany ofcourse had taken

the alarm. Marlborough succeeded in dissuading

him from a scheme which would have proved
destructive to the alliance : he succeeded also in

adjusting or postponing his disputes with Austria
and Denmark ; he administered pensions, by the

Elector of Hanover's advice, to two of his minis-

ters ; and Charles, leaving the affairs of Europe
to their course, removed his disturbing forces into

Muscovy, and there wrecked his army, his for-

tunes, and himself.

The military operations, during the year 1707
were unfavorable to the allies: they suffered a

scandalous defeat in Spain, and an attack upon
Toulon, where a successful issue would, in Marlbo-
rough's opinion, certainly have produced peace,

failed by the want of cordiality between the Duke
of Savoy and Prince Eugene, the latter being
influenced by the Imperial Court, which never
entered with sincerity into any project unless it

were directed to its own exclusive and immediate
interests. Villars made a successful irruption into

Germany. In the Low Countries nothing was
done : the allies indeed sustained no loss, for

Marlborough was there, and his presence took
away from the French all appetite for enterprise,

though they were under so skilful a commander
as the Duke de Vendome. But the Dutch had
relapsed into their old, jealous, narrow, hesitating

policy. Marlborough was fully equal in effective

force to the enemy, and possessed a prodigious

superiority in the fear which his very name struck

into them. Knowing this, and knowing that the

French general knew it also, he hoped to do some
considerable service ; and flattered himself that

the enemy, encouraged by the notorious timidity

of the States, would grow insolent, and give him

an opportunity of bringing them to battle. But
the Dutch always prevented him from seeking or

seizing the opportunity for success. They were

satisfied with what had been done ; they, said he,

will never more this war venture anything that'

may be decisive, being of opinion that they have

already enough in their possession for their secu-

rity, and that France will assist them in disposing

of this possession as they shall think best. Six

weeks he was detained in the camp of Meldert by
their miserable deputies, who, however, had grace

enough to acknowledge their error when, having
at last allowed him to march on Genappe, the

French immediately made what Marlborough calls

a shameful retreat, showing thereby plainly to

both armies that they would not venture to fight.

A succession of heavy rains then came on, and
delayed him when he was in high hopes of retriev-

ing the time which had been wasted, and the cam-
paign ended without a blow being struck in

this quarter. The French historians, not con-

tented with extolling Vendome for having suffered

no loss, (which was no inconsiderable praise for a
man who had been opposed to such an antagonist,)

represent Marlborough as having used every
means to bring him to action, and being constantly

baffled by his consummate skill : and as if this

falsehood were not sufficient, they affirm that the

whole English nation and the Parliament blamed
his conduct.

The conduct of the States at this time had so

incensed not the whigs alone, who never regarded

anything with moderation, but even the calm and
temperate Godolphin, that it was proposed in the

British cabinet to form a union with the rest of

the allies for the purpose of deterring the Dutch
from tampering with France. This was prevented

by Marlborough. It was one of the merits of that

incomparable Englishman that, however much he

might suffer individually in feelings and in popular

reputation, he never, under any impulse of cha-

grin or resentment, lost sight of the great object

of the alliance, and the general good. He there-

fore continually labored to conciliate the allies

towards each other, and all to England, and Eng-
land to each and all ; while in his confidential

correspondence with Godolphin, it appears how
clearly he saw, and how deeply he felt, the mis-

policy of one kind or other which prevailed in all

their councils. " No reasoning or success," he

said, " could prevail with the States to think any-

thing reasonable but what tended to their own par-

ticular interest." Godolphin said that the empe-

ror's behavior had been so unaccountable, as to

put the rest of the allies under the same difficul-

ties as if he had acted by directions from Ver-

sailles, and Marlborough acknowledged to his

friend that he was weary of serving, because

every country with which they had to deal, acted

so contrary to the public good. " In the army,"

says he, " I must do them right,—there is all

the desire imaginable to venture their lives for the

public good ; but all other sorts of people on this

side of the water are so very wise, that I am
afraid at last they will bring us to a bad peace.

For myself, I am old, and shall not live to see the

misfortunes that must happen in Christendom
;

if the French be suffered to get the better of this

war."
But there were greater embarrassments than

these : his consummate ability, both as a negotia-

tor and a general, and the deserved respect in

which he was held upon the continent by foes

and friends, counterbalanced all disadvantages

there ; the obstacles which no prudence, no desert

could overcome, were at home, where he suffered

alike from the imprudence of his friends and the

treachery of his enemies. The queen had not for-

given the whigs for the manner in which they had

forced Sunderland into office ; and the whigs had

not learned moderation. A struggle arose between

the crown and the ministers concerning the disposal

of church preferment. Godolphin and Marlbo-

rough would have conceded all they could to the

inclinations, and even to the weakness and preju-

dice of their sovereign, and thus, by yielding, have
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in the end strengthened their influence. But their

colleagues in office were uncompromising-, over-

bearing men. Sunderland perpetually appealed to

his mother-in-law, the duchess, and neither her hus-

band nor Godolphin could allay the irritation which
he excited. The lord treasurer and the com-
mander-in-chief became, as before, objects of jeal-

ousy to the whigs, because, while they attempted

to overcome the queen's objections on the one

hand, they deprecated the indecent violence of

these persons on the other. " I am out of heart,"

says Marlborough, "and wonder at the courage
of the lord treasurer ; for were I used (as I do
not doubt but I shall) as he is by the whigs, who
threaten to abandon him whenever the queen
does not do what they like, I would not continue

in business for all this world could give me ; and
I believe they would be the first that would have
reason to repent." As far as regarded the great

objects of foreign policy, the whigs acted well
;

but in domestic concerns they were not less indis-

creet than intemperate, and sometimes indeed they

betrayed a want of principle as well as of discre-

tion. For the sake of intimidating the queen,
they made advances to the violent tories, and
for a time cooperated with them in Parliament, at

the risk of breaking up the whole system of pol-

icy, foreign and domestic.

It was Marlborough's fortune to experience the

truth of his own observation, that a great many
who can do no good, have it always in their

power to do hurt. The duchess had placed about
the person of the queen one of her distant rela-

tions, the daughter of a merchant who had been
reduced to poverty ; she had saved the family

from want, obtained places and establishments for

all the children, and took this Abigail Hill from
service in the family of Lady Rivers, to make her
one of the bed-chamber women. This woman,
afterwards so conspicuous in the history of Queen
Anne's reign, by the name of Mrs. Masham, did for

Louis XIV". what all his generals and armies, all

his power, and all his policy could not have done :

by her means the counsels of Godolphin and the
victories of Marlborough were frustrated, and
France, at a moment when she must otherwise
have received the law of peace from England, was
enabled to dictate it to Europe. It was at this time
that her influence was first discovered. Abigail,

by the father's side, stood in precisely the same
degree of affinity to Harley as by the mother's to

the duchess ; he had neglected her and her fam-
ily when they were in distress, but he acknowl-
edged the relationship when he perceived that

by means of this instrument he could establish a

secret influence with the queen. History cannot

be perused without some feeling of humiliation

for our country and our kind, when it cannot be

understood without developing such pitiful in-

trigues as these. The violence of Sunderland,

Halifax and Somers, and the extreme imprudence
with which the duchess espoused their cause,

assailing her royal mistress with perpetual solicita-

tions, and wearying, and even worrying her with

reproaches for her diminished friendship and alien-

ated confidence, disposed Anne to commit herself

to the guidance of this bed-chamber woman, who
possessed just talent enough to direct her inclina-

tions by a' ways appearing to assent to them, and
of Harley, who flattered her weakness, strength-

ened all her prejudices, confirmed her in her an-

tipathies, and succeeded in making her as com-
plete a dissembler as himself. The cause of her

pertinacious resistance to every promotion which
could strengthen the whigs, or satisfy them, and
this not only to the rash solicitations of the duch-
ess, but to Godolphin and Marlborough, when
they represented the impossibility of carrying on
the public business against open enemies and dis-

contented friends, was explained, when it was
ascertained that Harley held midnight confer-

ences with her, to which he was admitted by
Mrs. Masham's means. But when Marlborough,
whose letters to the queen breathed always the

genuine spirit of respectful and affectionate loy-

alty, hinted at those secret counsels by which her

Majesty was estranged from her old tried servants,

the queen denied the existence of any such coun-

sels, with such protestations of sincerity and such
solemnity of falsehood as must stamp her mem-
ory with disgrace.

Harley indeed, to whose tuition she had com-
mitted herself, was a man of matchless insincer-

ity. Even Dr. Somerville, the ablest apolo-

gist of the tories of that reign, declares with
an honorable feeling of an historian's highest

duties, that the part which Harley acted, " exhib-

its a scene of dissimulation and duplicity, for which
neither his sympathy with the sovereign, nor the

unjustifiable conduct of the junta to her, nor the

goodness of the end which he had in view, suppos-

ing that to be admitted, can afford any apology."

Marlborough and Godolphin were long before they

would believe the treachery of a man whom they

had so essentially served and so entirely trusted
;

and Sunderland reproached them with this. But
it is no dishonor to have been deceived by solemn
asseverations and consummate falsehood. The
facts however at length were established beyond
all possibility of further doubt. The thorough-

paced dissembler still persisted in denying them,

and addressed a letter to Godolphin full of profes-

sions of innocence and zeal for his service. Go-
dolphin replied in these words : "I have received

your letter, and am very sorry for what has hap-

pened, to lose the good opinion I had so much
inclination to have of you. But I cannot help

seeing, nor believing my senses. I am very far

from having deserved it of you. God forgive

you." The discovery of a treasonable corre-

spondence which one of Harley's clerks carried on
with France, and by which means the intended

expedition against Toulon had been revealed,

enabled the ministers to demand his dismissal ; for

though the clerk at the time of his execution fully

exculpated Harley of any participation in the trea-

son, it was plain that he had been guilty of culpa-

ble negligence in leaving papers of the highest

importance and secrecy open to the common clerks

in his office. Still the queen would have retained

him in office, even though Godolphin and Marlbo-
rough tendered their resignation as the alterna-

tive. Godolphiu's tender she received with un-

concern, but she was much affected at Marlbo-
rough's ; her personal regard for a man as amiable
as he was great was not yet extinguished, and
the sense of his splendid actions was before her.

She entreated him not to leave her service,—but
his resolution was made to stand or fall with Go-
dolphin ; and when that was not to be shaken, the

queen remained obstinate in her purpose. The
cabinet council assembled, and Harley would have
proceeded to business without the two heads of
the administration. He was interrupted by the
Duke of Somerset, who, while the members were
looking at each other with surprise and uneasiness,
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rose and said, I do not see how we can deliberate

when the commander-in-chief and the lord treas-

urer are absent. This broke up the council

;

the queen withdrew with evident emotions of

anger and disappointment ; but she felt that a

minister could not be constituted by mere favor,

and sending for Marlborough the next day, in-

formed him that Harley should retire. Perhaps
from that day her hatred to Marlborough may be

dated.

In the spring of the ensuing year, 1708, an

attempt at invasion was made, upon which great

hopes had been founded by the French. The min-

isters were aware of this danger, and had provided

against it. They blockaded Dunkirk, and when
the French squadron, with the pretender on board,

taking advantage of a gale which enabled them to

escape out of port, sailed for Scotland, and

reached the Frith of Forth, they found the English

ships were there before them. An attempt to

land at Inverness was baffled by the winds, and
thus the troops which had been brought from the

continent were left again disposable for foreign

service. As soon as the danger was averted,

Marlborough recrossed the sea, and arranged the

plan of the campaign at the Hague with Eugene
and the Pensionary Heinsius. It was agreed that

one army should be formed on the Moselle under

the Prince, another under Marlborough in the

Netherlands, and that the ostensible project should

be, an invasion on the side of Lorraine, but that

the two armies should unite by a rapid march in

the Netherlands, and endeavor to give battle to

the enemy before they could receive the reinforce-

ments drawn from distant quarters. Before this

could be effected, there were difficulties to over-

come with the German princes, and with the

Elector of Hanover, who now commanded the

imperial troops ; and this occasioned so many
delays, that Marlborough began to fear his meas-
ures would be in a great degree broken. " See,"
said he, " the great advantage the King of France
has over the allies, since we depend upon the

humors of several princes, and he has nothing

but his own will and pleasure !" And in another

letter he says, " The slowness of the Germans is

such, that we must be always disappointed."

More than a month was lost by these vexatious

impediments ; and this loss of time was of the

more consequence, because it was now apparent
that the French would make their great effort on
the side of Flanders, and that nothing could be

done to distract their attention to any other quar-

ter. The arrangements being at length com-
pleted Marlborough on the 2d of July announced
to the States by a courier from Terbank, that

Eugene was about to join him, and might be

expected on the 5th or 6th, when it was their

intention to move directly on the enemy, and

bring on a battle, trusting in God to bless their

designs.

The head-quarters had been fixed at Terbank
since the beginning of June, when the enemy
made a movement which seemed to threaten Lou-

vain. They had done this to conceal their real

intentions, which were well planned, and founded

upon the general discontent of the Flemish and

Brabanters, excited by the oppressive government
of the Dutch. A scheme for betraying Antwerp
into their possession had been discovered and frus-

trated. But decamping suddenly from Brain
TAllieu, on the evening of the 4th, they moved
towards the Dender, and despatching several

corps to the different places where they had a cor-

respondence with the disaffected, they got posses-

sion of Ghent and Bruges, and threatened Brus-
sels. Upon the first intelligence of their move-
ments, Marlborough approached that capital, and
on the evening of the 6th encamped at Asch.
There he learnt the enemy's success. The alarm
in Brussels was very great, and even in the army
it seemed that there was a disposition to censure
the commander, as if the mischief had befallen

through his misconduct. At this critical time

Eugene arrived ; he had left his cavalry at Maes-
tricht, and hastened to take a personal share in

the expected battle ; but his troops could not

come up in time. The spirits of the army were
raised by his presence, for Eugene was almost as

much admired and beloved as Marlborough him-

self.

The immediate object of the French was to get

possession of Oudenard, an important point for

the defence of Flanders and Brabant, and now the

only channel of a direct, communication with Eng-
land. They invested it on the morning of the

9th, ordered a train of heavy artillery from Tour-
nay, and prepared to occupy the strong camp of

Lessines on the Dender, for the purpose of cover-

ing the siege. But on the morning of the 9th the

allied army broke up from Asch, and, though the

distance which they had to march was twice that

of the enemy, anticipated them at Lessines, secured

that point, threw bridges over the Dender, and
interposed between them and their own frontiers.

The French, who had presumed too much upon
success, and who expected that Marlborough
would have contented himself with covering the

great towns in his rear, were confounded at his

unexpected appearance. There existed no good
will between the Dukes of Burgundy and Ven-
dome, and the hour of danger, instead of reconcil-

ing them, seemed to exasperate their contention
;

each became more vehement in urging his coun-

sels as more appeared to be at stake. They relin-

quished the investment of Oudenard, and directed

their march to Gavre, where they had prepared

bridges for crossing the Scheldt. Marlborough

and Eugene pushed forward in pursuit, and the

battle of Oudenard, one of the most remarkable in

military history, was brought on. The dispute

between the French generals continued to the very

moment of action, and the indecision which was
thus produced, more than counterbalanced the ad-

vantages which they might have derived from the

ground ; for Marlborough said their post was as

strong as was possible to be found, and admitted

that the advantage which he gave them by attack-

ing them in such a situation, would have been too

much, if he had not preferred the good of his

queen and his country before any personal con-

cern. Scarcely any artillery was used on either

side ; the allies had only those pieces employed
which were with the advanced detachment, and

the French appear not to have brought more than

six pieces into play. It was by musketry that the

day was decided. The enemy behaved well during

the action, particularly the dragoons and the house-

hold troops, but they were beaten at last out of all

good behavior ; the word for retreat was no sooner

given than they took flight in the utmost disorder,

and if the darkness had not favored them, the

destruction would have been as complete as the

rout. " Night," says Colonel Blackader, " put a

screen of darkness between us and them, and

thereby saved them, in all probability, from as
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great a defeat as ever they got." "If we had

been so happy," says Marlborough, "as to have

had two more hours of daylight, I believe we
should have made an end to this war."
The night was so dark that the positions of the

troops at last could only be discerned by the flashes

of musketry, and the allies, some of whom had

already mistaken each other for enemies, were

ordered to halt as they stood, for fear of any fur-

ther mistake. The enemy were thus suffered to

escape ; many of them, however, were bewildered

and wandered into the posts of the allies, and

many were captured by a stratagem of Eugene's,

who ordered several drummers to beat the French
retreat, and the refugee officers to give the rally-

ing word of the different corps : A ?noi, Cham-
pagne! d, moi, Picardie ! a moi, Pitmont ! The
loss of the enemy was about 6000 killed and

wounded, and 8000 prisoners ; that of the allies

was computed at 3500. The conquerors remained

upon the field, "where," says Blackader, "the
bed of honor was both hard and cold ; but we
passed the night as well as the groans of dying
men would allow us, being thankful for our pres-

ervation." The French left most of their

wounded on the ground ; Marlborough had them
carried into Oudenard, and attended with the same
care as his own men. The Electoral Prince of

Hanover, afterwards George II., distinguished

himself in this battle, and had a horse killed under
him. Charles Stuart was with the French.
No time was lost by the two great commanders

of the allies. The lines which the French had
constructed from Ypres to Warneton,' for the pur-

pose of covering the country between the Scheldt
and the Lys, were forced before Berwick, who was
hastening to defend them, could arrive ; six hours
more, and the attempt might have been too late.

The French on their part rallied with character-

istic readiness. They had generals upon the spot

who would have been accounted first rate, if they
had not been opposed to Marlborough ; and their

possession of Ghent prevented the allies from get-

ting cannon by water. Marlborough's wish was
to mask Lille and penetrate into the heart of
France by that frontier ; the country was open to

him ; already one of his parties had burnt the

suburbs of Arras, and the people, in their alarm
had sent to solicit the king's leave to treat concern-

ing contributions. But even Eugene thought this

design too bold and impracticable, till Lille could

be had for a place d"amies and magazine. The
siege of that place was " the only operation in

which the views, means, and interests of all par-

ties could be brought to coincide." But it was so

hazardous an undertaking that Vendome declared

an able commander like Eugene would never ven-

ture to engage in it, and it was made the subject of

general ridicule. The fortifications were exceed-

ingly strong. Vauban, under whose immediate

superintendence they were constructed, had drawn
up a project for their defence, which was in the

hands of the chief engineer, his nephew. The
garrison consisted of nearly 15,000 men, under

Bouffiers, who was distinguished for his skill

in defending fortified places. The French had
100,000 men in the field to act against the besieg-

ers ; and as they commanded both the Scheldt and
the Lys, the allies could not commence the siege

without conducting their whole train of artillery and
stores by land, through these hostile forces. No
siege was ever undertaken under greater difficul-

ties, and the French themselves admit that never

were preparations better concerted nor more proper

to frustrate the efforts of the enemy. The batter-

ing pieces were brought from Maestricht and from
Holland to Brussels, where ninety-four pieces of

cannon, sixty mortars, and above 3,000 ammu-
nition wagons were collected ; the number of
draught horses required for these was calculated

at 16,000. The convoy occupied a line of fifteen

miles, and had to traverse a track of five-and-

twenty leagues. Both armies were wholly intent

upon it, one to secure, the other to prevent its

march ; but so perfect were the skill and vigilance

of the allied commanders, that the march was ef-

fected without losing a single carriage, and with-

out affording the enemy an opportunity of making
an attempt upon it. " Posterity," observes Feu-
quieres, " will scarcely believe the fact."

Having failed in their hopes of preventing the

siege, the enemy made the utmost efforts to

strengthen themselves in the field and relieve the

town Vendome declared his intention of attempt-

ing it, and said he had a carle blanche from the

king. The language of Marlborough shows at the

time his habitual reliance upon the Divine favor on
a good cause, and his desire of peace. " If," said

he, " we have a second action, and God blesses

our just cause, this, in all likelihood, will be the

last campaign ; for I think they would not venture
a battle, but that they are resolved to submit to

any condition if the success be on our side ; and if

they should get the better, they will think them-
selves masters : so that if there be an action it is

likely to be the last this war. If God continues

on our side, we have nothing to fear, our troops

being good, though not so numerous as theirs.

I dare say before half the troops have fought,

the success will declare, I hope in God, on our

side ; and that I may have what I earnestly wish
for, quiet." Burgundy and Vendome, leaving a

flying camp of 20,000 men to protect Ghent and
Bruges, crossed the Scheldt and formed a junction

with Berwick, in the plain between Grammont and
Lessines. Their united forces exceeded 110,000

men, and the allied commanders were greatly in

hopes, that, in the confidence of strength, they
would attempt to make good their boasting. " The
ground," said Marlborough, " is so very much for

our advantage that, with the blessing of God, we
shall certainly beat them ; so that it were to be
wished they would venture, but I really think they
will not." They looked at his position more than
once, and more than once appealed to the court for

directions, and more than once were ordered to risk

an attack. Vendome would have attempted it at

first, but was restrained by Berwick's opposition ;

he himself, upon reconnoitring the allies for the last

time, acknowledged that it was too hazardous ; and
Berwick admits that if Marlborough had not been
restrained by the Dutch deputies from becoming
the assailant at that hour, the French must have
received a fatal and inevitable overthrow.
The siege went on slowly and ill. Marlbo-

rough not only complains of misconduct in the en-
gineers, but of treachery. Eugene was wounded,
and Marlborough, supplying his place in the con-
duct of the siege, discovered, what had not been
made known to the prince, that there did not
remain powder and ball for more than four days.
The deputies, alarmed not more at the difficulty

than the expense, importuned him to abandon the
attempt. Supplies, however, were brought from
Ostend by the excellent conduct of Generals Webb
and Cadogan ; and just when the French had sue-
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ceeded in capturing- a considerable magazine at

Nieuport, the city, after sixty days' siege, surren-

dered. There remained the citadel, which was
a master-piece of art, and the enemy formed
a bold plan for relieving- it, or making themselves
amends for its loss by getting possession of Brus-
sels. The Elector of Bavaria, with 15,000 men,
was recalled from the Rhine for this purpose, and
appeared before the walls of that great city, when it

was thought impossible that the allies could come
to its defence, the main army of the French being-

interposed in their strong position behind ihe

Scheldt which they had been three months in for-

tifying. By a series of movements, the most
masterly in military history, Eugene and Marlbo-
rough so effectually deceived and surprised ihe

enemy, that they accomplished a passage almost
without opposition, when the troops expected the

bloodiest day they had ever experienced. The
elector immediately abandoned his attempt upon
Brussels, leaving not only his cannon, but his

wounded also. There had been given great alarm
in Holland and England for Antwerp as well as

Brussels and, says Marlborough, there was but
too much reason ; for had not God favored our
passage of the Scheldt, they must have been in

danger, for not only the towns, but the people of

this country hate the Dutch. In another letter he
says, " My Lord Haversham may be angry, but

Prince Eugene and myself shall have the inward
satisfaction of knowing that we have struggled

with more difficulties, and have been blessed with

more success than ever was known before in one
campaign. The citadel soon surrendered. The
whole siege cost the besiegers not less than

14,000 men. The loss of the garrison was 8,000.

It was one of the most arduous, the longest and
bloodiest sieges in modern warfare. The lateness

of the season, for it was not till the 8th of Decem-
ber that Marshal Boufflers capitulated, made the

French king suppose the allies would immediately
go into winter quarters, satisfied with their suc-

cess. Marlborough, however, without delay in-

vested Ghent, though the frost had begun, and
they could neither break ground for their batter-

ies, nor open their trenches ; and if the canals had
frozen, their means of getting forage would have
been cut off. " But my reliance is," said he,
" that God, who has protected and kept us hith-

erto, will enable us to finish it with the taking the

town." Soldiers as well as officers were con-
vinced of the necessity of recovering it. The
weather changed in his favor, and Count de la

Motte made a bad defence ; though he had so

strong a garrison, that when they marched out,

and Marlborough saw their numbers and con-

dition, he said it was astonishing they should suf-

fer a place of such consequence to be taken at

such a season with so little loss. Bruges wras

immediately abandoned by the enemy. Both
places were of the utmost importance, for without

them the allies could neither have been quiet in

their winter quarters, nor have opened the next

campaign with advantage. This, said the com-
mander, " is ended to my own heart's desire ; and as

the hand of the Almighty is visible in this whole
matter, I hope her Majesty will think it due to

Him to return public thanks." He never failed

to do so after victory, though Colonel Blackader
says these things were ridiculed in the army

;
yet,

he adds, " Providence had been so wonderfully
favorable to them in this campaign, that it was
taken notice of even by the graceless."

The pressure of this long contest was now
severely felt in France, and though on the side of

Germany and Savoy, the exertions of the French
balanced the fortunes of the war, and in Spain the

preponderance was on iheir side, it was plain that

the course which Marlborough was pursuing, in-

vincible as he was found to be, would, if it were
continued, enable him to dictate peace at Paris.

Louis therefore offered to negotiate, and proposed
large terms, less it is to be believed with the

expectation that they would be accepted, than in

the hope of dividing the allies, and breaking up a
confederacy which was kept together by the con-
summate prudence of the English general alone.

The Marquis de Torcy, who was sent to conduct
the negotiation, offered" Marlborough two millions

of livres if he could obtain Naples and Sicily for

Philip, or Naples alone, or the preservation of
Dunkirk, or of Strasburg, and if all could be
obtained together with Landau, he offered him
double that sum, pledging the word and honor of
the king for its payment. Among the many slan-

ders with which the memory of Marlborough has
been assailed, he has been reproached for his con-

duct on this occasion as only not having accepted
the bribe. Never was any reproach more injuri-

ous. No other statement of the fact exists than
what Torcy himself has given, and from that it

appears that Marlborough's conduct was exactly

what might have been expected from him, digni-

fied and prudent. He returned no answer to the

proposal ; changed the conversation immediately
whenever it was resumed, and by the manner in

which he adhered to his instructions, proved to the

marquis, that it was as impossible to prevail over
him by such means, as to beat him in the field. An
expression of indignation was not called for. In

making the offer, Torcy only obeyed the orders

of his sovereign, whose money had formerly been
graciously received in England both by the prince

on the throne, and the patriots in opposition ; and
the English government, through the agency of

Marlborough himself, had been accustomed to

employ the same golden arguments with the min-
isters of the allied powers. The offer therefore

was not then, as it would be in these days, an
insult. Torcy acted conformably to the times

when he made it, and Marlborough conformably
to himself when he received it with silent disdain,

and pursued the business of their meeting with

an unaltered temper.

He has been accused also by his enemies at

home, and the slander has been accredited and re-

peated abroad from that time to this, of having ob-

structed the peace for the sake of his own private

and personal interests. The treaty broke off be-

cause the allies required that the whole Spanish
monarchy should be given up by Philip within two
months, and that if he refused to do this, Louis
should assist the allies in compelling him to sub-

mit to the terms of peace. Both in France and
Spain a proper advantage was made of this de-

mand, which was as impolitic as it was in every
way indefensible. But wherever it originated,

whether with the counsellors of the Archduke
Charles, whom it most concerned, and who were
unwise enough, and ungenerous enough for any-

thing, or with the vvhigs in England, who had not

the grace of bearing their faculties meekly, certain

it is that Marlborough disapproved it, and ex-

pressed his decided opinion that there was neither

necessity nor utility in making such demands.

He says in a confidential letter to Godolphin, " 1
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have as much mistrust for the sincerity of France
as anybody living can have : but I shall own to

you that, in my opinion, if France had delivered

the towns promised by the preliminaries, and de-

molished Dunkirk and the other towns mentioned,

they must have been at our discretion, so that if

they had played tricks, so much the worse for

themselves." No man rejoiced more in the pros-

pect of peace. During the whole war, peace and
retirement had been the second wish of his heart

;

the first was to ensure tbe safety of his country by
curbing the power of France. At this time he
expected peace so fully, that he had commenced
arrangements for paying and dismissing the foreign

troops, and for the return of the army to England.

But he did not cease to represent to the cabinet,

that the sure and only means of obtaining the terms

wmich they were resolved to dictate, were to pro-

vide a superior force in the Netherlands. Unfor-

tunately his colleagues possessed neither the same
moderation nor the same foresight. Contrary to

his opinion, they insisted upon terms which could

not be accepted without a total sacrifice of honor
and feeling, and they relied so fully upon obtain-

ing their demands, that they increased not his

force as he required, in order to ensure success.

On this point, therefore, Mr. Coxe has effectually

vindicated Marlborough, proving beyond all doubt,

that " he did not direct the negotiation, that he
differed in many material points from the cabinet,

and was guided by positive instructions which he
could not venture to transgress." Had he indeed

(his biographer adds) engrossed the sole manage-
ment, he would doubtless have framed such condi-

tions as would have been accepted, or have made
such preparations as would have enabled him to

dictate his own terms in the heart of France.
While the English government committed this

double error, the French made every effort to

strengthen their force in the Netherlands. Louis
had said that hunger would compel his subjects to

follow his bread-wagons, and he was not deceived
in calculating that the general distress would fill

his armies with men who could find no other means
of subsistence. Vendome was removed to Spain,

to retrieve, against other generals, the reputation

which he had lost when opposed to Marlborough
;

and Villars, whom Voltaire has well characterized

as lucky, braggart, and brave, took the command
in Flanders. The allies deceived him by their

movements, so as to prevent him from throwing
troops into Tournay, or properly providing it.

Still the attempt at besieging it was so arduous,

that Villars thought it would occupy them the

whole campaign. In this also he was deceived.

It surrendered after a destructive siege of two
months, during which Villars ineffectually at-

tempted to relieve it. The citadel was given up on

the third of September, and on the sixth, part of

the allies under the prince of Hesse, by movements
effected with great skill and extraordinary rapidity,

entered the French lines without opposition, and

interposed between Mons, which it was intended to

besiege, and the army of Villars, who was again

baffled by the superior activity and talents of his

antagonists. These movements led to the battle

of Malplaquet, the bloodiest action of the whole
war, and the best fought battle in which the French
were ever defeated. Boufflers had joined the

French and made a masterly retreat, after Villars

had been wounded and carried senseless from the

field. The numbers of the two armies seem to

have been as nearly equal as may be, each having

between 90 and 100,000 men. The loss was
greatest on the side of the conquerors. Villars,

whose great qualities were disgraced by a total

disregard to truth, represents the loss of the allies

at 35,000, and his own at only 6000 : a statement

which, if it were true, would show that the French
army must have been either struck with cowardice

or with madness, to quit the field when the advan-

tage was so decidedly on their side. Colonel

Blackader, who went as usual over the ground
" to get a preaching from the dead," believed the

loss was equal on both sides. Mr. Coxe estimates

that of the allies at 20,000, and that of the French
at 14,000. Blackader, who acknowledges that he

did not expect to see the enemy fight so well, says,

it was the most deliberate, solemn, and well-

ordered battle that he had ever seen, a noble and

fine disposition, and as finely executed. Every
one was at his post, and he never saw troops en-

gage with more cheerfulness, boldness, and reso-

lution. For himself, he "never had a more
pleasant day in his life."

The great loss on the part of the conquerors

arose from the impetuosity of the prince of Orange,

who made the attack contrary to his instructions,

before he could be properly supported, and thus

sacrificed the flower of the Dutch infantry, occa-

sioning thereby nearly half the slaughter. The
enemies of Marlborough, who were now increas-

ing both in violence and in strength, loudly accused

him of rashness in this action, and of wantonly

throwing away the lives of men to gratify his per-

sonal ambition. He could not repel this cruel ac-

cusation, without throwing a censure upon the

prince of Orange, which would have produced cer-

tain mischief. He had afterwards an opportunity

of showing how he resented these black slanders,

when he could fix upon the slanderer, and vindi-

cate himself without injury to the public. At the

very time when he was thus calumniated, the

grief which he suffered at seeing so many brave

men killed, with whom he had lived eight years,

and when they thought themselves sure of peace,

had actually made him ill. He was a thoroughly

humane man, and that too, in an age when human-

ity was a rare virtue. One of the first cares after

the action had been to administer relief to the

wounded French, of whom 3000 had been left upon

the field, and to arrange means with the French
marshals for conveying them away. He did not

speak of the victory with exultation, as he had

been wont to do on his other great days, but called

it a very murderous battle ; and Villars, in his

usual style of boasting, said to the king, that if it

pleased God to favor him with the loss of another

such battle, his enemies would be destroyed. The
vain general might have known that after such a

defeat, there could be no hope of victory ; that the

more dearly it had been purchased, the greater

was the moral value of the success. There re-

mained no cause to palliate, no subterfuge to cover

the defeat which the French had sustained. They
could not impute it to want of confidence in their

commander, or want of skill ; to want of conduct
or of courage in the army, or to any of it ; nor to

any disadvantages of ground, nor to any error or

mishap of any kind. They had chosen their posi-

tion and strengthened it. They had stood their

ground well : men, officers, and commander had
done their best; the only blunder had been com-
mitted by their enemies, and owing to that, and to

the advantage of their post, they had inflicted a
loss greater by nearly one third than what they had
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sustained, and yet they had been beaten. The
consequence was, that they never afterwards ven-

tured to meet Marlborough in the field. Berwick
was recalled from Dauphiny to cooperate in an
attempt for the relief of Mons, but the attempt was
not made, and the town was taken. By this con-

quest the great towns in Brabant and Flanders
were covered, and the French were at length cir-

cumscribed within their own limits. Had Marlbo-
rough's advice been followed in 1706, Mons would
have been taken without the expense of blood at

Malplaquet.

At this time Marlborough committed the only

indiscreet act with which he can be justly charged.

Sensible that the queen was entirely alienated from
him by the intriguers to whom she had given her

whole confidence, and that his enemies were every

day becoming more active and more virulent, for

the sake of strengthening himself while his friends

were in power, he wished for a patent which
should constitute him captain-general for life : nor

was he deterred from asking for it by the opinion

of the Lord-Chancellor Cowper, that the office had
never been conferred otherwise than during plea-

sure. The request served only to increase the

queen's angry disposition towards him, to give his

enemies an opportunity for alarming her, and to

gratify both her and them by the mortification

which her positive refusal inflicted upon him.

In the ensuing year the negotiations were re-

newed, and broken off upon the same ground,

—

not by Marlborough's advice,—that calumny, it

may be hoped, will now be no more repeated. He
was no longer the moving mind in all foreign nego-
tiations. Knowing that his power was on the de-

cline, his desire was to incur as little responsibility as

possible for measures which he was not allowed to

influence, and he called himself white paper, upon
which the treasurer and his friends might write

their directions. The campaign opened with
another successful passage of the enemy's lines, a
great and unexpected success. "I bless God,"
said Marlborough, " for putting it into their heads
not to defend them ; for at Point de Vendin where
I passed, the Mareschal d'Artagnan was with
20,000 men, which ifhe had staid must have made it

very doubtful. But, God be praised, we are come
here without the loss of any men. The excuse
the French make is, that we came four days before

they expected us." This movement was prepara-
tory to the siege of Douay. It was expected that

Villars would venture a battle for its relief, for it

was a post of great importance, to which the allies

could bring all their stores by water, even from
Amsterdam, and the French had a great superi-

ority of numbers. Marlborough looked for an
action, but no longer with that joyous expectation

which hitherto he had always felt, for the cursed

spirit of faction, which was undermining everything

at home, had now begun to prevail, and was mani-

festing itself even in the army. If the battle was
fought he believed that, from the nature of the

country, it must be very decisive. " I long for an

end of the war," says he, " so God's will be done.

Whatever the event may be, I shall have nothing

to reproach myself with, having with all my heart

done my duty, and being hitherto blessed with

more success than ever was known before. My
wishes and duty are the same ; but I can't say I

have the same sanguine prophetic spirit I did use

to have, for in all the former actions I did never

doubt of success, we having had constantly the

great blessing of being of one mind. I cannot say

it is so now, for I fear some are run so far into vil-

lanous faction, that it would give them more content

to see us beaten ; but if I live, I will be so watch-

ful that it shall not be in their power to do much
hurt." Douay fell ; the skilful disposition of Vil-

lars prevented the allies from laying siege to Arras,

which had been their intention ; they therefore

turned upen Bethune, which they invested, and

won. The French marshals constructed a series

of defences to cover the interior of France ; and the

allies closed the campaign by the capture of Aire

and St. Venant.
Meantime the administration of the whigs had

been effectually undermined, and they had ample
reason to regret the impolitic way in which they

forced themselves into office, and the ill-judged

and intemperate manner in which they had con-

ducted the late negotiation, and given the king of

France so great an advantage over them in the

opinion of the world. A large portion of Mr.

Coxe's work is necessarily employed in developing

the miserable intrigues by which they were fooled

as well as overthrown. We may be allowed to

avoid the pain and humiliation of following him
through the disgraceful detail, except in that part

wherein Marlborough was more particularly con-

cerned. By a strange inconsistency, the duchess,

high-minded as she was, after her long bickerings

with the queen, and the total alienation which she

had in some degree provoked and deserved, dread-

ed a dismissal from her office as something dis-

graceful : and when the intention of dismissing

her was intimated, Marlborough, in a personal in-

terview, requested the queen not to remove her

till the end of the war, which might reasonably be

expected in the course of a year, when, he said,

they would both retire together. The queen, who
had all the inflexibility of her father's character,

insisted that the gold key should be delivered to

her within three days, and Marlborough, even on

his knees, entreated for an interval of ten days,

that means might be devised for rendering the

blow less mortifying and disgraceful. It is morti-

fying to record this, but it was his last, or rather

his only weakness, and its palliation may be found

in that affection for his wife, which, had he been

less than what he was, would have degenerated

into uxoriousness. From all the other trials which

were preparing for him he came off like gold from

the furnace. And on this occasion also he per-

fectly recovered himself. The queen, with her

characteristic temper, insisted upon having the

key within the time that she had specified : Marl-

borough delivered it that same evening , and not

being prepared for so ready an obedience, her be-

havior was such, as if a sense of her own ingrati-

tude had then confounded "her. His own feeling

of resentment would have led him to resign the

command at the same time : the advice of the

duchess, and ofGodolphin, a consideration of what
was due to Eugene, to the allies, and to the gen-

eral good,—finally, the hope of being yet enabled

to complete the services which he had rendered to

Europe, and to his country, (ungratefully as that

country was now beginning to requite him,) by
concluding a safe and lasting peace, overcame this

impulse. Mr. Coxe appears to regret this : in an

evil hour, he says, he yielded to their representa-

tions, and continued in the command only to en-

counter the disgrace and persecution with which

he had been threatened, and to lament the conclu-

sion of that dishonorable peace which he so much
deprecated. In this instance we differ from his
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biographer, and consider the magnanimity with

which Marlborough then sacrificed all private con-

siderations, and even hazarded his military reputa-

tion, by serving under a ministry whose malevo-

lence he knew, and from whom he had reason to

expect nothing but ill usage, as one of the many
proofs of true greatness in the life of this illustri-

ous man.
Under these circumstances he entered upon his

last campaign, and with the further disadvantage

of losing his worthy colleague Eugene, who, in

consequence of the death of the Emperor Joseph,

was called away, taking with him all his cavalry,

and a considerable part of his foot. The French
had been busily employed during the latter part of

the autumn, and through the winter, in forming
and strengthening a series of lines extending from
Namur to the coast of Picardy, near Montreuil.

Villars relied so much upon the strength of these

defences, that he boasted of having at last brought
Marlborough to his ne plus ultra: he was encour-

aged also by the immediate diminution of force

which Eugene's departure had occasioned, and
sent word to his antagonist that he should be

30,000 stronger than the allies. Upon this Marl-
borough observed, " If their superiority be as great

as he says it will be, I should not apprehend much
from them, but that of their being able to hinder us

from acting, which to my own particular would be
mortification enough ; for, since constant success

has not met with approbation, what may I not ex-

pect when nothing is done ? As I rely very much
on Providence, so I shall be ready at improving all

occasions that may offer." But whatever superi-

ority of numbers the French might have possessed,

Louis was at that time playing too sure a game
with the English cabinet to hazard anything in the

field : Villars therefore received positive orders not

to risk an engagement. Marlborough's object was
to invest Bouchain ; to do this he must break
through the lines, and he well knew that the con-
sent of the generals and Dutch deputies could
never be obtained for so difficult an attempt : he
must, therefore, imperceptibly bring them into a
situation where they would perceive the necessity

of the measure, and he must deceive the enemy
at the same time. He effected both objects, and
duped the enemy so effectually, that having first

made them demolish the fortifications at Arleux
which impeded his project, he got within their

lines without losing a single man—being, says

Colonel Blackader, one of the finest projects and
best executed which has been during the war.
Villars endeavored then to lure him to a battle, as

the only means of wiping off the disgrace ; and even

the Dutch deputies were so elated with this great

and unexpected success that they urged him to

attack the French ; but Marlborough knew, from

the nature of the ground, and the exhausted state

of the men, who had marched ten or twelve

leagues the preceding day, that this could not be

done with any reasonable prospect of advantage.

He had gained his object without a battle ; and he

chose to expose himself to the censure of envious

tongues and evil-minded men, rather than hazard

the lives of his men without an adequate cause.

Blackader, while he expresses his regret at the

disappointment, bears, at the same lime, a just tes-

timony to the commander. "It was very near

carried in a council of war,
1

' he says, "that we
should attack them, but it was resolved otherwise,

to the regret of most part of the army. In such

cases vox exercitus vox Dei. Our soldiers were

much encouraged by their success in passing the

lines, and the enemy much discouraged. When
God delivers our enemy into our hand, and we let

them escape, he often allows them to be more*
troublesome afterwards. On the other hand T we
are not to be suspicious of our general's con-

duct ; we have more reason to admire it, and to

believe he knows a thousand times better what is

to be done than we. Submissive obedience is our
duty, and I give it heartily. If any man deserves

implicit obedience I think he does, both in respect

of his capacity and integrity."

In the face of a superior force, Marlborough
now laid siege to Bouchain, the armies being so

near and in so extraordinary a situation that the

besiegers were bombarded by the enemy. But the

only fruit which Villars derived from this was the

mortification of seeing the garrison, consisting of

eight battalions and 500 horse, march out as pris-

oners of war. An anecdote of Marlborough at this

time ought never to be omitted in any account of

his life, however brief. Fenelon was then arch-

bishop of Cambray. The estates of his see were
exposed to plunder, and, from respect to his ge-

nius and virtues, the English commander ordered

a detachment to guard the magazines of corn at

Chateau Cambresis, and gave a safe-conduct for

their conveyance to Cambray. But apprehending
afterwards that even this protection might not be
respected because of the scarcity of bread, he sent

a corps of dragoons with wagons to transport the

grain, and escort it to the precincts of the town.

He meditated next the capture of Quesnoy ; the

ministers at home affected to approve of his inten-

tion, and assured him that they were making the

strongest representations to the Dutch for the pur-

pose of obtaining their concurrence. While these

very ministers were deceiving their general, they
were carrying on a secret negotiation with France,

and had actually agreed to the preliminaries of that

peace by which the interests of their allies and
their country were betrayed.

We may be spared the humiliating task of fol-

lowing the manoeuvres by which the peace of

Utrecht was brought about, and of entering into

the details of that abominable transaction ; a trans-

action in which the agents at home felt so secure

of their power, and at the same time so conscious

of their deserts, that they jested among themselves

about the gallows and the scaffold, to which they

might be exposed if they lost the protection of the

queen,—and the ministers abroad espoused so

openly the interest of the enemy, as to provoke
from Eugene the indignant question, whether they
were acting as negotiators on the side of England
or of France. The whole scheme of this infamous
administration could not be effected as long as

Marlborough was at the head of the army. It was
impossible to make him act treacherously towards
the allies ; and it was always to be feared that by
some signal stroke he might at once defeat the

French army and the schemes of the English cabi-

net. The removal of Marlborough, therefore, was
necessary to the success of their plans, and this

alone would prove how rightly he acted in not re-

signing the command. The means by which they
brought about his dismissal were worthy of the
men. They accused him of peculation, because
he had received the same perquisites which had
always been allowed to the commander-in-chief in

those countries for secret service money ; which
he had been privileged to receive, moreover, and
to employ without account, by the queen's royal
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warrant, and which had been applied, as Marlbo-

rough said in his defence, " from time to time for

intelligence and secret service, and with such suc-

cess, that next to the blessing of God and the

bravery of the troops, we might in great measure

attribute most of the advantages of the war in the

Low Countries to the timely and good advice pro-

cured with the help of this money." Upon this

ground, and upon the undeniable fact that the

same allowance had been always paid to his prede-

cessors, Marlborough so completely vindicated him-

self, that though the commissioners of public ac-

counts, who were the tools of the reigning faction,

pronounced an opinion against him, in a report as

flagrantly false as it was malicious, and though
upon that report the queen dismissed him from all

his employments, " that the matter might undergo

an impartial investigation"—his enemies, malig-

nant as they were, dared not pursue the investiga-

tion. When Louis heard of this act, he added

with his own hand a sentence in his despatches to

his agent at London, saying, "The affair of dis-

placing the Duke of Marlborough will do for us all

we desire."

Every means was now used to blacken the late

ministry ;—for this purpose no accusation was
either too absurd or too atrocious. A cry of pecu-

lation was raised against them, as that which was
most likely to obtain belief among the vulgar, and

excite popular outcry. A deficit of thirty-five mil-

lions was charged against them, as if they were
responsible for all the unsettled accounts since the

Restoration ; and this charge, as has generally

been the case, dwindled to nothing when it was
examined. In those days it was the custom, on

the anniversary of Queen Elizabeth's inauguration,

to burn in effigy the Pope, the Devil and the Pre-

tender. The effigies were arrested upon a pre-

tence that the whigs intended to take advantage

of the holiday to excite an insurrection ; and this

ridiculous story has found its way into historical

writings at home and abroad, with the additional

absurdity, that Marlborough was to put himself at

the head of the mob, and that Prince Eugene was
to support him. Another fable accused them of a

design to fire the city, murder the ministers, seize

and depose the queen, and place the Elector of

Hanover on the throne ! Slanders of this kind

were too gross to deserve contradiction, nor could

the slanderer be fixed upon. At length a personal

insult of the grossest kind was offered to the duke,

and in the most public manner. Earl Poulet, in

vindicating the Duke of Ormond, who had suc-

ceeded to the command, for taking the field with

Eugene, while he was at the same time in secret

communication with Villars, and had secret orders

not to fight, said of him, " that he did not resem-

ble a certain general, who led his troops to the

slaughter to cause a great number of officers to be

knocked on the head in a battle, or against stone

walls, in order to fill his pockets by disposing of

their commissions." Marlborough heard him in

silence, but as soon as the house rose, sent a mes-

sage to him by Lord Mohun, inviting him to take

the air in the country. Earl Poulet could not

conceal from his lady the uncomfortable emotions

which this message excited, and the duel was pre-

vented by a direct order from the queen to Marl-

borough, enjoining him to proceed no farther in

the affair. It is sufficient punishment for this slan-

derer, that he is remembered in history for this,

and for this only ; so easily may the coarsest and

meanest mind purchase for itself a perpetuity of

disgrace

!

For the sake of avoiding daily insults and fur-

ther persecution, Marlborough determined upon
leaving England. The death of Godolphin released

him from the strongest tie which bound him to his

then ungrateful country,—for he was unwilling to

leave his old tried friend, laboring under the

severest sufferings of a mortal disease.* A pass-

port was obtained by means of Harley, or Oxford,

as he must now be called, in opposition to some
of his colleagues. Base as Oxford's conduct was,

he was not so bad as Bolingbroke ; he had not the

same hatred to Marlborough, (perhaps because his

obligations to him, great as they were, had not

been so great,) and it is not unlikely that he may
have thought it desirable for the sake of the Pro-

testant succession, to which he was sincerely at-

tached, and which Bolingbroke was plotting to set

aside, that Marlborough should be out of his ene-

mies' reach, and in a situation where he might act

in its support, when occasion should require. The
restoration of the Stuart line indeed appeared so

possible, from the principles of Bolingbroke and

the favorite, now Lady Masham, and from the

irreconcilable dislike with which the queen re-

garded the house of Hanover, that Marlborough
thought it prudent, before he left England, to

invest 50,000/. in the Dutch funds as a means of

subsistence in case of that event. As this great

commander had received the highest proofs of royal

favor both from his own sovereign and from foreign

princes, he was fated also to have some expe-

rience of royal ingratitude. The government of

the Spanish Netherlands had been more than once

offered to him, and pressed upon him by the Arch-
duke Charles, and he had been prevented from ac-

cepting it only by the jealousy of the Dutch.

When he perceived that his disgrace was impend-

ing, he asked for his appointment, and the Archduke
evaded a compliance with his request. Nor was
this the only instance of ingratitude from that

thankless quarter. The principality of Mindel-

heim, which had been conferred on him after the

battle of Blenheim, was restored at the peace to

Bavaria, and though an equivalent was promised

to Marlborough, it was never granted, nor did he

ever obtain any compensation for the loss.

When he embarked at Dover, as a private indi-

vidual, the captain of the packet had sufficient

English feeling to receive him with a voluntary

salute. No other honor was paid him upon leav-

ing his native country ; but as the illustrious exile

entered the harbor of Ostend he was welcomed

with a salute of artillery from the town, forts and

shipping. And along the whole road to Aix-la-

Chapclle, though he endeavored to avoid notice by

taking the most private ways, he was entertained

with the highest marks of respect and affection, by

governors, garrisons, magistrates and people of all

ranks. A finer tribute was never paid to true

greatness. They blessed him* as their deliverer,

and mingling exclamations against the English

cabinet with their expressions of admiration and

gratitude towards him, many of them shed bitter

tears of indignant feeling, and said it were better

to be born in Lapland than in England, for that no

nation had ever fallen so unaccountably from such a

height of glory and esteem into such contempt and

degradation. He dwelt some time at Aix-la-Cha-

* Godolphin, the lord treasurer in those days of pecu-

lation, which had been so loudly censured in parliament

and even from the throne, was so far from having enriched

himself, thai the property which he left did not exceed

12,000/.
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pelle ; but from an apprehension that his person

was not safe there, he went to Maestricht ; there

the duchess joined him : they proceeded to Frank-
fort, and after a few months removed to Antwerp,
as a safer place while the war continued in Ger-

many. From thence he corresponded with Han-
over, and with the leaders of the Hanoverian
interest in England, and there he held himself in

readiness to transport troops to England on the

demise of the queen, engaging to use his endea-

vors to secure the fidelity of the troops at Dunkirk
and to embark at their head. The danger to

which the Protestant succession was at that time

exposed is believed to have proved fatal to the

Electress Sophia, a remarkable personage, who at

the age of eighty-four retained an unusual strength

both of body and mind, and used to say, that if

she could but live to have Sophia queen of Eng-
land engraven on her tomb, she should die con-

tent. Had she lived three months longer, that

wish would have been gratified.

As the crisis drew nearer, it was deemed advis-

able that Marlborough should return where his

presence might be of great importance. Among
the calumnies with which his memory has been
loaded, is the absurd charge, that he was at this

time corresponding with the Pretender, and intrigu-

ing with Bolingbroke to secure his succession.

This falsehood also is now effectually refuted ; and
it appears from their own acknowledgment, that

the ministers who were plotting for that purpose
were " frightened out of their wits" at the news
of his intended return. That return would have
exposed him to a renewal of persecution, and to

every mortification and every injury which it was
in the power of the queen and her ministers to in-

flict,—but when the vessel wherein he had embarked
approached the coast near Dover, it was boarded
by a messenger with the news of the queen's de-

cease, and the undisputed accession of George I.

This monarch, though he duly appreciated the ser-

vices of Marlborough, and respected him accord-

ingly, never forgave him for not having communi-
cated to him the intended operations of that cam-
paign in which Brabant and Flanders had been re-

covered. He restored him to his offices, but did

not avail himself of his advice, as for his own sake
and that of the country he should have done ; for

had the opinion of this consummate statesman been
taken, a combined administration would have been
formed, to include some of the moderate tories

who had supported the Protestant succession at

the moment when their services were most essen-

tial. It was a more favorable opportunity than

had ever before occurred for bringing upright men
of different parties to act together for the general

good.

Marlborough lived eight years after his return,

happy in the enjoyment of that leisure and tranquil-

lity which he had always desired. It is not true,

as Johnson had taught us to believe, that the tears

of dotage flowed from his eyes. In the year

1716 he had two paralytic strokes, but recovered

both his strength and faculties, except that there

were a few words which he could not distinctly

articulate. In other respects, however, he was so

little impaired, that he continued to attend Parlia-

ment, and to perform the business of his office as

captain-general and master of the ordnance, till

within six months of his death. He wished to re-

sign those offices, but was induced, by Sunderland's

entreaties and the king's particular desire, to retain

them. At length a return of the disorder proved

fatal : he lay for some days aware of approaching

dissolution, and, in full possession of his senses,

he quietly expired on the 16th of June, 1722, in

the 72d year of his age. The duchess, though
sixty-two when she was thus left a widow , still pos-

sessed some attractions of person, and proposals

of marriage were made to her by Lord Coningsby,
and by the Duke of Somerset. In her reply to the

latter she declined the connexion as unsuitable to

her time of life, and added, that if she wras only

thirty instead of threescore, she should not permit

even the emperor of the world to succeed in that

heart which had been devoted to John Duke of

Marlborough. She survived her husband two-and-

twenty years, and lived to see the magnificent pile

of Blenheim completed according to his directions.

Queen Anne had promised to build this proud mon-
ument of national glory at her own expense,

—

if Marlborough had not had it finished at his own,
it would have remained in its ruins, a striking

monument of her fickleness, and of the meanness
of her ministers.

If Mr. Coxe by the publication of these volumes
had rendered no other service to historical litera-

ture, than that of clearing Marlborough's charac-

ter from the imputations with wThich it has been
stained, that service alone would entitle him to the

gratitude of all good Englishmen. Madame Se-

vigne has said, Le monde n'a point de longues

injustices : it were better to say there will be no in-

justice in the next world,—for that which is com-
mitted in this, is often but too lasting in its effects.

During a whole century Marlborough has been

represented in books both at home an dabroad, as

a consummate general indeed, but as being devoid

of honor and of principle, an intriguer, a traitor, a

peculator, and so careless of human life and of

human sufferings, that for the sake of his own
sordid interests, he wantonly prolonged a war
which, but for his ambition and his avarice, might

many times have been brought to an end. These
foul charges were urged against him by persons

who knew that they were false—men whom he

had patronized and brought forward ; and for some
of whom he had exerted himself disinterestedly,

even so as to offend the whigs with whom he acted.

His enemies gave these falsehoods the sanction of

authority when they were in power, because it

was necessary to sacrifice Marlborough before

they could sacrifice the interests of their country,

and betray the Protestant succession, which they

designed to do. And the calumnies which thus ori-

ginated have prevailed to this day, because they have

found their way from libels into history, and still

more because they were propagated in the writ-

ings of Swift, a principal actor in the moral assas-

sination which was planned and perpetrated by his

party. Swift was beyond all comparison the

ablest writer of that age ; but his conduct upon
this occasion, like some other of his actions, can

only be explained by supposing that the malady
which rendered him at the last so pitiable a specta-

cle of human weakness, affected his heart long

before it overthrew his intellect.

It is no light wrong to the dead, that an honorable

name should thus long have been defamed : it is no

light injury to the living. What ingenuous mind
is there that has not felt sorrow and humiliation

for the obliquity and meanness by which the char-

acter of Marlborough has hitherto seemed to be de-

graded 'I Who is there that has not felt that what-
ever derogated from the admiration which he would
otherwise have merited, was to be regretted as a na-
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tional evil ?—for the reputation of such men as Marl-

borough, as Nelson, (and let us be allowed to add

the onlv name worthy to be classed with them,) as

Wellington, belongs to their country. In such

names nations have much of their permanent

glory, and no small part of their strength : the

slanderer, therefore, who detracts from their fame,

and asperses their memory, commits a moral trea-

son,—and, as far as he succeeds, inflicts a wound
upon his native land ; but, sooner or later, truth

prevails, and his infamy then is in proportion to

the merit which he has calumniated. If the spirit

of faction did not destroy all sense of shame as

well as of honesty, and stultify men while it

depraves them, these memoirs of Marlborough
would be more efficacious than any other history,

that of our own times excepted, in showing such

calumniators what kind of reputation they are

purchasing for themselves.

Marlborough's character is now laid open to the

world, without reserve, from the most unquestion-

able documents. His early correspondence with
James is the only blot, and for that offence, all

circumstances being fairly considered, there are

few persons who would fling the first stone. Af-
ter what has already been said upon that subject,

it may suffice to observe, that William, who best

understood the circumstance, and was the person

most offended, entirely excused him ; trusted him
himself, and recommended him to the full confi-

dence of his successor. Mr. Coxe allows that he
was parsimonious : frugality had been a necessary

virtue during the first part of his life, and the habit

continued after the necessity had ceased—to this,

and to nothing more, does the charge of parsimony
amount. He was not profuse, but he never spared

when it was proper that he should spend. In his

loans to government, in his buildings and improve-

ments, and in transactions of a public nature, no
man was more munificent. The soldiers would
not have loved a penurious man, and it is certain

that no general ever more entirely possessed the

love as well as the confidence of his men. A
Chelsea pensioner, at the election of 1737, was
threatened with the loss of his pension if he would
not vote for Lord Vere at Windsor. His answer
was, " I will venture starving, rather than it shall

be said that I voted against the Duke of Marlbo-
rough's grandson, after having followed his grand-
father so many hundred leagues." The duchess,
by whom this anecdote is related, adds, " I do not
know whether they have taken away his pension,

but I hope they will : for I have sent him word,
if they do take it away, I will settle the same upon
him for his life."

Even his inveterate enemy, Bolingbroke, ac-

knowledged, after his death, that he was the great-

est, general and the greatest minister that our

country, or any other, had produced. He was,

indeed, the main-spring, the life, the moving mind
of the whole confederacy. The allies, with jar-

ring views, contradictory interests, and oftentimes

with jealous and even hostile feelings also, were kept

together less by their common danger from France

and their common hopes of security and advantage,

than by his influence and his matchless powers of

conciliation. They had no confidence in each

other, and little confidence in their own councils
;

but they had each and all a well-founded confi-

dence in him. This was known from history.

Malice and falsehood, successful as they were,

could not conceal or detract from his paramount
excellence as a commander and a statesman.

The purity of private life was not so generally
known, for this had not always been recorded, as
it ought to be, for edification and example. He
was a faithful husband as well as a fond one. No
indecent word or allusion ever passed his lips, and
if any person uttered an obscenity before him, he
resented it as a personal affront and an act of
public immorality. His camp was not like Crom-
well's, for Marlborough was neither fanatic nor
hypocrite. Colonel Blackader complained of the
irreligion and profligacy of his companions ; and
for this he may have had cause enough ; but he
was a man of morbid feelings, and a puritanical

rigor of manners may not improbably have pro-
voked foolish men to appear in his company worse
than they were. Another officer, who served in

the same army, describes the camp as resembling
a quiet and well-governed city ; and observes, as
the effect of Marlborough's regulations and exam-
ple, that " cursing and swearing were seldom
heard among the officers, and the poor soldiers,

many of them the refuse and dregs of the nation,

became, at the close of one or two campaigns,
civil, sensible and clean, and had an air and spirit

above the vulgar."

But it is only from the present Memoirs that a
full knowledge of this admirable man can be ob-

tained. Here we become acquainted with his

habitual principles of action, and find in him a
complete example of that moral intrepidity which
is the highest and rarest of all military and political

virtues. Here we behold, in letters written with-

out reserve or affectation of any kind, the hopes
and thoughts and feelings which were revealed

only to his nearest and dearest friends. The man
who, after such an exposure, rises in our estima-

tion and in our love, has stood the severest test of

greatness : nor was he more fitted by his surpass-

ing talents to direct the councils of princes, ar-

range campaigns which extended over half Europe,
and give his orders with unerring promptitude in

the heat of battle, than by his virtues and affec-

tions for the perfect enjoyment of tranquillity and
domestic life. Considering him in all his relations,

public and private, it may safely be asserted that

Marlborough approaches, almost as nearly as

human frailty will allow, to the perfect model of

a good patriot, a true statesman, and a consum-

mate general.

From the Christian Keepsake and Missionary Annual.

"who giveth songs in the night."

When, courting slumber,

The hours I number,

And sad cares cumber

My wearied mind
;

This thought shall cheer me,

That Thou art near me,

Whose ear to hear me
Is still inclined.

My soul Thou keepest,

Who never sleepest.

Mid gloom the deepest,

There 's light above.

Thine eyes behold me
;

Thine arms enfold me
;

Thy word has told me
That God is love.
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From the New Monthly Magazine.

ARABELLA
J

OK, THE MORAL OF "THE PARTIE FINE."

When the news came to Wagstaff that he had

made a public appearance in the New Monthly

Magazine, he affected to be in great wrath that

his peccadilloes should have been laid bare to the

whole nation ; and was for sacrificing the individ-

ual who had held him up to ridicule. Lucki-

ly, that person was out of town for some days, so

his anger had time to cool if it were real ; but the

truth must be told, that Lancelot Wagstaff was in

heart quite delighted at being shown up for a

seductcur, and has ordered some new waistcoats,

and affects to talk very big about the French play,

and has been growing a tuft to his chin ever since.

Mrs. Wagstaff still continues at Bognor. Poor
soul ! She will never know whose was the por-

trait which figured last month in this Miscellany

under the pseudonym of Wagstaff: it is only the

coincidence of the new waistcoats and the sudden

growth of that tuft that can by any possibility be-

tray him.

Some critics have hinted that the scene describ-

ed was immoral. So it was, there 's not a doubt

of it ; but so is a great deal of life immoral : so

are many of Hogarth's pictures immoral, if you
don't choose to see their moral tendency ;—nor

indeed are critics to be very much blamed for not

perceiving the moral of the brief tract called the

Partie Fine, seeing, as it were, that it was not yet

in sight. No : it was purposely kept back, as

a surprise for the June number of the Magazine.
This is going to be the the moral paper : and I

hope to goodness that Mr. Colburn's editor will

not refuse it, or I shall be set down, in spite of

myself, as a writer of a questionable tendency. I

solemnly demand the insertion of this paper, in

order to set a well-meaning man right with a

public he respects. Yes, ladies, you yourselves,

if you peruse these few, these very few pages,
will say, " Well, although he shocked us, the

man is a moral man after all." He is, indeed
he is. Don't believe the critics who say the
contrary.

The former history described to you the conduct
of Wagstaff abroad. Ah, ladies ! you little knew
that it was preparatory to showing the monster up
when at home. You would not have understood
the wretch had you not received this previous

insight into his character. If this be not morality,

I know not what is.

Those people who at the club and elsewhere are

acquainted with Mr. W., declare he is the most
generous and agreeable creature that ever turned

out of the city. He arrives, his jolly face beaming
with good-humor. He has a good word for every-

oody, and every man a good word for him. Some
bachelor says, " Wag, my boy, there is a white-

bait party at Greenwich ; will you be one?" He
hesitates. " I promised Mrs. Wagstaff to be

home to dinner," says he ; and when he says

that, you may be sure he will go. If you propose

to him a game o:' billiards in the afternoon, he will

play till dinner, and make the most ludicrous jokes

about his poor wife waiting till his return. If you
ask him to smoke cigars, he will do so till morn-
ing, and goes home with a story to Mrs. W.,
which the poor soul receives with a desperate

credulity. Once she used to sit up for him ; but

to continue that practice would have killed her.

She goes to bed now, and Wagstaff reels in when
he likes.

He is not ill-humored. Far from it. He never
says an unkind word to the children, or to the

cook, or to the boy who blacks his boots, or to his

wife. She wishes he would. He comes down
stairs exactly three minutes before office time.

He has his tea and his newspaper in bed. His
eldest daughter brings the paper in, and his poor
wife appears with the tea. He has a kind word
for both, and scrubs the little girl's fresh cheek
with his bristly beard, and laughs at the joke, and
professes a prodigious interest in her lessons, and
in knowing whether Miss Wiggles, the governess,

is satisfied with her ; and before she finishes her
answer, he is deep in the folios of the Times, and
does not care one farthing piece what the little girl

says. He has promised to take the child to Ast-
ley's any time these four years. She could hardly

speak when he promised it. She is a fine tall

lass, and can read and write now ; and though it

was so long ago, has never forgotten the promise
about Astley's.

When he is awray from home, Wagstaff talks

about his family with great affection. In the long,

long days when he is away, their mother, God
help her ! is telling them what a good man their

papa is—how kind and generous—and how busy
he is—r-what a pity ! he is obliged to work so hard

and stay away from home ! Poor creature, poor

creature ! Sure Heaven will pardon her these

lies if any lies are pardonable. Whenever he says

he will walk with her, Arabella dresses herself

in the gown he likes, and puts on her pink bonnet,

and is ready to the very minute, you may be sure.

How often is it that he is ready at the minute ?

How many scores and scores of times has he left

the heart-sick girl?—not forgetting her in the

least—but engaged elsewhere with a game of bil-

liards, or a jolly friend and cigar—and perhaps

wishing rather to be at home all the time—but he
is so good-natured, such a capital fellow ! When-
ever he keeps his appointment—Heaven help us !

she brightens up as if it were Paradise coming to

her. She looks with a triumphant air at the ser-

vant who opens the door, and round about at the

neighbors' windows as if she would have all the

world know that she is walking with her hus-

band Every now and then as she walks—(it is

but twice or thrice in a year, for Wagstaff has his

business on week-days, and never gets up till one

of a Sunday)—every now and then as she walks

with him, the delighted creature gives a skip, and

squeezes his arm, and looks up in his face, she is

so happy. And so is he too, for he is as good-

natured a fellow as ever breathed—and he resolves

to take her out the very next Sunday—only he
does n't. Every one of these walk-days are noted

down in the poor soul's little Calendar of Home
as saint's days. She talks of them quite fondly

;

and there is not one of her female friends whom
she won't visit for weeks after, and to whom she

will not be sure to find some pretext for recounting

the wonderful walk.

Mon dieu, ladies—all the time I was describing

that affair at Durognon's, those odious French
women, and their chatter, and their ogling, and
their champagne, I was thinking of Arabella far

away in the distance and alone—1 declare, upon
my honor, she was never out of my thoughts for a

single minute. She was the moral of the Partie

Fine—the simple, white-robed, spotless, meek-
eyed angel of a wife—thinking about her husband
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—and he among the tawdry good-for-nothings,

yonder ! Fizz ! there goes the first champagne
cork, Mr. Wagstaffis making a tender speech to

Madame Virginie.

At that, moment Arabella is upstairs in the nur-

sery, where the same moon is shining in, and put-

ting her youngest boy to bed.

Bi there goes the second cork. Virginie

screams—Fitzsimons roars with laughter—Wag-
staff hob-nobs with the old lady, who gives a wink
and a nod. They are taking away the fish and
putting down the entrees.

At that moment Arabella has her second child

between her knees (the little one is asleep with its

thumb in its mouth, and the elder even is begin-

ning to rub her eyes over her favorite fairy tale,

though she has read it many scores of times.)

Arabella has the child between her knees, and just

as Wag is clinking his glass with the old lady in

London, his wife at Bognor says something to the

child, who says after her,

"Dod bless my dear papa:" and presently he is

in bed too, and sleeps as soundly as his little sister.

And so it is that these pure blessings are sent

—

yearning after that fellow over his cups. Suppose
they reach him 1 Why, the spotless things must
blush and go out again from the company in which
they find him. The drinking goes on, the jokes

and fun get faster and faster. Arabella by this

time has seen the eldest child asleep in her crib,

and is looking out at the moon in silence as the

children breathe round about her a soft chorus of

slumber. Her mother is dowrn stairs alone, read-

ing " Blair's Sermons,"—a high-shouldered, hook-
nosed, lean, moral woman. She wonders her

daughter don't come down to tea—there is her

cup quite cold, with the cream stagnant on the

surface, and her work-basket by its side, with a
pair of man's slippers nearly done, and one lazy

scrawl from her husband, four lines only, and ten

days old. But Arabella keeps away thinking,

thinking, and preferring to be alone. The girl

has a sweet soft heart, and little sympathy with
the mother's coarse, rigid, strong-minded nature.

The only time they quarrel is, when the old lady
calls her son-in-law a brute : then the young one
fires up and defends her own like a little Amazon.
What is this secret of 1< How does it

spring ? How is it that no neglect can kill it ? In
truth, its origin and endurance are alike, utterly

absurd and unreasonable. What secret power was
it that made this delicate-minded young creature

;

who had been bred up upon the purest doctrines

of the sainted Mrs. Chapone ; who had never
thought about love ; who, simple soul, had been
utterly absorbed in her little daily duties, her

pianoforte practice, her French lesson, her use-of-

the-globes, her canary bird, and her Mangnall's
questions—what, I say is it, that makes this deli-

cate girl all of a sudden expand into a passion of

love for a young sugar-baker, simply because she

meets him three times riding a gray mare on Clap-

ham common, and afterwards (the sly rogue !) on

half-a-dozen occasions at her aunt's at tea 1 What
is it that makes her feel that a young sugar-baker

is the fatal man with whom her existence is bound
up

;
go through fire and water to marry him ; love

him in spite of neglect and indifference ; adore him
so absurdly, that a half-hour's kindness from him
more than balances a month's brutality 1 O, mys-
tery of woman's heart ! I declare all this lies in

the moral of the Partie Fine.

Wagstaff, so splendid with his dinners and so

generous on himself, is not so generous at home.
He pays the bills with only a few oaths ; but. some-
how he leaves his wife without money. He will

give it to anybody rather than to her ; a fact of
which he himself is, very likely, unaware at this

minute, or of the timidity of his wife in asking for

it. In order to avoid this asking, the poor girl

goes through unheard-of economies, and performs
the most curious tricks of avarice. She dresses

herself for nothing, and she dresses her children

out of her own frocks. Certain dimities, caps,

pinafores, and other fallals have gone through the

family ; and Arabella, though she sees ever such
a pretty thing in a shop-window, will pass on with
a sigh ; whereas her Lancelot is a perfect devourer
of waistcoats, and never sets his eyes on a flaring

velvet that strikes his fancy, but you will be sure
to behold him the next week swaggering about in

the garment in Pall Mall. Women are ever prac-

tising these petty denials, about which the lords

of the creation never think.

I will tell you what I once saw Arabella doing.

She is a woman of very high breeding, and no
inconsiderable share of family pride : well, one
day, on going to Wagstaff 's house, who had invited

a party of us to Blackwall, about a bet he had lost,

I was, in the master's absence, ushered into the

drawing-room, which is furnished very fine, and
there sat the lady of the house at her work-table,

with her child prattling at her knee.

I could not understand what made Mrs. Wag-
staff blush so—look so entirely guilty of something
or other—fidget, answer (I trovers, and receive an
old friend in this strange and inhospitable way.

She, the descendant of the Smiths of Smithfield,

of the Browns of Brown Hall, the proud daughter
of the aristocracy, was making a pair of trousers

for her eldest son. She huddled them away has-

tily under a pillow—but bah ! we have keen eyes
—and from under that pillow the buttons peeped
out, and with those buttons the secret—they were
white ducks—Wagstaff's white ducks—his wife

was making them into white ducklings for little

Fred.
The sight affected me. I should like to have

cried, only it is unmanly ; and to cry about a pair

of little breeches !—I should like to have seized

hold of Mrs. Wagstaff and hugged her to my heart

;

but she would have screamed, and rung for John
to show me down stairs ; so I disguised my feel-

ings by treading on the tail of her spaniel dog,

whose squealing caused a diversion.

But I shall never forget those breeches. What

!

Wagstaffis flaunting in a coat of Nugee's, and his

son has that sweet, humble tailor. Wagstaff is

preparing for Blackwall, and here is his wife ply-

ing her gentle needle. Wagstaff feasts off plate

and frothing wine ; and Arabella sits down to cold

mutton in the nursery, with her little ones ranged
about her. Wagstaff enjoys—Arabella suffers.

He flings about his gold ; and she tries to stave

off evil days by little savings of meek pence.

Wagstaff sins and she forgives—and trusts, and
loves, and hopes on in spite of carelessness, and
coldness, and neglect, and extravagance, and—and
Parties Fines.

This the moral of the last story. O, ye Wag-
staffs of this world, profit by it. O, ye gentle,

meek angels of Arabellas, be meek and gentle still.

If an angel can't reclaim a man, who can? And
I live' in hopes of hearing that by the means of

that charming mediation, the odious Lancelot has

become a reformed character. TITMARSH.
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From the New European Magazine.
" I had a Dream which was not all a Dream."

—

Byron.

Amongst all the various means by which man-
kind have sought to penetrate into the mysteries of

futurity, none have been more generally adopted,

or more implicitly relied upon, than divination by
dreams ; and even now, that the pure light of

truth and philosophy has detected the errors of

superstition, and pierced the deceptions of the

astrologer, still is there a mysterious grandeur, a

solemn beauty in those shadowy visions, sent to

us in the darkness and stillness of night, that, in

defiance of our cooler judgment, wTe are some-
times loath to believe them merely the vain fancies

of an over-heated imagination, disclosed for no
purpose but to mock and delude our dormant facul-

ties. Nor do these feelings exist only amongst
the weak and ignorant ; a belief in the predictions

contained in the Visions of sleep, has been upheld

by many of our wisest, and most learned ; and
those living, not in the errors of the Heathen my-
thology, nor yet in the almost equal barbarity of

Gothic superstition, but in ages of learning and
refinement. Mark what Addison says, when,
after speaking of Tertullian as crediting the power
of divining in dreams, he observes, " That several

such divinations have been made, none can ques-

tion who believes the holy writings ; or who has
but the least degree of a common historical faith

;

there being innumerable instances of this nature in

several authors, both ancient and modern, sacred

and profane." I could bring forward other au-

thors as great as that I have just quoted, who have
believed, that in moments of impending calamity,

dreams have sometimes proved the harbingers of

fate, and served as a warning of danger ; but as I

am well aware that this would prove an almost
endless task, I shall content myself with the grave
authority already cited, and venture, even in these

days of skepticism, to relate the circumstance
which gave rise to these reflections, and which in-

duced me to undertake the defence of a system
now fast sinking into disrepute and ridicule.

The story I have often heard narrated by an in-

timate friend of my father ; a gentleman upon
whose judgment and veracity I can rely with per-

fect confidence. He was an officer in the army,
and the circumstance occurred nearly forty years
ago, upon his returning with his regiment to

England, after an absence of long duration. He
was obliged to repair to London immediately after

his arrival, whence he purposed setting off for the

north of England, where his family was then resid-

ing. After many delays, occasioned by business

at the War Office, he concluded his arrangements,

and determined to leave town on the third of No-
vember. The night preceding his departure ar-

rived, and he fell asleep in excellent health and
spirits ; but awoke from his slumber in the utmost

horror, for he had been disturbed by a dream

;

whose dreadful subject was heightened by a mi-

nuteness and circumstantiality seldom to be ob-

served in these "fickle pensioners of Morpheus'

train." It was some minutes before he could

recollect himself, or feel assured that he was actu-

ally in safety ; but at length, recalling his weak-
ened energies, he smiled at his vain fears, and
once more composed himself to rest. He slept,

and again the same vision appeared to him, with

added terror. He thought that he was travelling

through a beautiful country, fresh with verdure,

and rich in cultivation ; when, as he journeyed on,

rejoicing in the hilarity which shone around
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him the prospect became suddenly changed ; the
green hills and smiling valleys were transformed
to a bleak and barren heath ; dark clouds obscured
the heavens, and night suddenly came on. Pres-
ently he reached a building, which, at first, bore
the appearance of a church ; but, as he approach-
ed nearer, proved to be an inn. He entered the
gate which led to the house, but found the great-
est difficulty in proceeding. Sometimes his feet

seemed fastened to the ground, and an hundred
times he stumbled over impediments which ap-
peared to lie in his path, the nature of which he
was prevented by the darkness from discovering.
Still, with that blindness and obstinacy which
usually characterize the dreamer, he continued to

advance, until at last, the moon shining out, he
found himself standing alone in a church-yard, and
casting his eyes upon a grave-stone before him,
Colonel B beheld his own name sculptured
on the marble ! Struck with surprise, he looked
again, but it was no longer there ; and, passing
through the church-yard, which now offered no
obstruction to his steps, he entered the inn. The
vision then became confused, and nothing was
clearly defined, until he found himself in his cham-
ber. Here a sensation of fear seemed to hang
upon him, and he was oppressed by the feeling of
intense expectation, so often experienced in

dreams. Still the church-yard appeared as a
prominent feature in the scene. The room seemed
surrounded with windows, yet all presented the
same ghastly spectacle, of graves and tomb-stones,
gleaming white in the moon-shine ; which seemed,
as he gazed upon them, to gape beneath his eyes.

At last he went to bed, but scarcely had he laid

his head upon the pillow, when the door of his

chamber was slowly opened, and he beheld a
figure in whom he recognized the landlord of the
inn, advancing towards him with a knife in his

hand ; followed by another holding a lanthorn.

Agonized by fear, the dreamer strove to shriek for

help and mercy, but his tongue, refusing to per-

form its office, clave to the roof of his mouth.
At this crisis his agitation awoke him, and he
found himself sitting upright in his bed ; cold

drops were hanging on his brow, and he trembled
as if in an ague fit ; nor were his feelings much
less unpleasing after the first agitation was sub-

sided. The church-yard and the dagger still

haunted his imagination ; and, as he lay in silent

darkness, a thousand fearful tales arose to his

remembrance, of travellers who had fallen by the
hands of assassins, and others who had strangely

disappeared from the highway, and whose fate was
yet shrouded in silence and mystery. In justice

to Colonel B.'s character, which might otherwise
suffer in the reader's estimation, from his indulg-

ing ideas so little consonant with his reputation

as a soldier, I must remind him, that, at the period

of my narrative, travelling did not possess all the
ease and accommodation it now enjoys. Stage-
coaches were yet in their infancy ; the inns had
sometimes a very ill name ; the roads were bad,
and occasionally frequented by such as scrupled

not at saying Stand to a true man ; so that a long
journey was then regarded, as a matter not only
of consequence, but even hazard. In these days
of peaceful travelling and " genteel accommoda-
tion for man and horse," some ridicule would
justly attach itself to him, whose sleep should be
disturbed by an approaching journey ; but forty

years ago, people might have dreamed of being
murdered in the road between London and York,
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without incurring the charge of unreasonable ti-

midity.

To return to my narrative, Colonel B
,

rousing himself from these sombre meditations,

made a solemn resolution to " dream no more,"
and, falling into a peaceful and undisturbed slum-

ber, he awoke next morning without a trace of the

childish feelings which had so lately agitated him.

The information he received on arising, however,

did not increase his exhilaration : he had deter-

mined to make the journey on horseback, attended

by a favorite servant, but, to his great vexation,

he found that the man had been taken seriously

ill in the course of the night, and was now totally

unable to proceed. There was not time to procure

another attendant, and he was therefore obliged

to advance alone. Colonel B set off. The
loss of his companion at first threw a damp over

his spirits ; but the beauty of the morning, and
the gaiety of the scene, soon restored his mind to

its wonted serenity ; and he rode gaily along, en-

joying the fresh air, and the bright sunshine. He
passed the city ; and now the appearance of the

country, and all the thousand enchantments which
even the chill wind and almost lifeless branches of

November can confer, were his. The tenderest

feelings arose to his mind, as he anticipated his

approaching happiness in a reunion with the be-

loved society he had been so long estranged from
;

and it was not until some time after the commence-
ment of his journey, that his thoughts reverted to

the dream, which had so fearfully disturbed him
tlie preceding night. He smiled at the recollec-

tion of his terrors, and wondered how he could

have been so strongly affected
;
yet notwithstand-

ing the contempt, and even shame, with which he
now regarded his foolish terrors, he yet could not

dwell upon the circumstances of the vision without
a certain sensation of awe, nor prevent a secret

hope that his lodging for the next night might not
border upon a church-yard ; nay, he even deter-

mined that this should not happen, and that he
would cautiously avoid every inn from which a
tombstone should be visible. Not that he was by
any means superstitious ; on the contrary, he
knew few people so free from credulity as himself

;

he only avoided the fulfilment of the dream so far,

lest, as was most probable, it should excite a

repetition of the night-mare, and that he should be
sorry for. Having thus formed, and above all,

accounted for, his resolution, he dismissed the

subject from his thoughts, and proceeded as gaily

as ever.

And now the sun began to decline, and evening
to close in ; Colonel B watched the bright

orb as it set behind the distant hills ; and then,

having lingered till the last streak of gold disap-

peared from the horizon, he quickened his pace to-

wards a village which appeared at a little distance,

and where, his horse bring fatigued, he hoped to

obtain quarters for the night. The shades of even-

ing were falling thick around him as he entered

the village ; the chill blast of a November night

moaned through the trees ; it was a lonely place,

and the Colonel began to doubt, from its wretch-

edness of appearance, if it could afford accommo-
dation for himself and his horse. At length he

thought he could distinguish a sign-post in the dis-

tance ; he quickened his pace, and soon became
convinced that he was approaching some house of

entertainment; but, as he came nearer, a slight

turning in the road disclosed to him another object

;

he started, and, for a few moments, felt more than

he liked to own, even to himself. " Was it pos-

sible? No, it could not be ; the twilight had de-

ceived him ;" but a few paces convinced him that

it was no delusion, for exactly opposite his in-

tended lodging stood the village church, with its

usual accompaniment of graves and tombstones.

His immediate impulse was to pass the house
without farther hesitation ; but, recovering from
his first surprise, he now began to reason with
himself upon the folly and impropriety of suffering

his imagination to be so acted upon as to refuse

the shelter which was thus offered to him, and
which the situation of his horse rendered almost
necessary ; while, by proceeding, he risked the
chance of being benighted in a part of the country
entirely unknown to him ; and what motive could
he assign for acting thus? A dream forsooth! a
night-mare occasioned by a disturbed mind, or a
hearty supper ! No, an officer in \he British army
would not allow himself to be led astray by every
turn of a distempered fancy ; he would enter the

inn.

By the time this manly resolution was adopted,
Colonel B. had arrived at the place of his destina-

tion ; where, having examined the house, his de-

termination began to waver. It was situated quite

at the extremity of the village, and rather apart

from any other habitation ; and, whether it was
really so, or that the distempered state of his

nerves influenced his judgment, he knew not, but
it certainly appeared to him that the place wore an
aspect of seclusion and gloom very unlike the air

of cheerful comfort which usually characterizes an
inn. "It is a mean-looking place," said he,
" and the accommodations will be wretched." He
looked again at the church-yard, and became every
moment more strongly convinced of the bad ac-

commodations of its opposite neighbor. " It was
a miserable place ; he doubted indeed if he should

be able to obtain a bed there ; it was evidently lit-

tle more than a common hedge ale-house ; and
it would only be putting them to inconvenience

should he attempt to stop." He was startled in his

meditations by a dismal sound, harsh and discord-

ant. " A murderer hanging in chains, perhaps."

No, it was only the creaking of the sign-post over

his head, as the wind impelled it upon its rusty

hinge. The owner of the house now came for-

ward ; a ferocious looking person, with an expres-

sion of sullen malignity in his countenance ; looked

as if he had not been shaved for a month, and his

manners, if not decidedly uncivil, were so disa-

greeable and abrupt, that if the traveller's resolu-

tion had before began to falter, the sight of the

inn-keeper soon overthrew it entirely ; and, having

inquired the distance of the nearest town, which

he found to be very trifling, Colonel B. gave the

spur to his jaded horse, and the church-yard, the

gloomy inn, and the ferocious innkeeper, were
soon left far behind.

Fate now seemed determined to atone for her

former unpropitious treatment ; after riding about

half a mile, the traveller reached a town whose
cheerful appearance afforded a contrast the most
striking to the lonely village he had just quitted.

The inn, a pleasant-looking place, stood surroun-

ded by other houses, and nothing like a church-

yard was to be descried. Rejoicing in his good
fortune, Colonel B. dismounted, and entered the

house ; he was conducted into a room whose
naturally pleasant aspect was now heightened by
the blaze of a cheerful fire ; the attendants were
civil; the supper excellent; and, as he enjoyed

the luxury of his present situation, he blessed the

friendly warning which, by exciting his apprehen-
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sions, however unnecessarily, had induced him to

exchange a bad lodging for one so full of comfort

and convenience.

The evening passed rapidly away, by means of

the usual amusements of a solitary night at an inn,

eating and yawning ; and, at ten o'clock, the

colonel desired to be shown to his apartment. As
he looked round the pleasant chamber to which he

was conducted, his mind again reverted to the

lonely inn, and its appearance of desolation and

misery ; but, although acknowledging the supe-

riority of the quarters he had chosen, and never

for a moment repenting of his choice, he yet could

scarcely help blushing as the events of the day
passed in review before him. In his present state

of ease and security, his spirits exhilarated and his

limbs at rest, he marvelled that his mind could

have been disturbed, or his actions controlled, by a

cause so trivial and childish ; and the result of

these, his calm meditations, was, a secret resolu-

tion of never disclosing the circumstance to a

single human being.

He now began to prepare himself for bed
;

while he was thus engaged, his attention was at-

tracted by the moon, which, shining in all the

lustre of a clear autumn night, shed a stream of

radiance through an aperture of the window-cur-
tain. Attracted by its beauty, Colonel B. ap-

proached the window to take a more distinct view
of the fair planet ; when, drawing aside the inter-

vening shade, he stood transfixed in shuddering
horror, for a cemetery lay before him, where the

moon was gleaming white upon graves and tomb-
stones, with a brilliancy which rendered every
object as clear as if he had beheld it in open day-
light ! For a few moments he felt completely
unnerved ; the dream was again before him, and
he dwelt upon its strange fulfilment, until his blood

seemed curdling in his veins ; and he turned from
the. window unable to endure the ghastly prospect

it presented to his view. The loneliness of his

situation, the church-yard, all seemed accom-
plished, all but the dreadful conclusion of the
vision ; he looked around him in gloomy despon-
dency, till, overcome by the horrors his imagina-
tion conjured up, he resolved to leave the house,
and had actually quitted his chamber for that pur-
pose, preferring every alternative to passing the
night in his present situation, when the order and
quiet which seemed to reign throughout the build-

ing, only disturbed at intervals by the laughter of
some loiterers at the bar, once more recalled him
to the absurdity of his apprehensions ; and, chiding

himself for his own cowardice, the Colonel re-

turned to his room, with a full determination of

driving the dream from his remembrance, and
sleeping in peace. As a proof of his assumed
courage, he now advanced boldly to the window,
gazed with a steady eye upon the scene without,

admired the moon, made a few observations upon
the effects of light and shade, and ended by whist-

ling a tune most perseveringly, from beginning to

end. Still he did not neglect taking every pre-

caution in his power against the possibility of sur-

prise ; he fastened his door carefully, examined
every part of the room, and having prepared his

pistols, laid them by the side of his bed. But,

notwithstanding the firmness of his resolution, he

could not think of actually lying down without a

slight feeling of awe ; nay, he had, at one time,

half determined to pass the night in an arm-chair
;

which idea, however, he abandoned as too unrea-

sonable to be indulged ; and, shortly after, retired

to bed, leaving the light still burning. Overcome

by fatigue, Colonel B. soon fell asleep, but his

slumbers were broken and uneasy, and from these

he was at length awakened abruptly by a noise

which sounded close to, if not actually within, his

chamber. The agitated state of his mind, which
all his philosophy had not quite succeeded in calm-
ing, rendered every accidental sound a subject of
apprehension, and he listened attentively, but al.

was again silent, and he concluded that the distur-

bance which, in the confusion of his thoughts on
awakening, he fancied so near, had, in reality,

arisen from the departure of some of the guests.

His slumbers appeared to have been of some con-
tinuance, for the light was now expiring, and its

fitful gleam, as the blue flame rose and fell in the
socket, mingled unpleasantly with the broad light

of the moon. He was summoning up energy to

arise and extinguish it, when he was again startled

by the same sound which had awoke him. The
lamp had given its last faint struggle, like a troub-

led soul clinging to the life it is about to leave

forever, when another light mingled with the pale

moonshine, and the traveller now perceived that it

glimmered through a door which had been so care-

fully concealed that it had entirely escaped his

observation, but which was now opening slowly
and cautiously. Doubting if he were not still

under the influence of a dream, Colonel B. fixed

his eyes upon the aperture, which continued grad-
ually to widen, and he soon became aware that he
was no longer the sole inhabitant of the chamber

;

the light, however, would not permit him to dis-

cover the number of his adversaries ; and, being
ignorant how many he had to cope with, he com-
mitted himself to the protection of Heaven, and,
placing his hand upon one of the pistols, remained
perfectly still, awaiting the approach of his mur-
derers with firmness and resolution. They paused

,

and whispered together for a few moments ; and
then, with slow and noiseless steps, drew near the

bed. There were two men ; and the former, as

they approached, bidding the other " Hold up the

lanthorn," the Colonel perceived its dim light

gleaming upon a knife which he held in his hand.
They were now within a few paces of the bed, and
on the event of that moment depended the fate of

the Colonel; he felt that it did so; and, rousing

every energy to his assistance, he raised the pistol

with a firm hand, when, in the next instant, his

antagonist lay weltering in his blood. The other

immediately flew ; and Colonel B., springing from
the bed, found that his aim had been surely taken,

the bullet having penetrated the heart of the assas-

sin. In this man he recognized the landlord of the

inn. Thus the dream was, in every respect, ac-

complished ; and, by attending to the mysterious
warning it conveyed, the traveller had escaped a
dreadful fate, and had executed a just retribution

upon the murderers.

Some years after this, the accomplice, who had
escaped, was brought to justice, and hanged, for a
murder committed by himself and his master,
many years before, in this same house. At his

death he made an open confession, not only of the
crime for which he suffered, but also of his having
assisted his master in his attempt to assassinate

Colonel B., from the commission of which act they
had been so mysteriously and so providentially

prevented. The traveller himself reached home
in safely, though in a maze of gratitude and won-
der ; and, from that night, continued, as may be

easily supposed, to the end of his days, a devout

believer in dreams and visions of all species and

descriptions.
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From Blackwood's Magazine.

CONNOR M'GLOGHLIN.

A TALE OF THE LOWER SHANNON.

Connor was the son of Jeremiah, or, as he was
more commonly called, Remmie M'Gloghlin,

whose father had renounced the errors of Popery

to obtain a place in the Excise ; which place he

had turned to so good account among smuggling

distillers, that, " on retiring," he was able to pur-

chase a small estate near the village of Ardeneer,

in the valley of the Lower Shannon, and to raise

his son to the dignity of a squireen, or half sir.

Remmie was captivated, at an early age, by the

charms of a damsel below even himself in rank,

and of the proscribed caste in religion. It was
not unnatural that he should marry a Papist, for

the Protestant gentry utterly and with scorn ex-

cluded him from their society
;
yet the effect of

this exclusion upon his mean mind and low-

thoughted disposition, was but to exalt the said

gentry in his estimation,—and, stranger still, to

make him value himself on being, as he impu-
dently said, and swore he was, a d—d good Pro-

testant. Remmie's protestantism, however, lim-

ited itself to attending church occasionally upon
high festivals, ridiculing and abusing all priests,

and eating beef-steaks on Good Friday. Moyah
M'Gloghlin, his wife, was a thorough bigot, who
rested solely on the external observances of her

church for salvation ; feared her husband upon
earth, for he was a harsh, violent man, but thought

him sure of hell hereafter, unless, according to

an expectation which she secretly cherished, he
should send for the priest in his last agonies, and
receive extreme unction, in which case she thought
a few thousand years additional of purgatory might
set all to rights. Under these circumstances, it

may be readily imagined, that much conjugal

felicity did not fall to the lot of Mr. Jeremiah
M'Gloghlin. Two children, both sons, and born
at an interval of ten years, were the fruit of the

marriage. Connor, the elder, was the darling of

his mother. From Mr. M'Gloghlin's views of

the gentility of the reformed faith, it followed, of
course, that he imperatively required his son to be
reared a Protestant. This was a sore trial to

Moyah ; but she well knew her husband to be
" an hard man," and she dared not openly dis-

obey him ; she, therefore, contented herself with
having the child secretly baptized by the priest,

before he was " took to the minister," as she
said ; and as he grew up, she stole him away with
her to mass whenever she could, and failed not,

on these occasions, to moisten his brow with lus-

tral holy water, thrice applied in/ami digilo, in

the form of a cross, and in the sacred names of the

three persons of the Godhead.
Ill-tempered and wayward was the infancy of

Connor M'Gloghlin. Continually conversant with

all the little frauds and arts practised by his mo-
ther, without the knowledge of her husband, and

continually enjoined to conceal them, he early be-

came inured to deceit. He soon grew acquainted,

too, with the power which these concealments

gave him over his parent ; and instead of any

longer entertaining a dread of her displeasure

when he did wrong, he presently learned that the

price of his connivings at her petty misdoings,

might be made a perfect immunity from punish-

ment on his own part, however unpardonable his

disobedience, or aggravated his fault. His father,

he was taught, both by precept and example, to

fear rather than to love,—a feeling which gradu-

ally gathered into settled aversion, as he alone ex-

ercised parental authority over him, and his own
conduct, as well as his father's natural disposition,

necessarily rendered the exercise of this authority

severe, and sometimes violent. Thus Connor
grew up to boyhood ; his vices and his faults were
screened by his mother whenever that was pos-

sible ; and when they had the "ill-luck" to be

detected by his father, they were punished in a lit

of ungovernable passion, and consequently the

punishment was ineffectual. Ere he had well

reached the period of human puppyhood,—which
is said to extend from the fifteenth to the twentieth

year,—young M'Gloghlin was a thorough repro-

bate ; he exceeded pedlars in lying, cursed and

swore like a trooper, cheated at pitch and toss, and

even the rumor ran that he could steal, and that

his mother anxiously concealed his thefts.

Yet with all these gifts, Connor, as he grew up
to manhood, was well received in the houses of

most of the strong farmers in the neighborhood.

He was " a fine cliver bye," (boy,) that is to say,

a tall, stout ruffler, with a face which, to the vul-

gar, appeared handsome, though, to the observant

eye, it plainly betrayed marks of the low and fro-

ward mind which animated the inner man ; but he
rode a good horse, was heir to some scores of

acre^ held in fee, and was a professing Protestant

which, amongst the lower orders in Ireland, is the

next thing to being a gentleman. At the age of

nineteen, he first became acquainted with Norah
Sullivan. Norah had been left an orphan in her

childhood, and had been taken in and reared by an

uncle, the brother of her dead mother, a hard-

favored old man, who had spent his youth on board

a man-of-war ; and having accumulated prize

money and wages to a considerable amount, had
returned to his native village in time to succor his

widowed and now dying sister, in the extremity

of her distress, and to take charge of her sole sur-

viving child, then not quite five years old. Norah,
now twelve years older than when her mother
died, was almost a model of barn-door beauty, and
not a little vain of her personal charms. Her
coal-black hair nightly cost her a full hour's comb-
ing and brushing, and curling, and papering, after

her daily tasks of house-keeping were done ; her

dark and merry eye sparkled over a ruddy cherry-

cheek, blooming with health, and the matutinal

application of a buttermilk wash. Yet this rural

coquette, despite of vanity, had many valuable

points to recommend her ; she was a soft-hearted,

good-natured girl, who loved her uncle tenderly,

and was beloved by him in turn. Though the

rough old sailor did not lavish very many fond

words upon her, yet was he observed to take

especial care that little Norah—as he still con-

tinued to call her, although she had now grown to

what is termed, in western idiom, " a shtout

shlip," should always be arrayed in the gayest
and most costly attire the pack of the travelling

merchant—in the vulgar, pedlar—could furnish.

He planted her little garden near the house, too,

with hollies, laburnums, lilacs, and laurestinas,

and seemed to shoulder along to chapel on Sun-
day, with peculiar self-complacency, when he
pressed, or, as the neighbors termed it, " scrog-

ged" Norry, drest in all her best, under his

arm, and sported, in his button-hole, a little

bouquet, of her own gathering and arranging,

there.

It was at an entertainment in the house of a
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neighboring farmer, given on the occasion of a

christening, that Connor M'Gloghlin became ac-

quainted with Norah Sullivan, the fame of whose
beauty had already reached him. They danced

together, and were mutually pleased. M'Glogh-
lin had dissimulation enough to disguise the worst

points of his character, in the presence of strang-

ers or of women ; and his handsome person, bold

manners, and somewhat too the imagined superi-

ority of rank or of religion before alluded to, as-

sisted in enabling him to insinuate himself into the

good graces of the fair villager. M'Gloghlin,

with rustic gallantry, rode over the next day to

the Grange to visit farmer Hourighan, the dam-
sel's uncle, and to pay his respects to his partner

of the preceding evening
;

pleased the old man
by " doing sensible," as he called it; that is,

talking knowingly of farming, and cattle, and
markets ; and nattered the maiden, by the vehe-

ment assurance of his warm admiration of her

beauty, her dress, and her dancing, concluding

with a passionate declaration, that of all the tight

girls that wor there, herself took the rag off the

bush.

Mr. M'Gloghlin's reception encouraged him to

return ere long ; and he soon became a frequent

visiter at the Grange.
As old Hourighan rented an extensive farm, he

was much occupied out of doors ; and the young
man usually found Norah alone, or busied with
household cares among the in-door servants.

M'Gloghlin did not fail to improve these morning
calls, as unlike "angel visits" in their object as

their frequency, to captivate the youthful affections I

of Hourighan 's niece. Love for her he had none,
beyond the mere desire of gratifying a lustful

passion ; his purpose was of a different and a

deeper nature. Not long hefore he first met
Norry, he had attended the Limeric races ; and
trusting partly to his own skill in horse-flesh, and
partly to the assurances of a jockey, who professed

to be his sworn and eternal friend, he had backed
a particular horse to the amount of several hun-
dred pounds. His favorite lost the race, and
M'Gloghlin was reduced to a state of furious des-

peration ; he raged, stamped, blasphemed, and
swore that the jockey had played booty, and
that all horse-racing was an infernal cheat ; but
still the debt was to be paid, and he had not the
means.
With much difficulty he prevailed on the winner

to accept of but about one fifth of the amount at

the time, which was all the ready money he could

possibly raise without the knowledge of his father
;

and he passed his bill at nine months after date for

the remainder, with the interest. Even these

terms were not acceded to, without many an indi-

rect taunt upon the silly vanity of persons who
make wagers which they cannot afford to lose,

and something was once or twice obscurely hinted

of its being little better than swindling. Such
insinuations are but a small part of the mortifi-

cation which a ruined gambler must endure ; and

though they cut M'Gloghlin to the quick, he did

not dare to resent them, both from a fear of ex-

posure to his father, and because he knew that any

attempt to obtain what the world calls satisfac-

tion, would only entail upon him additional insult,

as his station in society, that painful and ambigu-

ous posture between the simple and the gentle,

destitute alike of the honest unpretending plain-

ness of the one, and of the cultivated polish

of the other, precluded him from challenging

equal privileges with those who associated with
him only on the race-ground, as they would
readily do with any ruffian who offered to stake

money.
The time, however, was rolling on, and young

M'Gloghlin saw no prospect of being able to meet
his engagement ; his father was a close griping

man, who, though he loved to see his son well

dressed, and even well mounted, calculated to the

penny the sum that was requisite for that purpose,

and made no loose allowance for pocket-money.
The son well knew, too, that the discovery of his

delinquency would throw the "old boy," as he
teimed him, into a fit of ungovernable fury, for he
had often warned him against gambling of all

sorts, and racing in particular ; and it was on a
false pretence, and in direct disobedience to his

express orders, that he had been even present on
the course. Besides, the sudden fit of passion was
not the only, or the worst result, which young
M'Gloghlin feared. He was well aware, that the

little property his grandfather had purchased, was
not settled on the successive heirs-at-law, but was
completely in his father's power to will it to whom
he pleased ; and he greatly dreaded, that the

effect on his determined character, would be to in-

duce him to disinherit himself in favor of his

younger brother, to whom the old man seemed
already much more attached. For all these rea-

sons, he resolved to venture for once upon some
desperate effort to relieve him from his present

difficulties, without exposing him to the resent-

ment of his father. His first thought, after his

introduction to Norry Sullivan, was to marry her

;

her uncle, he knew, had saved a sum sufficient to

extricate him from his distress, if he could get it

into his hands ; but when he sounded him on the

subject of a marriage with his niece, he found that,

although old Hourighan seemed not averse to the

match, nor to engaging a suitable portion ulti-

mately with Norry either, he yet was resolved to

pay down no money during his own lifetime.

M'Gloghlin, he said, was welcome to come live in

his house, and take a share of his farm ; and then

what need for dirty, dauny bits of paper down in

his hand? Now, these same " dirty, dauny bits

of paper down in hand," were precisely what
alone would serve the turn of young M'Gloghlin

;

and as he knew that Hourighan, according to the

custom of all Irish farmers who are well to pass

in the world, had a good store of them wrapped
up in an old worsted stocking, and secreted in

some hole inside the thatch of his cottage, he
resolved to come at these by fair means, or by
foul.

Accordingly, when he found that all attempts

to wheedle Hourighan into an arrangement more
consistent with his wishes were likely to prove

ineffectual, he affected to be so passionately in

love with Norry, as to consent, for her sake, to

the terms proposed, and was received by both
uncle and niece as her accepted lover. Various
were the pretexts he devised for protracting the

period of celebrating their nuptials, chiefly urging
the difficulty of bringing his father to "listen to

raison," and evince his approbation of the match,
by " bestowing him something dacent" to begin
house-keeping with ; while Hourighan and the

girl, feeling that the hurrying on of the business
ought not to come from their side, offered no re-

monstrance against this delay.

Meanwhile the peculiar relation in which he
stood towards her, the total absence of that fas-
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tidious delicacy, which, under similar circumstances

amongst the more elevated classes, screens maiden
purity not only from pollution, but even from the

least utterance of the sullying breath of the

spoiler ; and the assured belief that she was
almost immediately to be made his wedded wife,

contributed to render Norah Sullivan an easy prey

to the insidious arts of young M'Gloghlin. Her
seduction was but the first step towards the con-

summation of his contemplated villany : when the

poor girl had thus put herself completely in his

power, he proceeded less ceremoniously to the

accomplishment of his ultimate views. He no

longer concealed from her the pressing exigency
for money to which he was reduced, and scrupled

not to make the filching of old Hourighan's notes

by her, the indispensable condition of that union

which he had so often and so solemnly sworn to

celebrate. Long and bitterly did Norah weep at

this humiliating demand, and strenuously did she

endeavor to dissuade M'Gloghlin from his purpose.
" Ith'n, is it yourself, Connor," sobbed she, " that

would have me be after robbin' my poor ould uncle

that tuck me in, and sheltered me from every wave
whin my poor mother died, God rest her soul in

glory ! and left me a desolate orphan, without kith

or kin in the wide world to look on me but him-

self? Was it for this he rared me up like a lady,

and thought nothin' too good for me ; and would n't

take on wid Mrs. Brady, the rich vviddy that keeps
the Inn, and was always mighty sweet upon him
entirely, only he said he 'd never bring in a step-

mother over his little girl ? Thim was his words,

and he called me his daughter, so he did ; and
well he might, surely, for he always had a father's

warm heart to poor Norry,—God in heaven bless

him, and reward him !—for that same I pray
Christ," and she crossed herself devoutly, as

she pronounced the holy name of the Saviour.

M'Gloghlin waited impatiently till her passion of

tears subsided, and she could listen to the specious

glosses with which he varnished over the crime.
" Arrah, whisht, Norry, ma vourneen," he

replied, purposely adopting her own idiom, both
as more familiar to himself than better language,
and as more likely to soothe and coax the girl to

his purpose. " Can't you be quite (quiet) now,
and hear raison? Sure, don't you know it for

sartain, all as one as if Father Gahagan was after

telling you from the altar, that it 's all your own
when your ould uncle goes ? and where 's the dif-

fer of taking it now when we want it badly, and
sorrow a bit the wiser he need be about the mat-
ter?"

" O thin, Conner, agrah," said the girl, " how
is it you can think of evenin' me to the likes o' this,

after takin' an advantage of me, and decavin' me?
It 's cruel it is of you, and if you had the rale love

for me you often, said, you wouldn't bid me do it.

But what d' ye mane about bein' never the wiser?

Sure it isn't what you think my uncle doesn't

know the differ betwane money and no money
when he goes to his bag?"
"Mind what I tell you, Norry, jewel, and rai-

son good ; your uncle never goes to take away
money out of his ould stockin', but to put more in,

and I 've a bundle of beautiful fine notes, only they

won't pass, that I '11 give you to put in the place

of thim others, and no one, as I said, to know the

difference, till they all come to ourselves again."
" But still," objected Norry, " I dunna where-

abouts he keeps thim weary notes you want so

bad, at all, at all, for he was always a good war-
rant to keep his makin's safe enough."
"Then," replied M'Gloghlin, " you must find

out, Norry, and I '11 tell you what you '11 do
;

your uncle is gone to the fair of Cruagh to sell

three collops,* and as sure as he comes back to

night, he '11 go to the place to put in the muney
after he thinks every one fast asleep, so you must
watch him, and find out where he hides it."

With a heavy heart, Norah gave, by her si-

lence, a reluctant acquiescence. Hourighan re-

turned late that evening, in high spirits and good-
humor, having sold his cattle well, and taken
more than one glass over the bargain.

" Well, Norry," said he, in his strange dialect,

which was a mixture of sea phrases, with his

native patois, "what d'ye think I done with the
lucky penny the rum old Quaker that I sould the
collops to, refused to take?—why ; I bought thee
something to top thy rigging with ;—there 's a
pair of streamers for you, honey," he added, as
he unfolded two blue and crimson ribbons, which
he had purchased at the fair, to adorn his niece's

bonnet ;
" you '11 be fine enough now for Connor,

at any rate."

The pleasure that had momentarily lighted up
the girl's countenance at the appearance and good-
humored talk of her affectionate uncle, died away
at M'Gloghlin's name, and the recollection of
the guilty promise she had made him in the morn-
ing.

" An' doesn't the ribbons plase you thin, Nor-
ry, that you look so sarious at thim?" said the old

man. " Sure, it's meself that does n't know much
about thim sorts of things, but I thought it 's what
you'd like thim best, or I 'd iv brought you some-
thin' else. Maybe thim 's not the colors Connor
likes—eh, Norry?" And her uncle placed his

arms affectionately round the girl's neck.—" Is

that the raison?"

"O no, sir," said Norry. "They're very
nice, very iligant ribbons, so they are, and it's

too good you are to me, too good entirely."

The poor girl's heart was full, and she could

speak no more, but bursting into tears, hid her

face on her uncle's shoulder.
" In the name o' God ! what 's the matter wit

you, child?" said he, alarmed,—"has anythin'

come across you when I was away?"
" O no, uncle ! nothin—nothin' at all."

" And what makes you cry thin? Was Connor
M'Gloghlin here to-day?"

" He was, sir."
" And did he say anythin'—anythin' you didn't

like? Bekase if he did, and if it's that that's

grieven' you, I'll
—" And here he swore with all

the energy of an old seaman—"I '11 make him re-

pint it the longest day he lives—ould as I am, I '11

break every bone in his skin before to-morrow
night, if he has said an uncivil word to my little

girl."
" O no, he did n't,—he did n't, indeed," said his

niece, alarmed in her turn. "There's nothin'

at all the matter wit me now, uncle, only I was
low and sick all day, whin you wor away ; an'

it was just the aisin' of my heart that made me
cry."

" Well," said her uncle, "I don't understand
the ways of you women, Norry ; but if it is n't well

you are, jewel, you 'd better go to bed, for it 's

* Collop, a head of black cattle.
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time anyhow, an' so will I. Good night, and God
bless you, child."

The blessing smote upon the ear of the guilty

girl like the knell of a parental imprecation.

The thought of the unworthy part she was acting

sunk bitterly upon her heart : she bid her uncle

good night, and eager to escape from the pain

which she conceived his presence inspired, she

quickly shut herself up in her little chamber.
But when alone, the distraction of the girl's

feelings became even greater than it was before,

as she had no need of an effort to command them, in

order to save appearances. One moment she

thought of her engagement to young M'Gloghlin,
and the degrading situation in which she stood, if

she dared to disoblige him. The next, her mind
dwelt upon the kind confidence and affectionate

words of her uncle, and again she wept bitterly,

and flung herself upon her bed in an agony of

doubt as to the course she should take. Her first

resolution was, to lie still, and to tell Connor the

next day, that she could not bring herself to do

what he had desired,—to trust that he would yiel.d

to the urgency of her excuses ; or, should the

worst come to the worst, to bear the shame and
punishment of the error she had already commit-
ted, rather than go on in the waj^s of guilt. But
scarcely was the resolution formed, when the

thought of the probable consequences of it, came
with redoubled force upon her imagination. She
pictured to herself the fierce impatience of her
lover,—which she had more than once lately been
obliged to witness,—his anger, and perhaps his

abandonment of her to shame and scorn. She
thought of her uncle, and the effect that such an
event would have upon him,—his affection for her
perhaps turned to contempt,—his pride in her, be-

come his shame and disgrace. The sting of this

reflection was more than the unhappy girl could
bear ; she sprang up from her bed—her candle had
been extinguished, but a ray of light from the

outer room gleamed through a crevice in the door
of her little apartment. Almost without a con-
sciousness of what she was doing, she stole softly

to the door, and kneeling down looked through the
erevice

.

Her uncle was in the act of carrying over the
table from the centre to one corner of the room,
upon which he placed a chair, and mounting upon
it, reached up his hand, and took from between
the inner surface of the thatch and the rafter above
his head, the old stocking which contained his

treasure ; then taking from his pocket the notes

he had received at the fair, he thrust them into

the stocking, and doubling it up, returned it to its

hiding place.

Having removed the chair and table to their

former situations, he took away the candle to his

own room, and Norah looked upon darkness.
" Well," said she, talking to herself as she

arose, " Connor M'Gloghlin, I've done your bid-

din', an' well it would have been for me that I

had never seen your face, for complyin' wit your
wishes has made me commit sin every way.

—

Oh, hone! " she continued, wringing her hands,
" would I have thought a twelvemont ago, that

this blessed night, I 'd have sat up to watch my
poor ould uncle like a thief, to see where he put

his money ? O Connor, Connor, it 's little I thought
you'd make me suffer dthis-a-way ! " and again

the girl wept, and laying down, cried herself to

sleep.

It is fortunate for those in the humbler condi-

tions of life, that when suffering under the anxie-

ties to which all conditions are liable, and destitute

of those resources of comfort which friends and
fortune put in the power of those of higher rank

;

the necessity they are under of actively applying

themselves to their daily toil, serves to invigorate

their minds, and to dissipate that weight of sorrow

which would otherwise bow them to the earth. It

was a fine sunny morning when Norah rose ; her

uncle had already gone out to the fields, and she

too had to set about her morning tasks. The
cows were to be milked, the calves fed, the young
turkeys to be looked after, and various other little

matters to be attended to, which required active

exertion in the open air ; so that she had hardly

time to think of her troubles, before her uncle

came in to breakfast, and he was well pleased to

find her, with so little sign of the agitation of the

preceding evening.
" Morrow to ye, Norry," said he, as he came

in. " Thim wearry young turkeys, Norry,—did

you see after thim this mornin' ? If one doesn't

keep a sharp look-out, they die, the craturs, for no
raison at all at all, but just as if it was out of con-

trariness."
" I fed thern all this mornin', and they're all

quite well," said Norah.
"I'm glad you were able, child, to see after

thim," returned her uncle, " and that you look

better yourself this mornin' ; some little bit of a

squall upset you last night, but it 's fine wedther
and smooth sailin' this mornin' wit you agin."

Norah suppressed a sigh, and assented.

Twelve o'clock at noon brought young M'Glogh-
lin to the door, before which time Norah had made
a resolution, which unfortunately she was in the

sequel not able to keep. He did not waste much
time in salutations, but proceeded immediately to

his business.
" Did he sell the cattle yesterday

1

?" said he.
" Yes," replied the girl.

" Well, and did you do as I said?"

"Oh, Connor!" said she, "is it nothin' else

but that muney you do be thinkin' of?"
" To be sure, why shouldn't I think of it?" re-

plied he, " and surely," his face growing red with

anger, as he spoke, "you didn't forget, Norry,

what I told you to do yesterday?"

"Forget!" said the girl, "oh no! I wish I

did, and thin I would n't have the sin on my con-

science of watchin' him, and seein' him put up his

own hard urnins, that he has a good right to put

where he plases, and I not to care, for he never

begridged (grudged) thim on me."
" Then you know where the stockin' is?" said

M'Gloghlin, with an eagerness that evinced his

pleasure at what she had just told him, " Where
was it he kept it so snug?"

" I '11 not tell you, Connor M'Gloghlin," said

Norahj with an air of firmness which surprised

and disconcerted him ;
" an' listen to me now,

what I 'm goin' to say. I know well enough what
you have in your power, after what has passed
between us two

; you may, though I don't think

you 'd have the cruel heart, Connor, to do it—but
I know you can, if you please, lave me in shame
an' disgrace, to be scorned and looked down upon
be the poorest of the neighbors

;
yet, bad as I '11

be, I '11 have some excuse that my heart led me
astray, an' no one '11 have it to say that I desinded
to the mane villyany of bein' a thief, an' robbin'

my poor ould uncle of his hard-earned money ; and
so, Connor, don't ask me agin, for I won't do it."
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There was something in the girl's manner so

decisive, that M'Gloghlin saw at once the neces-

sity of finding- some new motive to work her up to

the vile act to which his scheme had all along

tended, and there was a readiness about the villain

which soon determined the new course he should

take.
" Well, Norry," said he, with a softened tone,

" what you say about the muney is true enough,
an' I like you the better for it ; an' as for desartin'

you, it 's meself that would be long sorry to do
any such roguish turn ; but I am afeard I must bid

you a long farewell for all that, for since I can't

get the muney, I must go to jail to-morrow evenin';

an' long enough I may be there, before any one '11

relieve me."
" To jail !" said the terrified girl. "Oh, Con-

nor, don't say that. My God, what will become
of us!"

" It 's true enough, Norry ; if the muney I owe
is not paid by to-morrow at twelve o'clock, in the

evening I '11 be taken to Limeric jail, and put in-

side four bare walls, where I suppose I must die

of cold and starvation, for my father will be so

mad when he hears of it, that I know he '11 never
give me a halfpenny, nor send near me to know if

I 'm dead or alive."
" Connor, jewel," said Norah, crying ;

" you
mustn't go to jail. Is there no way in the world
that you could settle it?"

" None at all, barrin' I could get the muney
somewhere, even if it was for a little while ; maybe
I 'd be able to pay it back afore long. But sure,

if you think it wrong to take it, Norry, I must
only meet my fate, an' I hope you '11 sometimes
think of poor Connor when he 's in confinement,
an' can't come near you."
"Oh, they shan't take you, Connor," sobbed

the girl ;
" I '11 get you the notes to-night, an' I

pray Jasus you may be able to give them back to

me soon, an' ase my conscience of the sin of takin'

them."
" That 's my good little girl," said M'Gloghlin,

his countenance brightening at the success of his

scheme. " I knew you would n't see me brought
to such distress if you could help me. To be sure,
I '11 give you back the muney as soon as ever I

can ; an' in the mane time, here 's the notes I

tould you of, to put in the place of them you take
;

they '11 just do as well to fill the ould stockin' as
any other," said he, as he gave Norah a bundle
of flash notes, such as sharpers at races and fairs

are generally supplied with. "An' I haven't for-

got my promise neither, Norry," continued he.
" Do you get the muney as soon as your uncle is

asleep, an' meet me as soon as day breaks in the

mornin' at the little boat-quay ; I '11 have a boat

ready, an' we'll start at oncet over to Kilrush,

where the priest '11 be ready, an' you '11 come
home Mrs. M'Gloghlin, in less than no time."

" I '11 do what you bid me, Connor," said No-
rah, well pleased that the marriage, which was
becoming every day more necessary to her repu-

tation, as well as to the comfort of her own feel-

ings, was no longer to be postponed ;
" but will

the priest marry us, d' ye think ? for you know
there is one of us," looking at M'Gloghlin, " that

does n't go to mass."
"Never you fear that," replied M'Gloghlin.

"I'll warrant you he'll marry us when we ask

him, wid one o' them notes you 're to get me, in

my hand ; an', at all events, Father Gahagan here

below could prove something for him, if ever he

was attacked for marryin' me as a Protestant.

An' now, Norry, jewel, I must bid you good-by
till the mornin'. Be sure you get the muney, or

we are ruined, and come to me very earlv."
* # # # " #

It was about three o'clock on a fine summer
morning, in the grey light and chilling air of the

half-hour that precedes sunrise, that Norah Sulli-

van, carefully drest in white beneath, but wrapped
in a bluish-grey duffle cloak externally, stole down
from her uncle's cottage, towards the bank of the

river, with his hard earnings secreted in the bosom
of her gown.

Scarcely had she reached halfway to the shore,

when, as she crossed the last field of her uncle's

farm, a hare, startled by her early footsteps,

bounded across the path, and Norah, as she blessed

herself, could not help thinking it looked super-

naturally large, and boded no auspicious issue to

her journey. Often and fearfully did she look

back at the cottage, to see that none had been
awakened by her departure, or tracked her foot-

steps, nor did she feel secure until she saw
M'Gloghlin advancing from the place where he
had moored his boat.
" Have you brought the notes?" he eagerly in-

quired, in an under tone, as he held out both his

hands to greet her. "Oh, it's the notes you
want, and not me?" answered Norah, cheerily,

as she now saw herself on the point, as she

thought, of being made an honest woman again.

—

" Well, I have thim, sure enough ; and I '11 keep
thim too, 'till thim words are said over us at Kil-

rush."

"Murder, Norry dear! Sure you don't think

I 'm goin' to run away from you at the church-

door?" replied M'Gloghlin, in the same light

tone, when he perceived that his design had fully

succeeded—"No, no; honor bright, I'll never

lave you now, jewel ; so give me the dirty papers,

an' there 's no fear of my losin' thim for want of

pockets, not all as one,"—and he glanced at No-
rah's well-shaped gown, which obviously disdained

all such old-fashioned and unbecoming appendages.
" Here they are, thin, an' a weary on them,"

said Norah ;
" God send us good luck with them,

for they cost me a sorrowful night's watching any

how ;" and her conductor lifted her into the boat.

The management of the vessel, and the design

he had in view, absolutely required the coopera-

tion of another with himself, and in consequence,

M'Gloghlin had the night before associated in his

plan, with the promise of a considerable bribe, a

miscreant of the lowest grade, named Nicholas

Sheehan, an elder and bolder villain than himself,

who had been his instigator and abettor in more
than one atrocity already.

This fellow very readily joined in his scheme,
and seemed to rejoice, even with a sort of savage
exultation, at the thought of shedding blood for a
reward. He now speedily set the sail, while
M'Gloghlin, with Norah by his side, took the

helm, and they floated quickly down the river in

the direction of the north shore, as if to make Kil-

rush. They were just off Labash-kedah, where
the receding of the shore, in a winding bay, ren-

ders the river particularly broad, when Sheehan,
who, till now, had lain stretched in silence along
the bow of the boat, slowly stood up, and looked
around on every side. Here and there along the

coast of Clare a wreath of thin blue smoke be-

tokened that the inhabitants of the cabins were
already astir ; and the sun, just peering above the
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blue hills which lay in the eastern distance, gave

promise of a sunny joyous day. No other boat,

however, was yet stirring on the river ; and the

shores on both sides were too distant to render

either sight or sound of any being so diminutive as

man distinguishable. "Now!" uttered Sheehan
in a low emphatic voice, as he shuffled up to the

stern where the others sat. Norah, whom the

gentle motion of the boat gliding smoothly down
the glassy current, combined with the fresh and

pleasant air of the morning, had lulled into a day-

dream of future happiness ; her reputation saved,

her uncle reconciled, and she with her stalwart

and young husband the happy cheerful woman she

used to be ; wrapped in such far-off meditations,

she was startled by the portentous sound of Shee-

han's " Now !
" and looking up, she saw him ex-

change a glance of such diabolical intelligence

with M'Gloghlin as made her blood to curdle. In

the moment of her involuntary shudder, Sheehan
seized her round the waist with both his hands

;

she screamed, and made a convulsive effort to

catch and cling to M'Gloghlin, but he shook her-

rudely off, and exclaimed to his companion, " Over
with her now at once !

"

" Conner, for the love of God," shrieked the

agonized girl, " don't kill me—don't kill the baby
that isn't born !" But whilst uttering the words,

she was hurled into the air, and fell stunned and
heavily upon the water, some yards from the boat.

In the instant of the plash, and of her mortal ago-

ny, she exclaimed, "Blessed Queen of Heaven,
have mercy on my ." Before the sentence

was completed, a blow from the oar, which Shee-
han had snatched up, drove her with violence

beneath the surface. The stroke was on the head,

and fatal ; she sank rapidly a few yards, remained
suspended in the water, then slowly rose a yard

or two, when life became extinct ; a slight bubble

rose to the surface, and then they saw her white
dress gradually sinking deeper and deeper, till it

grew indistinct, as water is in water, and finally

disappeared

.

M'Gloghlin was still gazing in the direction of
the body ; and in the rush of disordered feelings

which crowded his mind, scarcely recollected that

he was himself the perpetrator of this foul murder,
or had any other interest in the scene before him
than that of an ordinary spectator, when he was
roused by the rough voice of Sheehan.—" Come,
Master Connor, we 've done the job cleverly, any
how

;
you 'd better put about ship now, if you

plase." M'Gloghlin made the necessary move-
ment of the helm in silence, and Sheehan shifted

the sail.

" It's a terrible thing to kill a woman !" were
the first words that broke from the former ; and

he brushed his eyes with the sleeve of his coat.

"Ith'n, what signifies it?" replied the other,

coolly ;
" sure it 's only one squeak, an' all 's over.

Never think you to cry after her, Master Connor,"
he added, observing M'Gloghlin's eyes looked

watery ;
" nor for any woman born, barrin' one,

and that 's the mother that bore you, agrah—divel

another woman on God's earth is worth any man's
sheddin' a tear for. I believe I cried at my ould

mother's berrin' myself, God be merciful to her

sowl. Here, sir, here 's somethin' to keep up your

sperrits;" and he smiled at his own wit, as he
handed M'Gloghlin a small black bottle of poteen.
" There, the thievin' gauger never baptized that

—bad luck to him ; I wisht we were after sarvin'

him the same turn this mornin', that we did to
—

"

" D—n it, don't talk about that," said M'Glogh-
lin, interrupting him hastily ; and taking a draught
from the bottle, he seemed to recover his natural

air of fierce hardihood. The boat soon reached the

shore, at a point some distance below that from
which they had set out, and the murderers leaped

upon the land.

The strange disappearance of Norah Sullivan

caused great astonishment, and much talk in the

neighborhood where she had lived ; not so much
because the girl had disappeared, for the violent

abduction of young women is not exceedingly rare

in the south of Ireland, as because no one could

tell how or where she had been carried away.
The old women talked about fairies, and the sto-

ries " their grannies tould thim when they wer
childer, of young people bein' sperrited away."
The young women said it was " a quare endin' to

all the fine coortin' that was goin' on betwane her-

self and the young squireen ;" while a party of

young squires, who, having hunted a fox to death
in the neighborhood, stopped for an hour to refresh

at the village inn, listened attentively to the story,

and came to the conclusion, nemine contradicente,

that it was all a d—d scheme of the priests to pre-

vent the girl marrying a Protestant, and to get her

uncle's money to themselves.

But amongst all these, were only two persons

who seemed to take poor Norah's disappearance

seriously and soberly to heart. The first of these

was the old man her uncle, who, because he really

loved the girl, and had felt her to be the support

of his old age, sought her everywhere, sometimes
sorrowing for her loss, and sometimes vehemently
declaring vengeance against whoever had stolen

her away ; for he never thought of imputing her

absence to voluntary flight, nor did the idea that

she was dead seem more than once or twice to

cross his mind.

The other, who seemed to take a great interest in

her fate, was Mr. Morton, a gentleman of property,

a clergyman, and a magistrate of the county, who,
living near the spot, and knowing all the circum-

stances of the case, was actuated by his regard for

justice, and for the old man Hourighan, who was
his tenant, to trace, as far as possible, the cause

of the girl's disappearance, and the place of her

concealment. He learned from her uncle the terms

upon which his niece was with M'Gloghlin, and

had made many inquiries about him, the result of

which was by no means favorable. He ascertained

that the day before the girl's disappearance,

M'Gloghlin had been at the cottage, and had not

been there again for three days ; that when he did

call he expressed the greatest astonishment at hear-

ing of Norah's disappearance, though it was almost

impossible that he should not have heard of it pre-

viously, as it had been talked of far and wide for

two days. He had not returned to the cottage any
more, and had been observed to be almost con-

stantly drunk ever since. All these circumstances

excited a degree of suspicion in Mr. Morton's mind,
which determined him to watch the young man
closely ; but the worst he conceived possible of

him was, that he had carried the young woman
somewhere, and kept her in confinement. He
was, however, soon undeceived.

It was about a fortnight after the disappearance

of his niece, that Farmer Hourighan was sent for

at an early hour by Mr. Morton. The old man
had a presentiment that he was to hear something
about his " little girl," and made haste to attend

the summons.
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"Have you heard anything about her, sir
1?"

said he, as soon as he entered Mr. Morton's par-

lor.

" I have heard some very bad news about your

niece, Hourighan, which it is necessary I should

inform you of at once," replied the magistrate.
" God is good, sir," said the old man. " What

is it?"
" I am very sorry to have to tell you, Hourighan,

that your niece is drowned."
"Drowned! your honor.—Christ Jasus' bless

us ? Whin—where 1—How could it be ?"

" That is all yet to be found out. All I know
is, that it is so. Sit down, Hourighan, my good
fellow, and be calm," continued Mr. Morton, in a

softened tone, as he observed the big tears to roll

down the weather-beaten cheeks of the old man.
" Sit down, and I will tell you what I have learn-

ed, and what we must now do."
" I thank your honor," said the old man, in the

broken Voice of grief. "I'll pay attention, sir.

My poor Norry—an' so she 's gone, after all !"

" Two fishermen," said the magistrate, " went
down to the edge of the river this morning at day-

break, to look at the salmon-nets, at a place about

three miles below this. They saw something
white lying a little below the surface of the water,

which they found to be the body of a young
woman. On examination, it has turned out to be

the corpse of your niece."

The old man checked himself, as he was about

to speak again ; but the tears burst afresh from his

eyes.
" The body is not so much decayed," continued

the magistrate, " as might have been expected,
from the long time it has probably been in the wa-
ter

; and I am informed there is the mark of a

dreadful blow on her head."
" Some villain murdered her, and threw her in,"

said Hourighan, starting up.—" The poor crathur !

God help her—I '11 pursue him all over the worlt,

the villain, so I will."
" Be quiet, Hourighan," said the magistrate,

" and attend to what I say. The blow I mentioned
has been probably given by some boat's keel in

passing over the body ; but that must be investi-

gated. The coroner's inquest will sit to-day at

two o'clock. I shall be there, and so must you,
and be as collected as possible. Try to recollect,

between this and then, all you can of what your
niece did and said for some time previous to her
disappearance, and I hope we shall yet find some
clew to this mysterious matter."
The old man went away, and at the appointed

time was present at the coroner's inquest, with the

magistrate. It was an exceedingly mournful thing

for those who had seen and known Norah Sulli-

van in life, to behold her cold remains lying upon
the rough strand of the river. Decay had pro-

ceeded so far, that the face had fallen in, and dis-

played a horrible ruin of its former beauty. Her
eyes were close shut, her arms extended towards

her head, and her hands firmly clenched. The
wound in her head was diligently examined by a

surgeon, who expressed great doubt of its having

been inflicted by a boat's keel, as had been sug-

gested. The skull was fractured in one long line,

which he said appeared to him to have happened
from the stroke of some edged but very blunt

instrument, which had descended perpendicularly

on the top of the head. On examining the body
further, it was discovered, with increased horror

and astonishment, that the young woman was
pregnant. Hourighan could only be made to

believe the fact, by the positive assurances of Mr.
Morton and the surgeon ; and then he insisted that

M'Gloghlin must be the author both of her dis-

honor and her death. " It must be he," said the

old man, " an' no one else, that destroyed her both
sowl and body."

" Is M'Gloghlin here?" said the magistrate to

a man whom he had sent for him early in the morn-
ing.

" No, your honor—he told me for to say to your
honor, that he had to go somewhere else to-day

upon a little bit of business."
" And if he did, why did you not deliver your

message before ? '

'

" Why, thin, to tell God's truth, your honor, 1

made him a sort of promise, that I would n't say a
word about him to man or mortal—barrin' I was
axed, and couldn't help it."

" Was this promise made at his requestV
" A thin, who else's, your honor?" replied the

man.
" You mean that it was made at his request ?"
" To be sure, your honor, that 's exactly what

I mane."
The inquest was adjourned to the next day,

when the presence of M'Gloghlin was procured.

His face looked pale, his eyes slightly blood-shot,

his hair disordered, and his whole appearance
wearing the signs of recent dissipation. As he
approached the body, those who marked him
closely observed a slight quiver of his frame, and a

nameless expression to pass over his face ; but he
made an effort to master his sensations, and the

agitation which he could not wholly command, he
covered by an air of light and careless effrontery.

The attempt which he made to smile, as he ac-

knowledged the criminal intercourse between the

young woman and himself, was checked by the

unspoken murmur of disgust which ran through
the assembled crowd ; but he acknowledged no
more, and with sullen hardihood, pronounced the

perjuries which were necessary to exonerate him
from all knowledge and participation in the death

of the unfortunate young woman.
" Young man," said the magistrate, when his

examination was concluded, "I beseech you, let

the dreadful circumstance we are now investigating

have its due and salutary influence upon your mind
;

and think not to harden your heart to the misery

and guilt, of which, by your own acknowledg-

ment, you have been in a great measure the au-

thor. How that unhappy young creature, who
was so unfortunate as to be the partner of your

guilty pleasures, has come to her untimely end,

we can only conjecture ; but whether by her own
act, or by more desperate means, your mutual
crime has probably led to it. Circumstances may
yet turn up to enable us to judge more certainly

how the young woman came by her death ; and if

it was by violence, I trust the finger of God will,

in his own good time, and by the means which he
thinks best, point out the murderer. You, sir,

may now depart, I hope to think of this business

with a more serious and contrite heart than your
most unbecoming behavior this day would warrant
us in expecting."

M'Gloghlin hung down his head, and slowly

walked away—afraid to look around him, yet un-
willing, by a speedy retreat, to show any symp-
toms of fear. The inquiry terminated, and the

jury were under the necessity of recording a ver-

dict which merely related the circumstances under
which the body was found.

The questionable death of poor Norah did not
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prevent the usual ceremonies and absurdities of an

Irish wake. Tobacco was smoked, whiskey was
drunk, and many a gosiping story told, while the

bright blaze of nine lighted candles shone around
the senseless corpse, as if it were in mockery of

the darkness of death which had forever sealed up
its eyelids. The old man sat apart in a corner,

refusing to be comforted—occasionally, as if un-

conscious of what he was doing, he seized a pipe,

and smoked a few whirls; and then, recollecting

himself, he would lay it down, and resume his

gloomy and tearless inactivity.

In a day or two Norah was buried, and the

memory of the transaction would probably soon

have died away, like a tale that is told, but that

Mr. Morton still exerted himself to obtain every

possible information of all that related to it, by
inquiries from those who knew the girl or

M'Gloghlin. One morning, about three weeks
after the body was found, his servant informed

him, " there was one below that wanted to spake
to him if he plased."

" Who is it, Dennis ?" said Mr. Morton.
" 'T is Jim Rooney, your honor, that goes about

sellin' the sales an' rings, and things like what
they used to sell in Essex Bridge, when we wor
in Dublin, sir."

" And what can he want with me—has any one
been robbing or cheating him

1?"

" Oh, devil a fear of that, your honor—be
my sowl, he 'd get up early that id chate Jim
Rooney."
" So I should think myself, Dennis—but the

next time I ask you a question, you need not

swear when you answer it.—Tell Rooney, that if

it be to sell something he wants, I won't buy it,

and therefore he need not trouble himself and me,
by coming near me—if it be any other business,

you may desire him to come up stairs."

The magistrate was pretty sure, that under this

condition of admittance, Rooney the pedlar would
not seek his presence, and was not a little surprised

when he saw him enter, bowing and scraping, and
without his pack. " I beg your honor's pardon,"
said Rooney, " for makin' so bould as to ask to

see your honor ; but it 's what I wanted to spake
to you about a thing that I know your honor takes

a concern in, and so I thought maybe you 'd like

to know it."

" What is that, Rooney ? Tell me what you
have to say ; and as I know you 're a clever fellow,

tell it in the plainest and shortest manner possi-

ble."

There is no uneducated people in the world
more naturally polite, or more open to the influ-

ence of kind and flattering language from others,

than the lower orders of the Irish. Rooney, anx-
ious to show at once both his willingness and abil-

ity to obey a request put in so agreeable a form,

lost no time in entering upon his story.

" I know your honor wishes to find out all you
can about Norry Sullivan, Mr. Hourighan's
niece, that was found dead in the Shannon."

" Yes, certainly," said the magistrate, with
eager attention.

" Well, your honor, only two or three days
afore she was missin', the cratur, I sould her a

gould brooch,—an' I could swear to the same
brooch, bekase it had a little bit of damage on
one side of it, an' be the same token, I sould it

chape on account of that same. Well, behould

you, sir, yesterday, whin I was goin' along the

road quate an' asy, Pat Doolan's little gossoon
comes up to me, and siz he to me, siz he, ' Would
you buy this?' siz he ; an' I knew at oncet it was
the very same I sould to the poor young woman,
the Lord be merciful to her sowl ! So I questioned

him how he came by it, an' I made out that he
found it in his father's boat, just about the time
she was lost. I knew his father very well, your
honor,—he 's a dacent, honest, poor man, as ever

was,—so I wint to him to spake about it ; and,

when I tould him, up he jumps, and slaps the ta-

ble, your honor, and siz he to me, siz he, ' By
the holy farmer !'—that was the oat' he swore,

—

' that was the mornin' young Mr. M'Gloghlin
borry'd my boat, an' I '11 be bail she must have
been wit him, an' dropt it.'

"

" Did he say M'Gloghlin borrowed his boat the

morning the young woman disappeared?" asked
the magistrate, eagerly.

"He did, your honor; an' that's what I

thought you 'd like to know."
" You were right. Go and bring Doolan to me

as fast as you can."
Rooney departed on his mission, while Mr.

Morton paced up and down his study, wrapped in

thought, and anxiously awaiting his return. Had
M'Gloghlin slain a man, in any of those outrages

which are so lamentably frequent in the south of

Ireland, it is not probable that the common people,

even though they were certain of his having com-
mitted the crime, would have given the magistrate

any aid to seize or to convict him ; but there was
something so revolting to the wild sentiment of

their character in the seduction and murder of a
young woman, that the bare suspicion of it was
enough to excite their liveliest efforts towards the

detection of the perpetrator ;—and perhaps the

circumstance of the suspected man being a reputed

Protestant, did not render them the less anxious

to give the investigation all the aid in their

power.

Mr. Morton ascertained, that the evening be-

fore the disappearance of Hourighan's niece,

M'Gloghlin had asked for the boat, which he said

he wanted for an hour or two, early in the morning,

to go a little way down the river ; and that he had
returned it, after having made use of it, before

breakfast the same morning. The magistrate was
endeavoring to see how he could connect this cir-

cumstance with the others with which he was al-

ready acquainted, when he was interrupted by the

entrance of Hourighan in great agitation.

The old man had been so regular in all his

movements, that it had been true, as stated by
M'Gloghlin to Norah, that he never went to his

treasure in the old stocking but to add to it. A
particular fair, which happened just at the time

when he paid his half-yearly rents, always sup-

plied him with money for that purpose, and the

consumption of his cottage was not supplied by
money, but from the farm. The outlay for his

niece's funeral was, however, an unforeseen ex-

pense, for the defraying of which he had that

morning had recourse to his stocking, and, to his

utter amazement and terror, found that worthless
counterfeits had been substituted for his money.
The poor old man was stunned and distracted.

The kind of grief with which he was afflicted did

not make him insensible to the loss of his property,
but added a terrified bewilderment to his feelings

;

he saw his calamities multiplying,—he felt as if

the world were slipping from under his feet,—and
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as soon as he recovered sufficient recollection, he

hurried to the magistrate to seek for advice and

consolation.
" This is very extraordinary indeed !" said Mr.

Morton, when he heard the story. " How long is

it since you looked at your money before ?"

After some time, Hourighan was able to recol-

lect, that it was only an evening or two before his

niece's disappearance that he had put money into the

stocking ; but any examination of the contents he

had not made for many a day. As, however, even

the last money he had put in was gone, it was
clear, that since that time a part, if not the whole,

of the theft had been committed. The old man
knew nothing of the number of the notes ; but he
knew the person from whom he got the last sum
he had received ; and as he was a Quaker, and,

like most of his sect, extremely regular and cor-

rect in his business, it was thought probable that

he might be able to give some information about

the notes ; and to him Hourighan rode off at once,

accompanied by Mr. Morton, who now began to

feel a strong suspicion of the foul villany which
had actually been practised.

" If thee can tell me the day I bought thy cat-

tle, friend," said the Quaker, drawing out a little

book, " I can give thee full information as to the

notes with which I paid thee."

The day was mentioned, and he not only told

them the number and description of the notes, but

added, that one of them had come back to him that

very morning, in a remittance from Limeric.

This was just the clew which the magistrate

wanted, and he lost no time in pursuing it. After

a week's labor, and no small difficulty he traced

the note, as he had almost expected he should, to

have been paid by M'Gloghlin to a person in the

neighborhood of Limeric who dealt in horses

;

and, in the course of his inquiries, he also found,

that a notorious schemer and swindling jockey,

who was in the habit of frequently getting drunk
with young M'Gloghlin, had been thrown into jail

a few days before on suspicion of horse-stealing,

and certainly of having endeavored to pass upon a
countryman some of the flash notes similar to those
which were found in Hourighan's stocking.

Mr. Morton now issued a warrant for the ap-
prehension of M'Gloghlin ; but the matter having
got wind, and the rural officers of the law not
being either quite so prompt or so expert as the
well-trained hawks of the grand falconer Sir Rich-
ard Birnie, the bird was flown ere they reached
his nest ; but it was known that he could not have
escaped to any distance, and the magistrate still

continued to collect evidence, in the hope that, if

he could bring the proof home to him, he would
be able to find M'Gloghlin before long. After

some delay the jockey who was in jail, in the hope
of thereby gaining some advantage for himself,

gave voluntary information, that he had supplied

M'Gloghlin with a parcel of flash notes, which he
said he would know again, as, in order to make them
look more like genuine notes which had been in

circulation, he had himself written different names
upon the backs of them. The papers were pro-

duced to him, and were identified as the very

same which M'Gloghlin had received. So far a

connection between him and the robbery was cir-

cumstantially established, but whether this was
connected with the death of the young woman
still remained a mystery.
By one of those strange coincidences which

have been remarked so many times to occur in

case of mysterious murder, as if specially ap-
pointed by Providence to bring the perpetrators
to punishment, additional evidence was procured
which left little doubt that the young woman had
been murdered, and that M'Gloghlin was concern-
ed in it.

There was an old man and his wife who lived
in a small and wretched cottage between the shore
and Hourighan's cottage, on the side of a hill

which commanded a view of the water's edge, and
they possessed one cow which was all their world-
ly goods. The man had a brother, an old soldier,

who was a pensioner in the Kilmainham hospital,

in Dublin, and who died there, leaving some few
pounds, which he had saved by selling his allow-
ance of cheese, and doing without tobacco. On
the very morning on which Norah Sullivan had
disappeared, the countryman set off for Dublin, as
he said himself, " to recave his brother's fortune
that he had left him ;" and having arrived there
safely, and received the said fortune, amounting
to five pounds and eighteenpence, he, being of a
very different disposition from his brother, remain-
ed nearly six weeks in Dublin, and, as he ate very
little, he contrived, with the money he received,
to keep himself extremely drunk during nearly
the whole of that time. At length he arrived at

home, much in the same state as he went away,
save that his brogues were worn out, and his hat,

if possible, more crushed and shapeless than when
he left home. On his arrival, he heard, for the
first time, the story of the tragical end of Houri-
ghan's niece, and very soon after, he sought the
magistrate, to whom he made the following im-
portant communication :

—

" Plase your honor, sir, it was comin' in day-
light o' the mornin' that mysel' and the ould wo-
man (meaning thereby his wife) had fixed I was
to go to Dublin, to see after my brother's fortin

—

he that 's dead ; may his sowl rest in glory, I pray
God—an' bad fortin it was to me to go take such
a journey into foreign parts, I may say, where I

was robbed, and kilt, and murdthered entirely.

But sure enough, your honor, our cow was sick

—

she 's bether since, glory to God ; and I got up
arely to give her a warm dthrink. It was just afore

sunrise—I remimbir it as well as if it was yister-

day ; an' lookin' down to the river to see what
sorte of a day it id be, I seen young M'Gloghlin
come up from a boat that had another man in it,

that I did n't know, an' a young woman, wit a grey
cloak on, met him. I didn't see her face at all,

but only her back, and the two set down together

in the boat, and pushed off. I tuk no notice, be-

kase what business had I ? An I knew Mr.
M'Gloghlin was a wild young fellow, an' maybe
had some call to the girl. Well, your honor, afore

I left home I saw the boat come back with only
the two men in her, but I tuk no notice thin either,

bekase, siz I, suppose they put her ashore some-
where doun the river a bit, siz I

"

" Who did you say this to?" said the magis-
trate.

" Oh, only to myself, sir—sorrow one else ; an'
thin off I wint, an' never heard a word more about
it 'till last night, when I came home. So I thought
it looked very quare, what I 've been tellin' your
honor, an' I was resolved to come t'ye."

" Did the woman you saw, appear to be coming
from the direction of Hourighan's house ?"

" Troth it was, your honor, that very direction."

The man's depositions were taken; another

warrant made out for the apprehension of M'Glogh-
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lin, and two mounted police sent for, to endeavor

to put it in execution.

The next evening the magistrate received posi-

tive information, that young M'Gloghlin had been

seen that morning, at a very early hour, stealing into

his father's house, and that he was probably still

there. He at once determined to make a strong effort

for his apprehension ; and taking the two mounted
police and some other attendants with him, he pro-

ceeded, as daylight fell, to the residence of the

elder M'Gloghlin. An hour's riding brought them
to the spot ; the appearance of the place, like that

of many of the residences of the better sort of far-

mers in Ireland, indicated plenty, without what the

English call comfort—some finery, and no neat-

ness. There was a sloping lawn before the house,

which seemed not to have felt the plough, or the

hand of the weeder, for a century. A road was
made to sweep round before the door, which had
once been bounded by posts connected by light

chains ; but all the chains and some of the posts

were broken, and the road itself seemed to have
been abandoned by foot-passengers, in favor of a
" shorter cut," a narrow footpath, which ran down
the centre of the lawn, and terminated by a gap in

the hedge at the bottom, and which the servants

and the sheep found a more convenient method of

getting to the road, than going round by the gate.

At this gate, however, Mr. Morton halted; and
desiring the two mounted police to leave their

horses with the others, who were to watch that no
one escaped from the premises, he advanced to the

house. He was admitted without difficulty, and
could perceive, by the manner of those whom he
addressed, that his appearance was not altogether

unexpected. He told them at once, and in cour-

teous and compassionate language, the object of

his visit, and required, that if the young man were
there, he should be given up. He was answered
by the mother of young M'Gloghlin, the same who
was mentioned in the beginning of our story.

She had been a beauty in her youth, but was
now a coarse and bold-featured woman ; her eyes
still flashed with something of the vivacity of for-

mer times, and her face was flushed with passion.

"Give him up!" said she. "And why should
we give him up to you, supposin' that he is

here ? What call have you to him ? Did he ever

do you any harm ? and why should you want to

murdther the boy, that I b'lieve would n't know
you if he was lookin' you in the face?—You
may go your ways, Mr. Morton, an' mind your
prachein', if you have any to mind, for you '11 get

none of him here."
" I am sorry, sir," said the magistrate, address-

ing her husband, " to do what must be so painful

to you ; but I have positive information, and must
search the house—the officers are in the hall."

" Sarche away, thin," said the woman ; "an'
may the

"

Her husband checked the curse which was com-

ing to her lips, and ordering her sternly to be

quiet, the men proceeded on their search. They
could not find him in the dwelling house.

" I cannot discharge my duty," said Mr. Morton,
" without having your out-offices also searched

;

and as it is now almost dark, I must request you

will send some one with a light to guide us to

them." He purposely watched the countenance

of the woman, and perceived it shaken by agitation

at his proposal to proceed with the search, but fear

of her husband kept her silent.

Old M'Gloghlin merely answered, he might do
as he pleased.

" Will you let this boy carry the light?" said

the magistrate, pointing to a thin but hardy-look-
ing fair-haired boy, of ten or twelve years of age,
who had sat looking sharply on, at every turn of
the policemen, but had never uttered a word.
This lad was the brother of young M'Gloghlin,
but Mr. Morton did not know that ; and he thought
that from his youth, he would be less apt to de-

ceive them in their search than any one else in the

house. In this, however, he was mistaken : the
boy was quiet and silent in his manners, but pos-
sessed more acuteness than all the rest in the
house put together. He looked at his father when
he heard the question put ; and gathering his as-

sent from the expression of his eye, he arose to

take the light.

" No—dinny—no," cried his mother, rushing
forward ; and then as if suddenly recollecting her-

self,
—" Well, thin, do, but— ;" and she bent over

the boy, and whispered in his ear, " but dinny,

darlin',—mind what you're about—lade thim off,

an' you '11 see what I '11 give you. An' if you
doan't," continued she, clenching her teeth, " I '11

dash your brains out whin they 're gone."
The boy neither answered nor trembled, but led

the way for the policemen, with a small lantern

in his hand. There was a gentleness and sim-

plicity in the lad's manner, which led Mr. Morton
to think, that if he were cross-questioned, or

threatened, he would be able to obtain from him
the information, whether the person he sought for

was in the place or not ; but he felt an instinctive

abhorrence towards inducing the boy to betray the

young man, villain as he believed him to be, and
he therefore chose rather to trust to the vigilance

of his search.

The way led through a farm-yard, filled with

stacks of hay and corn, which the policemen pro-

posed to prod with their swords, as the object of

their search might possibly be concealed within

them.
" But you might wound him, or kill him, if he

really were there," said the magistrate, " which
you have no right to do. unless he makes violent

resistance."
" If that be all you 're afraid of, sir," said the

boy, " they may prod away—they '11 hurt no one

there, I '11 warrant, except it be the mice that

make nests in the stacks, and that '11 do us no

harm."
" Some of this hay appears to have been tossed

about lately?"
" Yes, sir, they were bringin' it up to the loft

for the horses."
" Where is the loft?"
" There 's two or three of them, sir—I '11 show

them to you."
He led the way along a little passage, bounded by

a hedge, from which the little birds flew out, start-

led by the light, as it passed. "The poor little

birds, sir, is frightened as if you were serchin' for

them. It's a pity to disturb them, sir, is n't it?

poor things that 's tired enough, I '11 engage,
flyin' about wit their little wings all day."

" Is it possible," thought the magistrate, " that

this boy can talk so lightly, if he really knows the
man to be lurking about here ? I think we must
have been wrongly informed, after all

"

They examined three lofts without success ; and
the boy, after holding the lantern for them, with
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great patience, was proceeding back by the way
they had come, when Mr. Morton remarked another

small building in a corner of the enclosure which
they had not gone into.

" It 's only an ould lumber-house," said the boy.
" I see some marks on the ground, as if hay

had been carried into it lately," observed Mr. Mor-
ton.

The boy, for the first time, betrayed a slight

hesitation, as he answered "Maybe they did put

hay into it—sometimes they do." But still he
held back, and seemed anxious they should return

without examining farther.

" We must trouble you to bring the light there,

my boy," said the magistrate. " We must exam-
ine every place."

They found, on entering the lower apartment,

that it was, as the boy had said, a lumber-house,
where old cart wheels, and hay forks, and scythe

handles lay scattered about. In one corner, how-
ever, they discovered a step ladder, and a trap-

door above it leading into the loft.

" I suppose I need n't go up, sir?" said the lit-

tle guide ; "it 's the same just as this place."
" We must see it, though," replied the magis-

trate ;
" it will not keep you long."

The boy slowly ascended the ladder, and the

magistrate motioned to one of the men to follow.

The man looked, however, rather suspiciously at

the narrow trap-door, and observed that if there

were any one above, it was very dangerous, as one
man in such a situation might knock a regiment on
the head before they could get into the loft.

" I shall lead the way, then," said Mr. Morton,
as he ascended into the apartment unmolested, fol-

lowed by the two men. There was lumber in the

room, and some sheaves of straw piled against the

walls, which the policemen prodded with their

swords, still without success, and they were about
to descend, when it occurred to Mr. Morton, that

the boy had not walked about in the room as in

the other places, but had stood with his back to

one particular spot, shading it from the light, while
he held the lantern towards the other places which
the men examined. He therefore turned back, and
looking steadily at the boy, he thought he saw
him slightly start, as he told the men they should
look in that spot which they had omitted. There
was an old trunk in the spot, which had a quantity

of hay piled upon it, over which were loosely

thrown a few old sacks.

"You'll spoil the sacks, if you thrust your
swords there," said the boy.

" We '11 take them away first, then," said one
of the men. He did so—and struck his sword
into the hay—a loud shriek followed the thrust,

and young M'Gloghlin sprung from the hay, and
surrendered himself. The sword had not touched

him, and had he lain still he might have escaped

;

but the danger was too much for his nerves, and

he fell unwounded into their hands.

He was unprepared for resistance, and did not

attempt it, but in sullen silence suffered his hands

to be secured, and was led down to the yard. His
mother, who, at a little distance, had followed the

whole search, muttering a thousand praises of her
" darlin' little cute white-headed boy," for whom,
until this instance of his dexterity in endeavoring
to elude the vigilance of the police officers, she had
never shown much symptom of affection, was now
almost frantic at the capture of her favorite son.

" Let my boy go, you hell hounds," said she.

rushing towards the policemen—and then perceiv-

ing the utter helplessness of violence, she threw
herself upon her knees before the magistrate, and
clasping her hands, besought his mercy with all

the vehemence of the strongest of all earthly

feelings, a mother's affection for a favorite son.

He was wicked, and she knew him to be so—her
own heart was vicious and deceitful ; but one spot

in it was still loyal to nature and a mother's love,

and in the passionate agony of fear and affection,

she sunk in the dust before the magistrate, and
besought his compassion on her misery.
" Oh, Mr. Morton," she exclaimed, " Mr. Mor-

ton, jewel, don't take him away from me—don't

take away my boy—my darlin' boy, to murd-
ther and destroy him. I '11 engage for him he '11

never do anything wrong again—I '11 watch him
myself for you, day and night; but oh, lave him
wit me, an' may Christ an' the Blessed Queen of

Heaven, pour blessin's upon you forever an'

ever!"
"I am exceedingly sorry," said Mr. Morton,

much affected by the woman's vehemence of man-
ner, " exceedingly sorry, indeed, for this unfortu-

nate occurrence ; but there is a public duty to be

performed, and what you ask is altogether impos-

sible."
" Oh, dear Mr. Morton, don't say so," said

the wretched mother, still on her knees. " Oh,
think of your own children, sir, an' how you 'd feel

if they were taken away to be butchered, and their

mother left like me to die of great sorrow and a
broken heart—he 's my eldest boy, sir, one of the

only two I ever had, an' for the love of Christ,

don't take him away to kill him !"

" Rise from your knees, unhappy woman," said

Mr. Morton ;
" or if you remain, pray to God for

some peace and comfort under your calamity, and
not to me, who can yield you nothing. Your son

must submit to the course of justice—he is charg-

ed with dreadful crimes."
" It is a lie.—It is a lie," said the wretched

woman, starting up :
" you want to destroy him,

you want his blood—ay, you hard-hearted villain,

that 's what you want ; an' may my curse, an' the

curse of all belongin' to me, torment you while

you live, an' gnaw your sowlin hell, where you '11

surely be afore long !"

"Take him away, take him away," said the

magistrate, " this is too shocking."

I omit the details of the trial of M'Gloghlin.

The evidence against him was arranged with all

the skill and care of which it was capable. The
best "counsellors" were employed, and no trial

for many a long year and day excited so intense an

interest. He was a Protestant, or at least so

reputed, and an opinion was abroad amongst the

people, which the priests did by no means discour-

age, that " unless they," that is, the authorities

of the land, " could n't help it, he would not be

found guilty." Found guilty, however, he was,
after a most patient investigation, and a very long

deliberation of the jury.

Then the report ran through the populace, that

although found guilty, he would not be executed
;

they were sure he would get a reprieve, and that

justice would not be done upon a Protestant for

murdering a Catholic. M'Gloghlin all along

denied the murder : his sole defence was his own
simple and determined denial that he had mur-
dered Norah Sullivan. The morning of execution

arrived, and still the people could not believe he

was to die. A coach was procured to carry him

from the jail to the scaffold—the horses, frighten-
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ed at something- in the crowd, ran away, and the

wretched man handcuffed as he was, through the

instinct of self-preservation, burst open the door,

and jumped out, lest he should be overturned.

Even this circumstance the people laid hold upon,

to strengthen their favorite idea, that he was not

to suffer the punishment due to his crimes—they

said it was a trick to cause delay, and that he

would be taken back to jail. They were again

mistaken. The horses were stopped, M'Gloghlin

put into the carriage, borne to the place of execu-

tion, and hanged ; but not until he was dead, and

in accordance with the tenor of his sentence, his

body given to the surgeons to be anatomized,

would the common people believe, that the sever-

ity of the law would be actually enforced against

one who was neither a poor man nor a Roman
Catholic. In more recent times, however, this

feeling has greatly died away.
M'Gloghlin died as he had lived, sullen, and

ferocious, and with his last breath protesting a lie.

He asserted to the very last that he was not guilty

of the murder. This circumstance caused some
uneasiness to those, whom the circumstantial evi-

dence had convinced of his guilt ; but in about a

year afterwards, his associate Sheehan, who was
also executed for the murder of a soldier in an affray

about a private still, made, while under sentence, a

full confession of the matter, which explained

M'Gloghlin's denial to have arisen from his not

having actually committed the murder with his

own hands—and afforded the materials for the

foregoing tale.

The North British Review. No. I. London.

This is the first number of a periodical rival to

the Edinburgh Review, not opposed to it in general

politics, but seeking to rally and unite the literary

talent of the great body who have lately seceded

from the Scotch establishment. It has long been
thought that, apart from any differences of religious

opinion, there was ample room in Scotland for a

second Liberal review, which should employ the

literary talent now excluded from the great north-

ern organ, and at the same time minister to the

growing tastes of the reading public. Of late,

too, it has been complained that the Edinburgh
Review has grown dull, that it has fallen into the

hands of a clique of doctrinaires whose vein is long
since exhausted, whose ideas are somewhat in

arrear of the age, and that at all events it is not a
Scotch but an English journal, the greater part of
whose contributors are old stagers residing in

England. At times an elaborate piece of mosaic
criticism appears from the pen of Macaulay, as

full of points, antithesis, and smart moralities as a

versified essay or satire by Pope ; but even Mac-
aulay is getting stale. People tire of whatever
is strained and full of effort. The writer who is

always attempting to say brilliant things becomes,

in the end, as intolerable as the perpetual diseur de

bons mots, who never can utter a plain word, but

is always striving to poke his fraction of sense at

you in an antithetical or would-be original form.

It is a kind of writing of which one or two speci-

mens suffice. Then, if we come to the other

crack writers—Lord Jeffrey has ceased to con-

tribute, and as for Lord Brougham, nobody cares

for his fierce slashing articles now that his charac-

ter is so well known. Where truth and earnest-

ness are wanting, all moral weight is lost.

—

"Unstable as water thou shalt not excel."

Carlyle alone of all that body of essayists has
produced lasting works that have more than a
passing interest, and will go down to posterity

;

but he, too, seems to have become convinced of

the futility of reviewing, and no longer chooses to

drag up hill the leaden lumbering disquisitions of

pedants and ephemeral wits. Finally, as an organ
of party, the Edinburgh Revieio participates in the

fate of the Whigs. As the lines of demarcation
which formerly separated them from the Conser-
vatives are fast being obliterated, and great ques-

tions, such as the factory question, the sanitory

question, the total repeal of the corn-laws, and the

whole host which arise out of the condition-of-

En gland question, are beginning to dwarf mere
party interests, it is felt that the periodical in

question is getting superannuated, or is retrograd-

ing to the condition of a merely literary review,

which may be rivalled, if not surpassed, by the

young blood of its neighbors.

Perhaps a few of these reasons may have led to

this new attempt to create a footing in the literary

circles of the northern metropolis for the North
British Review. It has been said that the era of
quarterly disquisitions of ponderous length has
gone by—that they have been supplanted by the

newspaper article ; but the increasing number of

these reviews, all of which, seemingly, find a

ready sale, and contain a large quantity of pains-

taking, laborious, creditable writing, seems rather

to prove the reverge of this allegation, and that the

increasing demand has more than kept pace with
the supply.

With regard to the merits of the present one,

we are decidedly of opinion that it is on a par with

the best of its contemporaries—and, indeed, it

would be singular if it were not, considering the

talent which we understand has been engaged
on it.

In its general arrangement it is modelled closely

after the Edinburgh Review. It presents the same
judicious mixture of science, politics, history,

poetry, travels, and light literature. In the first

department we have an article on " Cuvier and his

Works," which rumor assigns to the distinguished

pen of Sir David Brewster. We need not say,

therefore, that it is most excellent of its kind, and
deserving the attention of the whole scientific

world, to which we beg most heartily to recom-

mend it. The next paper is a very interesting re-

view of " Harris' Highlands of Ethiopia." An
elaborate article on the corn-laws, said to be

from the pen of the celebrated Doctor Chal-

mers, comes next ; and although we do not think

it quite comes up to the mark, or equals the cur-

rent doctrine of the day on that all-important sub-

ject, it cannot be passed by unnoticed. The
memoir and correspondence of that clever woman,
Mrs. Grant, of Laggan, furnish the theme of

another very readable article. " Midland's His-

tory of the Crusades" is a learned paper in the

Hallam strain. We were much pleased with a

very able and judicious analysis of " Tractarian

Poetry and Poets," including Faher and Lord
John Manners, which exposes admirably well

the absurdities of that school. We were scarcely

aware, before we perused this excellent paper, of

the downright nonsense and insults against com-
mon sense of which these writers have been guilty.
" Sewell's Christian Morals" likewise come in for

a good share of the pounding. We should think
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the poor authors would be glad to escape from a

battle where such hard knocks are going. " The
Policy of Party" is the subject of a good declama-

tory article ; and " Lord Jeffrey's Contributions to

the Edinburgh Review" afford a theme for a deli-

cate panegyric, which is said to proceed from the

pen of a rising young northern advocate, who is

imbued with no small portion of the learning, tal-

ents, and accomplishments which he knows so

well how to appreciate. The writer of this ele-

gant essay may say with the Shepherd in Virgil

—

Me quoque dicunt Valem pastores, at non ego cre-

dulus illis

!

What will probably be deemed the best paper of

the collection is the review of" Frederika Bremer's
Swedish Novels," which we have heard—and,

indeed, fully believe from internal evidence—is

written by Mr. Samuel Laing, the celebrated

traveller. This is full of raciness and good sense
;

it is philosophical and ingenious, and penetrates to

the bottom of that false, spurious sentimentalism,

those singular anomalies of morals which here and
there appear as blemishes in Miss Bremer's
works, and form such stumbling-blocks to the

well-educated English reader. Mr. Laing, with
philosophical acumen and intimate knowledge of

the reality, detects the true nature of these con-

trarieties, and shows that they are not mere super-

ficial accidental spots, but the outward symptoms
of a deep-rooted organic disease. In a word, he
shows that the purity of Swedish life and manners
is anything but truly represented by the engaging
but fanciful pictures of one woman of genius. On
reviewing the " Translation ofthe H Family,"
we made some remarks of a similar nature, having
been struck with the moral difference between the

representations of Miss Bremer and the frightful

evidence of the Swedish statistical records, first

brought into European notice by Mr. Laing's
Travels in Sweden.

—

Atlas.

CAIRO.

I had some difficulty in gaining, and afterwards

in retaining, my place among the first row of
spectators at the Doseh, in that part of the Isbekia

where the Sheikh rides over the human pavement
that is spread for him every year on this day,
March the 30th, in honor of the birthday of the

Prophet.

This extraordinary exhibition takes place near
the door of the house of the Skeikh, at the south-

ern extremity of the square, called the Isbekia,

where that part of the procession that precedes the

Sheikh having arrived, those of the crowd who
feel themselves inspired by the fancied solemnity

of the occasion, or by the example of a set of men,

whose violent gestures and hoarse vociferations,

accompanied by the noise of drums, terminate for

a time on the dusty plain. Here they throw them-

selves down as close as possible to each other,

while certain men, apparently of the household of

the Sheikh, set. to work arranging them, pulling

some by the legs, and others by the shoulders, in

order to keep the heads of these prostrate volun-

teers as much in a line as possible. These neces-

sary preparations were scarcely completed, when
a groaning at the northern extremity of the line

announced the arrival of the Sheikh, who in a few

minutes made his appearance, on that part of the

pavement near to which I stood, preceded by a

man bearing a flag. The Sheikh was seated on a

small black horse, that was hurried over the backs of

the unfortunate men in a quick walk by two grooms,
who held the horse's head. My view of the

Sheikh was so momentary that I did not see his

face, which must have been considerably covered

by a large green shawl he wore over his turban

and about his neck. No sooner had the Sheikh
passed, than those of the prostrate fanatics, who
could do so, got up, while others were assisted by
their friends in the crowd, and dragged away.
Some I saw looked pale, their eyes half shut, and
unable to stand, whether from an unlucky step of

the horse, or from that exhaustion which must
necessarily follow the violent gesticulations and

hoarse bawlings by which this religious ceremony
is distinguished, I cannot say, for none spoke, and

none would acknowledge to any hurt to their

sacred persons from the iron shoe of the horse.

The crowd soon dispersed ; many joined in the

large circles of bawlers that were found near the'

spot, and for some distance along that side of the

square.

THE OLD MAN'S REVERIE.

Sooth'd by the self-same ditty, see

The infant and the sire
;

That smiling on the nurse's knee,

This weeping by the fire

;

Where unobserved he finds a joy

To list its plaintive tone,

And silently his thoughts employ
On sorrows all his own.

At once it comes, by memory's power,
The loved habitual theme,

Reserved for twilight's darkling hour,

A voluntary dream

;

And as with thoughts of former years

His weakly eyes o'erflow,

None wonders at an old man's tears,

Or seeks his grief to know.

Think not he dotes because he weeps

;

Conclusion, ah ! how wrong

!

Reason with grief joint empire keer>s,

Indissolubly strong

;

And oft in age a helpless pride

"With jealous weakness pines,

(To second infancy allied)

And every wo refines.

How busy now his teeming brain,

Those murmuring lips declare

;

Scenes never to return again

Are represented there.
# # # #

He ponders on his infant years,

When first his race began,

And, oh ! how wonderful appears
The destiny of man !

How swift those lovely hours were past,

In darkness closed how soon

!

As if a winter's night o'ercast

The brightest summer's noon.

His withered hand he holds to view,
With nerves once firmly strung,

And scarcely can believe it true

That ever he was young.
And as he thinks o'er all his ills,

Disease, neglect, and scorn,

Strange pity of himself he feels,

Thus aged and forlorn.
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